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HAPPENINGS AND
WHEREABOUTS

ABOUT PEOPLE YOU
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KNOW-ABOU- T

'
Teachers Lnivc for Vacation
With the closing of school tlie majority of the school teachers loft
t
iioinJ thir vacation in various
parts of the country..
.Miss Junio Lee Cox will ppend
the summer months at Uristol, Va.
Miss Grace Waldsou at Colorado
Spiing?, Miss 'an Morgan at
Boze-ina-

Montana,

Mis '..Opal' Slater-

NÁvot, 'CoId., Miss Vesta
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ien, I'lhe Jeasdale.

Flower Sale Helps lied Cross
During the week the Hod Cross
has been selling flowers at a stand
i;f thfl entrance' of iHtf Wa.ie store'
and a neat sum has been idealized for
the Chapter in this manner. The
pansy plants were donated to the
fhhpler by Geo. Wade and the car- -;
nations and other cut flowers by
tlie Davis greenhouse.
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Citizen force, have volunteered for
special mechanical service in the
National Army, following a call for
registered men for training as outo
mechanics.

v

Woolon Home Nearly Completed
The residonce being built by J. W.
Wooton at the outskirts of the village, ncaflho Fair Grounds, is about
completed. The residence will be one
of the most modern and homelike
in town.
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TO BERIIN WITH 'EM
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Boggs and Caldwell Enlist
C. G. Caldwell, of the First National Bank, and "Tim" Bogs, of the
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Horace Clilton .Now Army Expert
g y
JWit
.i4r
.i O
Word has been received hero by
Dr. AV. W. Chilton to the effect that
his son, Horace, is now an expert
member of the HoaIo,uarters Company of his regiment of the enginGO
eers. Chilton is the youngest member of the headquarters staff anil
'
"I et's go"
is an instructor in auto repair work. MOTlllJt BELIEVED TO HAVE
CI T Ol'T IIKAItT OE HEK SON ' I
mon County. nun all indications.
New Fixtures for Co. Clerk's Oflice
JsubsVribed her quota of six
has
Alleged to have cut the t
out
A new set of
Vault fixdollars to the Second War
thousand
year old son
lf
f her four and
tures have been installed in the of- Mrs.
of
Herman
Heindrichs,
Rod Cross. At noon Sat
Fund
of
the
iiear
fice of the county clerk to replace
of- county
custody
of
Gronville,
in
News goes to press,
urday,
the
as
the old shelving .that has been in tii'ials and will be tried at the com
subscriptions in the city
use for so many years. The new
the
total
ing term of court for her supposed
fixtures provide a place for every ly
amounted to more than three thous
insane deed.
filing
record J.iook and a
dollars and reports from the
That the crazed mother placed the and,
case for ll important papers.
county
indicate that our quota wrtl
boy on a bed in a secluded room,
he contributed.
tabbed him sonic twelve times and That'9 what was expected of us.
Star Lumber Co. Extending Yard
literally (Hit out his heart,
then
Workmen are engaged this week is
Hut it Is'nt our REST!
story told of the revolting
the
.So
iu fencing in the half block at the
let's go some more.tragedy by neighbors to the county
rear of the Star Lumber Company officials.
are two days left. Let's try
There
Following the stabbing, it
yard. The inclosure will be utilized is
to
double
our quota. ,
stated, the mother went to the
as additional yard space, for thes
our hearts go to Berlin
And
let
calmly proceeded to cut
ftorago, of lumber and other ma- -' kitchen and
bunch of Union County
with
that
up 6onv seed potatoes with the
t erial. The carpenter shop has been
going, actually.
men
are
who
she later used in
to salvo our consciengiven
moved across the alley pon wioh samo knife, which
We've
planting the potato sets in the field. ces. Lel'sgive, again, to savo the lives
the. door opens. The body of the boy was found of those whom we've sent to fight
by a seven year old brother, who the fight for our protection.
Jack Williams Deserter, Alleged
was
Reports show that state after
Word has reached here to the ef- notified his older brother, who moplowing
in the field where the
is going after the. double mark.
state
Clayton
a
fect that Jack Williams,
potatoes, and National returns to date indicate
man, has taken French leave of the ther was planting the
-- army training camp at Fuusont. The his two older sifters who were play
that the response of the American
ing in the yard.
people to this call for aid fron? the
, local board has been notified of the
child
murdered
of
the
The
father
men in the trenches is going to be
desertion, .
was in Oklahoma, on business, at double the amount the Red Cross
the time of the murder. He return is asking.
Terlco District Gives $220.00
ed Thursday.
Unjon County cannot offord to fall
At a meeting of the residents of
Tlie affair is considerable of a behind ia this second drive.
the Perico district, presided over by mystery, and the community in the
MafiomChelf, recently, the sum of vicinity of the crime is greatly at We're proud we'vo done our bit.
But let's go some moro
220 was raised in voluntary sub
a loss to explain the action of the
Let's go to Berlin with the bunch!
pcriptons in fifteen minutes.
mother.
dust-pro-
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Mo.

f and mother, of Mt.
Marion
Dura, spent Saturday in. Clayton,
to business.
W. F. Patterson, of Mt. Dora, spent
'
Friday i i Clayton.
I
1'..
Mrs.
Sueed and children, of
Padtieah, Texas, are isiting Capt.
T. S. Snyder. They are motoring to
Colorado springy to spend the sum
mer.
C. K. liare, of Denver, spent a few
days in Claytiiu this week.
Mrs. Amanda Iligler and nephew, -from Seneca, spent Fridain Clay- -,
ton.
; s. nt
Miss Inez Mason, who
the past few months at Trinidad,
at the Trinidad Business College,
returned to Clayton on Monday.
Raymond Storseth, of Amarillo,
spent a few days in Clayton visiting

j

C.

y.

1

Vohmterr for Wur Work
During the past few clays a goodj
muiy Lniou County "men have vol- rtnteered for war work pcrsuani 10.
a call for registered men to bene
Hie government in various capaci-.- fie a other than in the trenches.
volunteers who have led or will
go soon, are Danial F. Hohhs, Henry
S. Sw an, Eli l'ena, Win. 1'. Weitzel,
W alter W. Kawlir.s, Cecil It. Smith, i
Juan B. Galleaos, Mauricio Tafoya.
George B. Swoyor,

K

Mrs. T. M. IVtney, ofDodge City,
Kansas, spent a few days in Clayton,'
vNiliny her son, Eugene Fortney.
D. C. Traisfor and son, of Deha-ve- n,
spent Thursday in Clayton.
Miss Ida Mae Cunningham, is
spending her xacation at her homo
in Henrietta. 'D'as.
Mrs. Sum Farber and Miss. Lillian
Gliorn.ierly returned the first of tho
week from a visit with home folks

n,

at

liatón, Miss, Edna Tandy at Colorado
Minings, Miss Corniel Egleston at
Slater, Mo., after a hort visit in
Folsom, and Miss Ella May Leavell
at Canadian. Texas.

11.

ri 5'3

Frank Fonley, w ho has been visit-iiihis aunt, Mrs. N. C. Miller, returned to his home at

H ASTE

IT WILL WIN FOn US

SUEEIMIEliDEH JiUtDKIUW AT
ISANCII NEAR MT. DOHA

Mrs. Cora Koiuer left the first
of the week for a. visit with relatives
in Kansas City. She was accompanied by her neices, Dorothy Und Fran-

ces Atwater.
W. I!. McQuien, representative of
the Woodmen o'f the World, left
Monday for Trinidad.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Eaton and J;.vo
children, former Clayton residents,
are spending a few days in Clayton
isiling old friends.
Mrs. Wooten (formerly Miss Ven-- r
dla Eklund) and Lieutenant Wooten
are here visiting with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eklund. Lieuten
ant Woolen is stationed at Fort Sill,

Juan Lopez, a sheep hoarder in the Okla.
Mrs. Robert Lane and Miss Ruby
tmploy of II. C. Abbott, at the Abbot
Mt. Dornwas foully returned D'oni Denver the first of
I'Mich neu
the week, where Miss Ruby has been
hiiirdered sometime "between
light and morning Wednesday, Ma in school the past winter. .
The murder vn committed wit'
E. M. Scott and family of Oren- -.
mi axe, with which the sheep hepru- - Ville, were in town tho first bf the.
r s skull was caved in.
week.
The motive for the murder was
Miss Lueile Cook, teacher from
probably robbery as the pocketbook Kenton, Okla, is stopping at tho
of the murdered man was found Eklund hotel.
rifeled of it contents near the body,
Markwell,
R. O.
of Colorado
which was left lying where it fell. springs is stopping at the Eklund,.
Lopez was tending sheep at th6
Alecx McKinzie was in from the
corral when the murder was com Cinumarrou today.
mitted.
Mrs. Don, Scott is visiting her
Assistant District Attorney Collins parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. V. Snyder. ;
in invetigating the murder discover
ed sixty dollars, probably taken from RED C.ROSS SPEAKER WILL the murdered man's pocketbook,
SPEAK HERE MONDAY
hidden under a stone near the place
the body was found. Three employes
11. E. Tinney, secretary
of the
of the ranch were ordered arrested fountain Division of the American
and are in the county jail- - awaiting
ed Cross, will address the people
v
trial for the crime.
of Clayton and vicinity on Uio needs
Lopez was about forty years of of tho soldiers Monday afternoon
ago and a trusted employee of the and evening at the Court House.
ranch, being frequently left in full
Mr. Tinney is an eloquent speaker
charge of its operations, lie was a and his address should bo heard by
Portuguese by birth but was count- all. Tlie ladies of tho local charier
ed as one of the best American citi- especially urge the men of the comzens of tho community.
munity to be present.
The time of the afternoon address
Clayton Printer In France
is three o'clock. The evening talk
will be given at eight o'clock.
High Sutliors was in from his
place, near Barney, the fore part of RED CROSS AUXILIARY FORMED
tho week and stated that he had re
IN MOSES' COMMUNITY SUNDAY
ceived a letter from Charles Hawk
A Red Cross auxiliary with sevenins, "Hawk", a former Clayton printer, alldrcssod from ""Somewhere in teen members was organized at MosFrance." Just a few weeks ago we es, Sunday, May 19. Mrs. Nanio B.
heard from Hawk and he was still Lawson was elected chairman and
in Camp at El Paso.
Mrs. G. B. Bond, secretary.
-
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Are vou "worrvinp:"
along without
fire or
msur-ance-eit-

IlMILj
Those living

$1.00

tornado?

and Under

Margaret Teasdale, Vilo M. Micra,
H. K. Hamblen, I). I). Munroc, Min-- ni
eSullivant, Mrs. H. E. Martin, M.
A. Kouri, Clayton Uip Co., Chas. J.
MailK.', A. I. Chavez, Mrs. C. Alford,
H. Uarne?,
W. G. Saulter, Stella-Aytes. II. C. Palillo, Mrs. II. Utter-bar- k,
Alice M. Slack, Mr.--. Hila Hlan-c.ln.Carrie Sniitbson, (i. II. Hrown,
Ira Atlin, Ed Heed, Ella, Carner,
Madge Wool ford, Hen Yaldez, V, L.
divert, W. C. Cameron, Oeo. McDonald T. E. Hufle, George It. Huse, cieo
Toombs, Mrs. .N. Ia is, .f. M. Wooton,
(rio. AbJred, Mrs. Toombs, Mrs. M.
G. Tixier, Mrs. 1". II. Clark, Mrs.
Chas. Mitchell, Mrs. N.. Ilerzstein,
Mary Itarnhart, Jennie Sherlock, Mrs.
C. K, Williams, Mrs. H. I). Howen,
llebel Munroe, S. W. Lyon, .1. 1 Garcia, Emma Norman, Mrs. A. U. Evans, J. A. Graham, Geo. Goodyear,
Keroe Wisdom, Mrs. A. E. Monleith,
H. G. Wood, G. W. Kelner, E. Garcia,
Mrs. M. I. Harvéy, Erank Little, J.
M. Hardin, Tom Kelley, A. R lias-ti- e,
Mrs. E. C. Hollinper, II. L. Guyer,
C. .1. Montgomery,
A. A. Shultz, F.
K. Dod.Non, F. Eameter, Hiram Wake,
Iick Sparks, Kit Clark. H. L. Skipping, Ignatio Tafoya, Hurl Carpenter, Win, Mootz, Will Dean, Wooton
Mardis, F. S. Glover, II. A. Notch-triel- ),
Geo. Ends, L. H. Eads, Grville
Woods, H. II. lloll, Ituby West, Carl
Erickson, S. li. I'owell, John Avery,
John Kirykendall. It. G. Hexroad,
lack Jenkins. John Terry, Ford Tol-le- y,
Hube Lujan, A. F. Hurlado, Fel-í- k
Castillo, J. E. Marcell, Steve Hamilton Walter Monroe, Joe Adomy,
J. C. Terril, Mrs. J. C. Terril, Roy
Reeves, Mrs. Robert Turpin, Mrs. S.
V. Longest, Mrs. M. D. Casados, Mrs
M. I). Domingos, Trinidad Lonalo, 13.
Murphy, Tom Deeley, A. U. Hospil,

THIS LIST IS I'lBLISHEI) IX
ADVANCE OF THE OFFICIAL
POLL OK NAMES AND WHILE
EYEKY EFFORT HAS BEEN

.

ALL WHO
AND TO GIVE THE
CORRECT AMOl'XT IX ALL INSTANCES ERROR IS UNAVOIDABLE AND WE WILL MAKE
ANY CORRECTIONS THAT ARE
CALLED TO OIK ATTENTION
OH WE MAY NOTE WHEN THE
OFFICIAL LIST IS GIVEN OIT
FOR PUBLICATION.
This list is (he contributions
collected up until Friday noon,
only. The remainder will lie
printed next week.
TO CREDIT

'Those Giviiifl
L. R. Ralston. Pedro
It.
Wassan, Sidney

$2.00
Del Valle,,

Those Giving S25.00
G G. Granville, Geo. II. Wade and
Company, Fruth Farmacy, Clayton
Garage and Auto Co., 11. II. Errelt,
Mrs. C. P. Talbnll. Tidier and Baca.
J. D. Eubanks, Comley Lumber Co.,
Big Joe Lumber Company, Star
Lumber Company, X. E. Charlton, F.
C. de Baca, Union Tille and Loan Co.
Pioneer Auto Co., II. J. Hammond. Jr..
Clayton .News.
Real Honest to God Subscriptions

A.

Grcnvillc Community
SchMer Investment Co. ...
li. W. Issacs
First National Bank anil
Union County Trust Co ...
Simon Ilerzstein
John Corich and Son
Mansker and Corich
Slate Bank of Commerce ...
Four Slates Seed Co.
Wooton and Mardis

$3(13.G2

200.00
150.00
i.")0.00

50.00
50.00
.'10.00

73.00
50.00
50.00

flO.OO
Mercl. Co.
GRAND TOTAL
Chas. W. Paysdor, Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
About half what ,it should be reFans, Ruth O. Hrown, J. II. Rulledge,
W. G. Bryan, C. E. Deaton, Alice Mil- gardless of any quota.
It will be noticed (hut anyone on
ler, A ud ra Yagich, Mrs. Tillie Gray,
J. C Alford, C. A. Byrnie, Lorenzo the list could have doubled their
Lujan, Robt. Means, Seman Fusquez, subscription without missing more
Mrs. R. L. Woolsey, Arthur Woolen, than one or two meals a dav.
Ilerzstein. Jim Giles, L. Bullard,
J. B. Fernandez, G. F. Hyde.

Rossenstein.
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t think you cannot have
and remember vou
control the elements.

fire

YOU MAY NEIfD PROTEC-

TION TONIGHT

tai
WM
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fire o. windstorm ruin vou?
How would yon make a fresh start
or couldnt yoa attemPl it?
VA7nnU a

insurance you are
Why take tha chance?
absolutely safe. Insurance ;annot prevent tne
.
.
i .i
i
damage
dui t.
k can auu uuer winpcnwic
completely
from
disaster
for all loss. It stops a
'xjjI overwiieniiuig
.
Such Policies in the SPRINGFIELD TIRE &
Ma hint.) Insurance Co. of Springfield,
Mass., are a positive protection for you.

r

íl

l

ju

ui:

A guarantee that your losses will be promptly
paid.
phone or write for all par
and descriptive literature.
Complete details gladly furnished

Come in
ticulars

..

Those Oiling

S2.50

Win. Martin. W. It. Owens,' Frank
Shultz, Chas. Adams, U. L. Baer,
W. T. Travis, F. L. Merchant, C. E.
Lord, Don Eakin, Letitia E Magrud-e- r,
Roy Garrity, Lee Tearney, Mrs.
Lee Tearney, F. E. Graham, John
Weiland, B. F. Rope, Maud Crawford.

Those Cuino $3.00
Lolla Sullivan, Orrin Beaty, J. B.
Wyalt, Mr. and Mrs. F. II. Beatty,
J. B. Jiles, Miss Hallie Exum.
Those Giving $".00
Rolyrt Bangerter, G. L. Cook, FraiiK
Telesfor J. Lujan, Elias Archuleta, O. Blue, F. A. Wlielen, W. F. Wills,
L. I.l. Gonzales. Mrs. Earl Messenger, Joan R. Grimm, A. J. McDonald, A.
Mrs. A. C. Loveless, Miss Josie Lovc-!(?- M. E. Henham, Clw'ster Davidson, J.
II. Finkle, Wru. Mootz, Henry II. Hutchison, Ray Busey, G. R. Hang,
Swan, G. Ü. Sahl, Mr. Clarence Raker, Isidoro Vigil, Juan Vigil, C. M.
Mrs. L. E. Hosey, Fred
Mrs. Maud Henham, A. Huertado,
JUiby Thornton, Howard W. Moore, Shultz. Win. Shultz. Chas." Shultz,
Mrs. Geo. Casey, Mrs. O, H. Fisher, Mrs. W. L. Franklin, R. H. Carson,
Sutton, John Cason, L. Drexel, A. E. Monteith, Mrs. M. L. Fruth, R.
Fruth, C. II. Cresswell, James S.
Mi. Ilyer, A. Peck. W. W, McDonald,
Wilson,
Mrs. J. E. Staley, A. C. Miera,
D. W. Snyder. Tobe Rryan, W. II.
H.
Lynch,
T. S. Snyder, Michael
W.
D"an; E. II. Rrettman, Mrs. L. W.
ni. Parks
Kingdom, W. A. Swendal, C. C. Swin-di-- l, G.irrun. Walt Williams.
Lee,
E.
Leighton,
E.
L.
G.
Pena.
J.
M.
A.
llangaii. W. W. Ranhign,
R. H. Lambert, A. II. Weidman. Tom P. L. Smith, Otto F. Menger, Frank
51. Her.slein
Dr. Olbeter,
K. Wolford, Adelle Kouri. Odel Har- - Hoover,
J. H. Armenlrout, L. E. Bvrn Dr.
i, Ells Temjdi , J. W. Hanners, H.
R.
Harris. H. V . Southerland, John W. A. Bristol, L. E. Keiser, W.
ielaud, Lena C. Wolford, Henley McCuin, C. Tolley, J. H.. Rabourn,
iggins. Miss. V. It. Townsend, U. R. Underwaad. Mrs. R. W. Isaacs.
Chamberlain, R. Anayo, M. D. Cas H. C. McFadden, Dr. J. C. Eisner,
C. X. Bridges, Fred Wolford, Mrs.
ados, J. U. James, S. H. Edmondson,
M. Thompson, J. J.
Roy iNeathery, M. I). Garcia, Otto Jennie Deam. F.
Weichman, M. E. Harvey, Mrs. T. H.
M eager, Loma Spurr, Wilma C. HarMarks-burrdin, E. W. Pettis. J. l Entegart, M. Rixey, Ncllo Sutton, George
C. T. Sidelo, B. P. Harlin, Ray
V. Leslie, J. Merced Gonzales, Juan
Messenger, Stanley Arnett, AugusM. Gallegos, A. W. Hrunn, Antonio C.
tine Sandoval, Paul Warren, B. F.

Want Something?
Advertise
for it in
these columns

UNION COUNTY AGENCY
M'FADDEN
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In Business
RIXEY

For Your Protection
CLAYTON, NEW MEX.
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A ru tijo, Manrico Tologo,, A. G. L'tley,
C. C. Lawrenre, Masillnio. Treno, F.
Smith, li. lT. Weiland, Mrs. Cadorna,

Mrs. Salona, Mrs, J. A. Garcia, Mrs.
M. C. Doniingoes, J. M. Parras, I).
M. Martinez, H. C. Harnea, Fred Owen.'., Chas. Lujan. Clyde Fraul, M.
L. 'i'oinson, John M. Reval, S. Gioven,
MiK. Forgan Thasey, Ilobina woods,

Harold RioKett. Harold Taylor, 1.
O. Render, Ethel Pyles, F. M. Wolfe,
L. It. Ralston, Hill Logsdon, Frank
Smith, Frank Kidney, Milton Sutton,
Oliver Roberts, Mrs. P. Gnuales, IX
Garcia, Henry Hrunner, W. A. Law-soClarence Holmes, C. P. Rowlings, J. R. Kerlin, P. T. Roberts, E.
C. Robar, A. P. Means, II. L. Goats,

her

Mcarley, C. C. Caldwell, C. M. Oliver, J. A. McCune, Lee West, A. A.
Kouri, 'Carrie Ilerzstein, Herbert
Ilerzstein, C. A. Law, T. F. Savage,
Fifer Canille, IL H. Hamilton, Ray
HefTner, A. J. Corich, P. O. News
Stand, Lon Cash, Alfred Ray, Leon
ard Ilerzstein, Mrs. Morris Johnson,
J. F. Collins, L. W. Ingram.
Those Giviug $10.00
Joseph Gill, Sr., Mrs. Joo Gill, Ek-luBarber Shop, H. E. Wherritt,
nd

Clair Roberts, Edgar Sherman, Electric Garage, Carl Leonard, Dr. J. M.
Winchester, J. II. Zurich, Mr. and
Mrs. Rankin, Mr. and Mar. C. F. Gibbons, Mrs. James S. Wilson, C. E.
Williams, C. R. Keiser, John VVatkins,
Misa Nancy Swope, A. D. Poison,
Mrs. W. A. Henderson, G. L. Gaines,
non Adams, II. G. Payne, Lee Shultz, J. B. Holdsworth, A. W. Thompson,
George Shultz, Adriano Johnson, Mrs. H. B. Woodward, C. E. Keller,
Bamuel Burke Johnson, Louise B. Clarenco Swan, Mil Hollingsworth,
Chapín, S. Dwand, Donald Gill Jos T. W. Shultz, C, L. Collins, C. T.
eph Gill, Jr., Elizabeth Gill, W. MH Baker, Harry Thompson, John Spring
Gentry, Lois McArthur, Mrs. Carrie Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Rutledge, Mr. and
Sullivan, II. L. McArthur, Bcrnice Mrs. Van Pelt, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Nulph. Mrs. J. M. Gibbons, V. L. Rutledge, Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
McVey,. Tito M. Vigil, S. Williams,
Union County Agency, Sarah
J. II. Tixier, Ed Quintana, Elíseo Mar- A. WalkiiH.
tinis. R. II. Shannon, J. I. Pina, Mrs.
Thmt Giving $15.00
Jewel Vandermark.
School District 45, F. B. Vandewart,
Tommy Pownea gave twenty five W. W. Chilton, Wanser and Owens,
Mrs. D. W, Priestly, Mission Theater,
rents.
Mr. and Mrs. J. n. Dyche, II. B.
Thane Giving $1.50
Woodward, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Lucy I. Munroe, J. M. Garcia, Geo. Chamberlain, F. JI Clark, O. P.
Easterwood, Louise Chapn.
McDonald.
n,

Pad-doc- k,

Ecoriomy Vithout Stinginess
engine used in a car of
c'.her Trrs it wa.j no'üofly's busicomparable
price.
ness how much vou spent for a
motor car but today ostentation is
Owners average 20 miles to a gallon
economical,
A
modest,
of
gasoline, 900 miier. to a gallon of oil
of
place.
out
comfortable car like the Grant Six and 7000 milco or more from standard
gives you. every thins that you can tires. You get the smoothly-flowinthink of in motor car service except flexible power of a six with the econof a light four.
the evidence that you "don't care for omy
The new Grant Six is a car of quiet
expenses."
beauty. Its lines should be the envy
The Grant Six is long and roomy.
of many a much more expensive, car.
car and when Its riding
It is a real
comfort has very few rivals.
fully occupied does not look crowded.
All over the country this splendid
engine of adIts overhead-valv- e
car is selling to people who in other
vanced design is as large in piston years would net have considered
anjdisplacement and as powerful as any ear under $1300 to $1500.
IS

er

g,

five-passeng-

er

We advise you to buy your GRANT SIX now

ELECTRIC GARAGE, Clayton, rJewMexico.

RANT MOTOR CAR CORPORATION

CI', 1:,Y E LA N !'
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i

í

Fair and Square

THE CLAYTON NEWS
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Hf KITCHEN
unJCABlNET

We Are Not' in Business for Our
Health But to Save Your Soles

One way to avoid a tight Is to atop
and count ten. By that time the other
fellow will probably have you licked.

We are equipped with the very best modern machinery for repair work on boot and shoes, and we do such work while 70a wa.it.
In these times of expensive footwear it pays to have your old
boots and shoes repaired, if the repairing is done well and done in
time. But if you wear them until they are past redemption It Is
better to buy a new pair.
Try our method of repairing and be convinced of the fact that
"repaired In time saves the cost of a new pair of shoes." We use
the best material we can get on the market.

The three components of ten ore
essential oil. thelne and tnnnln. These
give character to the
beverage. The flavor of
the tea depends' chiefly
upon the essential oil.
The caffeine found In
co (Tee Is an ntknlold like
thelne and the fatigued
one who finds refresh- mem ana restoreu energy
tafia a cupful of tea has been stimulated by this Ingredient.
There are hundreds' of blends of
teas but those commonly known and
most used are English Breakfast. Formosa, Oolong, Ceylon, Orange Pekos,
young Hyson and Souchong.
Properly brewed tea Is an Important
essential. Tea should not be infused
too long and should under no circumstances be boiled.
Ceylon ten Is the tea best liked for
Iced ten and when serving It hot the
tea ball Is desirable.
Green tea known by cun powder,
Hyson and various other names, Is
much lighter In color, a drink of high
fragrance, but a bit more harsh than
black teas. The English know the
value of fresh boiled water for the
fragrant beverage.
In many places certain springs or
wells have water which makes a most
superior tea, the tea makers going
many rods to carry this precious water to have the right tasting cup of

MONEY TO LOAN
OKLAHOMA FARM
MORTGAGE CO.
MAKES LOANS OX NEW MEXICO IMPROVED FARMS;
TERMS; QUICK SERVICE NO DELAY.

EAST

The inspector will call and look over your farm, draw papers, etc,
and thereby save you time and expense. Write or call on

tea.

Face the Building Material Question
N from a Common Sense stand
point. A tailor cannot put shod
dy Into a suit of clothes and
make it as good and lasting as
if he had used first-clacloth.
Same with building a house.
The better the materials, the
better the building. We eep
the best. Lumber, Building
Material and Coal. Quality
and Service.
ss
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Simple desserts are the rule these
days. Dutes which are rich In food
-value are little appreci
ated by the average
Wash the
housewife.
dates, remove the pits
and arrange In small
dishes, sprinkle with a
tablespoonful- - of broken
nut meats, such as pecans, add a spoonful of
sweetened whipped cream and you
have a dessert which Is both nutritious
and dainty.
Tapioca and Data Sponge. Put a
scant half teaspoonful of salt and a
pint of boiling water In the upper part
d
of
of a double boiler, atlr Id
a cupful of minute tapioca and stir
lightly until It thickens, then cover and
cook until the tapioca Is transparent,
Pour boiling water over half a pound
of dates, stir, then sjjlm them, cut and
dry In the oven. Cut In sections, re
moving the pita and stir Into the tapicupful of sugar
oca with
and the Juice of a large lemon. Beat
the whites of two eggs and fold Into
the mixture. Serve with sugar and
cream.
Oreen Pea Soup. To serve ten peo
ple boll two quarts of green peas In
two quarts of water with an onion and
three sprigs of parsley. Remove the
onion and parley and press the peas
through a puree sieve, diluting mean
while with the vegetable liquor saved
from the cooked peas. Add a quart of
chicken broth and stir until boiling,
cook ten minutes, add two teaspoon
full of salt, a teaspoonful of sugar
and a dash of pepper. Serve very hot
Chop Susy. Heat a half cupful of
sweet fat In a kettle, add one pound of
chicken cut Into bits, remove chicken
when brown and add a pound of lean
nork also cut in bits, return the chick
en to the kettle and add one cupful of
chopped onion, the same of celery and
a can of mushrooms, using the liquor
cupfula of
In the can, one and one-hawater and one cupful of blanched and
finely chopped peanuts. Add salt and
nour,
tteDDer to taste and Don one-naA Juicy pie may still be palatable
and save its Juice by using an egg
beaten with the sugar and a little
flour well stirred Into the fruit when
putting It into the crust. Another
method to savo the Juice In the pie Is
to Insert a paper funnel In one ofttbe
small openings of the crust. The Juice
bolls up but does not escape.

v!

A. E. MONTEITU, Manager.
:-

NEW MEXICO.
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Our Interest in Your Crop or Garden
Does Not Cease When We've
Sold You the Seed
We want you to succeed in your undertaking,
whether a hundred aeres oí field crop or a rod square
of war garden.
To this end we are glad at all times to advise you
in regard to cultivation and care of your crop or gar- den ; tell you what implement to use and when to use
it ; when to lay by and when to harvest ; when to store
and when to market; in fact, we are willing and eager
to give you all the help we can at all times.
Call at our Clayton or Des Moines offices at any
time and maybe we'll both learn something.
GOVERNMENT SEED BEANS AT T9 PER CWT.
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YOUR SUCCESS MEANS OUR SUCCESS
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Carload of Potatoes and Cucumbers Badly Damaged as the Result of Improper
Corrier, Basket of Cucumbers Crated for
Bracing Upper Right-HanMarket.
d

space Is open the remainder of the
load is In danger through Inadequate
circulation of air to and from the Ice.
'
Standard Ventilation.
Produce that can be shipped safely,
under "standard ventilation" (vents
open, without Ice) may be loaded near
the roof with less dntger than produce)
that requires Ice. But safe shipment
of such produce requires air spaces
above, between, and below the packages, so that cool, fresh air entering
the open vents may reach all parts of
the load, otherwise the latent heat of
the produce, together with the heat
generated when closely packed to
gcther, will cause rapid decay and
great losses.
Mixed carlot shipments are sometimes received with the produce, such
as potatoes and cucumbers, scattered
through the loud because the containers have broken open In transit. It
Is well in mixed carlot shipments to
It Is not enough to select, grade, and see that each type of produce Is loaded
pack perishable produce carefully ; it by Itself, spaced and braced, so that It
must be properly loaded In the cars to will not shift about while traveling to
prevent food wnste. Mirny thousands market.
of pounds of fruits and vegetables that
were not properly loaded In freight
cars arrive at large market centers In
DON'T WASTE CAR SPACE
such condition that they must be repacked and sold at low prices, while
, Ton know that, at this time,
some cargoes are practically ruined
food Is precious and that none
from shifting and luck of ventilation In
of It can be allowed to go to
transit.
waste.
But the loss Is not borne entirely by
Do you know that, at thjs time,
the producer and shipper, for today,
freight car space Is equally
with the nailon at war, every freight
precious and that to waste It Is
car must haul more cargo, and
to Invite disaster?
loading, which wastes food, also
. When
shipments of produce
wastes car space, because cars loaded
and other perishable food prodcarelessly do not serve the nation s
ucts are not properly packed la
needs.
the car, they fare badly and
Carry Heavier Loads.
there Is !o3 of food.
Reports from railroads and shippers
When produce, vegetables and
show that under the stress of car shortthe like am not properly packed
age freight cars have been carrying
In the car, there Is loss of equalheavier loads than In the past, and In
ly valuable car space.
some cases maximum safe loading has
For your own protection from
been worked out for certain crops.
money loss, and for the protecThe department of agriculture and the
tion of the country from food
railroads are endeavoring to educate
loss and shipping loss, exerdse
shippers to the necessity for proper T scrupulous care to see that ship T
spacing, arrangement, and bracing of
ments are pocsea property in
loads In cars to prevent Injury In
the car.

PROPER

GOOD EATING.

THE STAR LUMBER COMPANY
-:

AND

of Agriculture.)
SPACE, TOO.

WASTE

Phone 223 or 131.

Office With Clayton Abstract Co.

:-

FODD

Department

LOADING
Russians, we are apt to think, al
ways require a slice of lemon In their
tea while as a fact they serve Jam
with their national drink, dropping It
TO AVOID
Into the tea which Is drunk from
tumblers.
In Morocco the leaves of thyme and
verbena are. added to the tea to lend Greater Care on Part of Shippers
It piquancy.'
in Packing Perishable ProThe Persian likes his sweetened al
most to a sirup. The Burmese add
duce Is Urged.
garlic and other highly flavored sesa
me oil to theirs.
Perhaps In America as In no other
country cream In tea Is the tea par HEAVIER LOADS ARE CARRIED
excellence. We must bear In rqjnd,
however, that tnnnln In tea will act
upon the delicate stomach lining and
should be Infused just long enough to Heavy Demands on Railroads Due to
War Conditions Have Increased
extract the flavor. Any added steeping
Difficulties In Handling Fruits
tends to Increase the amount of
,
tannin.
and Vegetables.

Ü. E. DODSOX, Inspector
Clayton, New Mexico.

-:

SAVE

Service, United Btate

v

The Clayton Electric Boot & Shoe
Hospital

CLAYTON.

(Special Information

"THE ART OF TEA MAKING.

W. Ii. TOLLEY, Manager.

SIP
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Oar Part in Feeding the Nation

Shipments of carsfuily graded pro
duce, such as peaches, put up In good
hampers have been received at market
In such condition that they had to be
repacked before they could be sold.
many hampers being so broken that
the loss of fruit was great. All this
because the hampers were not properly spaced and braced In the cars.
Even when loads are braced properly and arrive Intact, Inattention to
requirements of refrigeration and ventilation often results In great losses
through mold and decay. Efficient
loading of perishables prohibits putting so much In a car as to result In
such losses. The limit of safety must
be adhered to even though there Is
danger through car shortage of not be
ing able to ship the entire crop. If
cars are properly loaded with open
spaces between packages and an ample
air passage beneath floor racks, the
maximum weight of carloads may be
greatly Increased, wth less danger
from loss than with light loads put
In the cars Indlferently. Very perish
able produce, such as cherries, peaches,
pears, and plums, being shipped under
refrigeration, need special attention In
this regard, since fruit loaded within
two feet of the roof does not receive
proper refrigeration, and unless this

Efficiency and the Beehive.
A productive colony of bees may be

likened figuratively to a machine which
consumes In friction 90 per cent of the
energy applied. This Is not a high de
gree of efficiency when measured by
this standard. The colony In a box
hive; then, Is likened to such a machine
In bad repair and with no attention, In
which all the energy la used simply to
drive the wheels. Such a machine ta
The properly
totally unproductive.
housed colony which Is badly manipulated is then comparable to the machine In good repair but In the hands
of a poor mechanic. Such a machine
may do fair work for a time, but the
mechanic falls to do the necessary
work at the right time and the machine
Is only occasionally productive. Final
ly, the productive colony Is like a good
machine In the hands of a good mechanic. While energy Is consumed
simply to run the machine, the good
mechanic does the right work at the
right time and obtains the greatest possible reward In the machine's output
Such a figurative comparison must not
be carried too far, and u used here
only to point out the lamentable waste
beekeeping.
In much present-day

C
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NEWS TO DATE

An order in council makes It a criminal offense under the defense of the
realm act to hoard silver In Ireland.
Fire hundred Sinn Felners were arrested at rarlous towns In Ireland May
18, according to a Dublin dispatch.
German troopa bare occupied Bjor-ko- ,
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
an Island In the Gulf of Finland
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
south of Vlborg, and thirty miles
northwest of Petrograd.
THE WORLD.
The Dutch government has prohibited the sailings of all Dutch steauu.
ships from Dutch ports. Sailing vesDURING THE PAST WEEK sels and coastal fishing craft are excepted from the ruMr.g.
Total absence of excitement in Dublin Is reported In all dlspatohes from
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT!
the Irish capital despite the Sinn Fein
CONDENSED FOR IUSY
arrests. There are no outward indiPEOPLE.
cations that anything has happened.
The trawler Allly sank k German
submarine, captured the commander
Wmiwi Newipaper I'nlon Newa Service.
and liberated the captain and rrew of
ABOUT THE WAR
troops
Turkish
at Aldln, Asia Minor, a Spanish sailing vessel, taken prisoner, a dispatch from Toulon, said.
bare mutinied.
China and Japan have signed the
The Tíllate of Vllle
north
of Morlancourt, waa recaptured by the treaty concluded after negotiations
lasting several days concerning the
Britiah.
military operations
be conducted
Thirty prltonera and alx machine Jointly by these two tocountries
In Si(una were taken by the Brltlih north beria.
of Merrill.
The earthquake at La Serena, capiBritiah casualties to the number of tal of the province of Coquimbo, Chile,
8,677 bare been reported In the week damaged a large number of buildings.
ending May 21.
Fire started In the center of the town,
A new German army, led by General caoslng further loss. The shock was
ron Below, Is reported to hare been felt to a less extent In neighboring
villages.
definitely located In front of Arraa.
Before the body of MaJ. Raoul Luf-berAdjutant Demeulemeester brought
was placed In a grare near a cerdown bla tenth aeroplane. In fire daya
the Belgian arlator alio set fire to tain French village It lay In state In
a room of a small frame building.
three war balloons.
Around It were hundreds of wreaths
A atate of siege has been proclaimed
at Prague, the Bohemian capital, by of flowers sent by American comaviators who had
the police, and the military garrison rades. French
known him In the French army and by
has been reinforced.
French army corps.
The allies, In the last thirty days,
MaJ. Raoul Lufbery, American ace
bare destroyed more than a hundred
enemy aeroplanes on the Italian front, and former member of the Lafayette
escadrllle, was killed In an air battle
It waa officially announced at Rome.
over the American lines. The body
To Bethune has come the fate of so fell In the American front line and
many other towns and cities of north- was recovered, and was burled with
ern France, and it is now a mass of full military honors, In which both
ruins as a result of the German bom- American and French troops particibardment.
pated.
Beside the four raiders already an- SPORT
nounced as having been destroyed
Thomas W. Murphy, famous as a
during the air raid on London Sun- trainer and driver of light harness
day night, a fifth was brought down horses, Is to give a Red Cross day at
and fell flaming In the sea.
the Hudson River Driving park, at
The attacks by the French near Poughkeepsie, N. V., on the afternoon
Locre, on the northern side of the of Saturday, June 22.
Lys salient, and of the Australians beThe
baseball club Is a
fore Amiens, appear to have beeu thing of the past in minor leagues, acmore successful than was at first un- cording to J. C. McGlll, former Greederstood.
ley owner and now head of the IndianBetween the Sornme and Arras the apolis team In the American AssociaBritish are harassing the Germans by tion, who was in Denver en route to
rushing their outposts, and the French Los Angeles.
bare been successful In similar operaAttempts t)
lacing at
tions In the region of Rheims, in the Overland park this summer received
Champagne.
an effectual quietus at the meeting of
On the Lys front between Mont the mayor and city managers of DenKemmel and the heights
of Mont ver when the opinion was expressed
Rouge and Scherpenberg the French by Mayor Mills that for the period of
hare greatly improved their positions the war racing should not be permitIn a forward movement along a front ted in Denver. Support to the mayor's
opinion was given by each of the city
of two miles.
managers.
During the aerial fighting Saturday
twenty-weGerman airplanes were GENERAL
Charles W. Fairbanks, former vice
destroyed, three were driven down out
of control and three German balloons president of the United States, Is critwere burned, according to the report ically 111 at his home in Indianapolis,
on aerial operations issued by the Lon- Ind., with Brlght's disease.
don war office. Twelve Brltluh maGerman women In the United States
chines are missing.
are required to register with chiefs of
police or postmasters between June 17
WESTERN
New Mexico people are contributing and 26 under regulations issued by the
Department of Justice.
liberally to the Red Cross.
J. A. McQlynn,
League
L.
The name of
E. Luke of Dayton,
organizer,
who alleged he was kidWyo., appears among the dead In the
naped recently near Miles City, Mont.,
Canadian casualty list.
was advised by a committee of seventy-fThe quota for Casper, Wyo., in the ive
citizens, representing the home
Red Cross drive was $18,000, and at guards of Wibaux, that his presence In
the end of the second day over $25,000 the country was no longer desirable
had been subscribed.
and that If he wished to avoid violence
Casper turned out en masse to bid he would leave at once. Two other alfarewell to 101 Wyoming cowboys who leged organjzers, William Carver and
were departing for Foft Benjamin Albert Mills, also were similarly adHarrison to enter army service.
vised and the trio left.
An Increase In passenger rates, beThe Rev. John D. Metzler, pastor of
ginning May 25, to 3 cents a mile, was St. Boniface German Catholic church
announced by Denver railroad author- at Ed wards vllle, ill., departed for
ities. Information has been received parts unknown at the request of the
from Director General William jG.
local coainilttee of the Council of Dethat freight rates will bIho be fense, following his refusal to allow
Increased, probably 5 per cent, and the St. Boniface Ladies' Society's dishnumerous economies will be put into es to be used In entertaining a coneffect. An additional one-halcent a tingent of the Great Lakes naval trainmile will be charged passengers who ing station band.
travel In parlor and sleeping cars, exFive hundred St. Louis saloonkeepclusive of the charge made for the ers have received orders to appear bechair or berth. The railroads of the fore Excise Commissioner Lewis and
country will be put i.i a flat mileage produce evidence that they have purbasis, and, according to railroad men, chased Liberty bonds. Those who are
the shortest route will be the cheap- without bonds will be denied licenses.
est.
St. Louis has taken the stand that InWASHINGTON
asmuch as dram shops are a special
The food situation In Germany, of- privilege under the law, the owners
ficials believe, is the most critical it should be 100 per cent patriotic.
has been for some time.
Aggressive
patriotism of North
Former Premier Hanotaux of France American Indians have been responsiIn an Interview
giren - In Madrid, ble for a Liberty Loan record which
Spain, predict the United States will may not be surpassed by any communsend 8,000,000 men to France.
ity In the United States. It was offiCoL Jake Dawson, a Texas turkey cially announced that Odanah, an Ingobbler that recently sold for $10,000 dian reservation village In Ashland
In a Red Cross auction at Austin, was county, Wis., subscribed thirty times
dellrered as a gift to President Wil- its quota. The village quota was
son by Representativa Hardin of
and the total subscription was
Texas.
$106,000.
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NERVOUS

DOCIIES DELUGE

LATE

MARKET

ALLIESVITIIGAS

QUOTATIONS

Waiter

Newipaper Ualoa Newa Strvlee.

DEWVHMARKET.
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Fat taers, eh. topVime.. .$11
od to aholee. 14.15 0 15.0
Fat ilnra,
Fat ataars, fair to seod... ÍM'V1?0

Helfars, prim
13.00014
Cowa, fat, good to cholea.. 11.00$ 11. SO
1 A AO
Cowa. fair la rnnil
0 11.7 5
Cowa, common to fair
t.OOO 010
jo.qow ij.ww
veai cairas
Bulls
10091100
Feeder, food to ehotoa... It.OOOH.tO
10.(0011. T5
Feeder, fair to good.
Feeder, common to fair... t. 00910.15
etockara, good to cholea... 11 0001110
tockars, fair to good
1.60010.10
flood hogs
I17.00Q1T.I5
Lamba, light
Lambs, heavy
Ewea

BOSll.CO

II. 00O1I.50
1555015.75

Yearllnaa
Wethers

14

0014.75

15.7501f.15

HAT AND GRAIN MARKET.
O. B. Danvar, Carload Price.)

(F.

Bar.

Buying Price par Ton.
Colo, upland, par ton . . . . . .1 00 0 10.00
Nabr. upland, par ton
15.00
J7.00
Prairie bay (nuw crop),
Colo, and Nabr.. per ton. 11.00015.00
Timothy, per ton
10.0001100
10.00 15.00
Alfalfa, par toa
10.00Ü11.00
South Park, par ton
1

Ounnlaon Valla, par ton.. 15.0010.00
1.00
Straw, par toa
Grata.
Oats, Nabr., 100 Iba., buying
tt10500
Colo, oata, bulk, buying
Cora ehop. aaok, aalltna
I fI
Corn In eack, aalllna
110
7
Qluten faad, sacked, aelllns;
Bran, Colo., par 100 lba., sailing... 1.07

Flear.
Hungarian patent.
IS lba, sacked,
ubjeet to dlacount
$17
DRESSED POULTRY.
Lasa 10 par
commlsalon.
Turkey, fancy d.cant
p
10 Oil
15
Turkey, old tome
14
Turkaya, choice
10 Oil
Mans lb
17
Ducka, young .
17 010
Oeeaa
16
Oil
15 Oil
.
Roosters
Lire Poaltry.
(Prlcaa nat F. O. B. Danvar.)
Rooatere, lb
10 011
Turkaya. 10 lbs. or ovar
2S
010
Hana
16 OK
Duoka, young ,
16 617
puokllnte,

Oeeee

Brollara.

lb

1111,

10

01

12

lb

46

1 nat,
No.Ea.

Egsa, rradad
P.
O. B. Danvar
Bags, graded No. 1 nat, F.
O. B. Denver
Eggs, caae count, mlac.
eaaas, leas oommlsalon.. . .$

.12
.14
1.75

01.00

Batter.
lat grade, lb...

Creameries, ex.
Creamerlea, Id grade, lb
Proceas
Packing stock

44
40
11

It

010

Apples, Colo, nawrralt.
fancy, boa. 1.6001.60

Vegetables.

Beans, Nary, owt.
Beana. Pinto, cwt.
'apa, ma. id

11.00

0

WESTERN
ON
ALLIED RAIDS
PLANS
GERMAN
FRONT UPSET
FOR NEW DRIVE.

ALBERT THRUST COSTLY

PROSTRATIOI
May be Overcome by Lydi
E. Pinkham's Ve?eUb!o
Compound
1 nit
Letter Proves It.
Watt Philadelphia, Pa. "Darin tite
thirty years I bars been married, I nave
vmn in mm uoauwa
and bad eereral at
tacks of narrow
prostration until it
seemed as if the
organs la my whole?
body wars wora
oat I was finally
persuaded totter

FRENCH ATTACK AT MAISON8 DC
CHAMPAGNE AND REPULSE
HUNS AT FLANDERS.
Wcitern Newapaper Union Newi Bervlce.

London, May 23. The Germans
made another attempt Wednesday to
raid the British positions near Mesnll,
but were repulsed, according to Field
Marshal Haig's report from British
headquarters In France. The British
carried out a raid on the German positions around Hebuterne, with heavy
casualties to the Germans. The report says: "Early this morning the
enemy made a second attempt to raid
our positions southeast of Mesnll
(north of Albert), but was repulsed.
"Another successful raid, In addition to those reported this morning,
was carried out by us last night in
the neighborhood of Hebuterne. Heavy
casualties were inflicted on the enemy
in these encounters and we captured a
few prisoner.).
"On the remainder of the front there
was nothing beyond artillery activity
on both sides of the different sectors."
On the Flanders front the German
carried out a heavy gas bombardment
of the sector to the northeast of Bethune.
With the French Armies In France,
May 23. While awaiting the opening
of the expected new German offensive, tbe French and British are creating great confusion In the German
plans by local operations which already have brought about an improvement in their defensive positions.
The Germans had hoped to have positions at solid points on the Flanders
platbills, on the
eau, and on the Griveness and
heights and Le Plemont and
Renaud hills from which to launch
their attack. Not only have these positions remained in the hands of the
entente allied troops but In the vicinity o them the French and British recently have gained ground.
Vlllers-Bretonneu-

x

Mallly-Ralnev-

14.00
10.00

LydiaKPinkbsmV

Vefetabla
pound sad it

Commade- -

well voman of
can now de
me.
all nv housework
and advise all sdllng women to try
Lydln E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and I will guarantee they will
derivo rreat benefit from lt"'-Mr- s.
Frank Fittcirald, 3 N. 41st Street,
West Philadelphia. Pa,
There are the sands of woman every-whe- re
in Mrs. Fltagerald'a condition,
suffering from nervousness, backache,
headaches, and other symptoms of
functional derangement It was a
grateful spirit for health restored which
led her to write this letter so that other
women may benefit from her experieccw
and find health as she has dona.
For suggestions In regard to your condition writ Lydia E. Pinkbam Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of their
40 years experience is at your servito.

il

Skin Tortured
Babies Sleep
After
Cuticura
Sm
aa4
23a.

Oiataaaat 3S

SSe,

Overburdened.

Park Senator Sideswipe seems to
be a gloomy person.
Wood Tes ; it Is some sort of Internal trouble.
Park Organic?
Wood Mouth organic, I'd call It
Park I fall to get you.
Wood Well, he prepared a ten-hospeech not long ego and congress
adjourned before be got a chance to
spring It
Park Disappointed, eh?.
Wood Tes; But it Isn't that so
much as the fact that he Is still carrying it around In his system. Youngs-tow- n
Telegram.
Explanations Unnecessary.
Beulah Weren't you In the conser
vatory with Fred last night?
Belle Yes, I was.
"It was dark, wasn't it?"
"Yes, pitch dark."
"Did he say anything?"
"Of course."

Twelve German airplanes were
brought down during Monday's air
1.00 fighting by the British aviators, while
teuimower. lb
100. 11 H gunfire accounted for another, and an
inlons, table, dos.
16 d .IS
two were driven down out
Turnips, 'Colo.', cwt'!!!!!!!! l.HQ i.to additional
of control, an official announcement
"Whatr
of the day's activities says.
HIDES AND PELTS.
"Oh, I couldn't hear what he said."
Dry Hldea. J
"How do you know he said anyPound
Rome. Italian troops in the mounbutcher, lb
lie
thing?"
Íllnt, fallen, lb
14o tains west of the Brenta have broken
bull and stag, lb
16c up
"Because I felt his lips move."
enemy attacks, especially on the
Flint, culls and slue, lb
ltc
"How do you know his lips moved?"
Bait hldea. lb
10012o
southern slopes of Sasso Ross. On
"Now, that's Just like you I You alHorse hides one-hato
Monte Spinoncia, west of the Plave,
price of green salt.
says the official statement from the ways want to find out everything I"
Grava altad. Cared Hldea.
Orar 40 lb., lb
It Olio war office, an Austrian position was
Under 50 lb., lb
110 lie
Not on the Face of It
Glue hide and akin, lb
10o destroyed
and fifty-thre- e
prisoners
"Are electric wires made of
Bulls and ataca, lb
1010a captured.
Part cured, lb
la leas
metal?" "Hardly, since it
Oreen, le lb. leas than curad.
Is so dangerous to cross them. "
Dry VHat Pelt.
Paris. Artillery fighting of the
Wool pelt, lb
,....4!045e most violent character occurred on
Short wool pelt ,
17040c
No. 1, lb...
17o the front southeast of Amiens, the war
Butcher ahearllng-No. 1 Murrain shearing, lb....
10c office announces.
Buck, aaddle and place at value.
Tallow aad Urea.
Adopts Antl-I- . W. W. Resolution.
Prim rendered tallow, la...$ 100 .11
No. 1 tallow, lb
100 .11
Fhoenlx,
Arli. Mrs. Pauline O'Neill,
No. I tallow, lb
010 .10
member of the lower house from a
Brown and yellow tallow
greaaa, lb
OÍ0 .10 Phoenix precinct, offered a Joint resCalf aad Kip Greca Salted.
olution soon after the Legislature conCalfakln, sallad
$ .180 .11
Kip. lb
110 17 vened, denouncing
tbe Industrial
Branded, lb
.11
Workers of the World as a menace
Deacona, each
l.501.6O
Blunka, each
60O 75 and calling upon every state official
Horae, No. 1, each
5.60 5 1.00
Horae, No. 2, each
4.6006.00 to declare himself in relation thereto.
1.606 1.00 The resolution was adopted by the
Ulue and pony, each...
Colt, each
600 0 House unanimously.
Greca Baited Pelt.
$ .5002.50
Lamb - and Sheep, each
Spring- lamb, each
IStp .46
Shearlings, each
10 O .50

.lev
li
IB. 1.010., cm ..........
xroia, cwi

lf

1. 00

i

two-thir-

well-temper- ed

VarDanands

MISCELLANEOUS

KAISER RULES BOHEMIA

MARKETS.

Price Quoted for Metala.
Lead 17. 0007.12.
Country Is Redistricted by Austria to
Copper 123.12 Vi.
Give Control in Parliament to
Bar Silver
St. Louts. Spelter, 14.83.
German Forces.
London. Bar allver, 48d per os.
Boulder. Tuneaten concentrate. CO
Washington, May 23. Division of
per cent, 120.00&ÍI. 60 per unit; crude
orea, 60 per cent, 522.00425.00;
5 per Bohemia into twelve districts, with adcent, $11.00011.54; 10 per cent, I1.40O vantages in the
electoral domain given
11.20.
to the German minority in each so as
Boatoa Wool Price.
to reduce the Czech representation in
Boston. Wool Scoured baais:
Texas Fine 11 month. $1.7201.76; Parliament, Is provided in a ralnlste-ria- l
decree Issued at Vienna. An offifin 8 month. $1. 601.66.
Territory Kin staple, $1.50;
d cial" dispatch from
France says this efcombina. 11. ,6301.18;
combing-- $1.4001-45- ;
fort to dlBiuember and Germanize tlie
fin
1. 6501.70;
clothing,,
fin
medium Czech eta'-- ' caused the recent serious
Clothing-- $1.6501.50.
Pulled Extra. $1.(001.55: A A, $1.70 rioting at Oatrau, Plisen, Nachod and
O1.80; A aupar. $1.6001.65.
other places which resulted in the proclaiming of martial law and the imprisCkJeaae Llr Stock QaeUtlaaa.
Hoge Bulk, $17.10017.70; onment of ISO persons.
Chicago.
light, $17.10017.(6;
mixed,
By Increasing the German represenlf80; heavy, $16.356 17.65 ; $17.060
rough,
$1.35016.76; pics. $14.50017.10.
tation from Bohemia at the expensa
Cattle Native ateera, $10.75017.75;
tockere and feeders, 50.40OH.15; cow of the Czechs, the Austrian governandhelfera, $7.40014.10; caires, $1.000 ment, in the opinion here, hopes to reSheep $11.00010.10; lambs, $14.760 gain at the opening of Parliament next
June 19 the majority which it lost
20.60.
lome months ago through the coalition
Uaaeed.
Dututh, Minn. Llnieed $1103 ti- of all elements in opposition, led by
to arrive, 11.81: May, 51.51 bid: July. the Csecbs.
$1.7; October,
bid.
New York.

9c.

half-bloo-
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Saving of Sugar,
Saving of Fuel,
Use of other

Grains withWfeat

--NoWaste.

GrapAts
answers every
demand. Its ari
economicalnoup.
ishinó end delicious food, a builder and maintainer

of Vigor and Hearth.
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Pithy News Items
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New Mexico
"tern Newar:.per
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IlIE widow of a great general
who led many victorious
charges In the Civil war,
and mother of a soldier who
najas- snae
laid down bis life In the
service of his country, Mrs. John A.
Logan, has given her time and efforts
since the commencement of foreign
hostilities to work for the afflicted of
the present war,
"I cannot rest, and will not, so long
as strength Is given me, for I know
what sorrow and suffering Is wrought
upon the helpless by war," she said-I-t
was in the spacious workroom at
the top of her beautiful home in
Washington that her visitor found her.
It was not a sewing day, and Instead
Of European work, Mrs. Logan was
sitting at her desk absorbed In the
perusal of letters, papers and books
.which related to the long past of her
own life, to a war nearer home and
to her participation in the events
which made American history at a
crucial period of this country's life,
and It was of those things she was In
a mood to talk.
"I have been thinking of what the
coming Memorial day must mean to us
all," she said. "The survivors of the
Civil war are rapidly passing off the
stage of life, but those who yet remain
from that time,, and they who are following us, will see to It that homage is
done to those who paid the price of a
nation's salvation. It is a duty we owe
and it should never die.
"This year, as we strew with flowers the graves of those who died for
a Just cause we cannot but think of
the terrible cataclysm of suffering and
death now overwhelming Europe, and
the great range of memorial days
which will be its heritage ere long.
"I prefer the name Memorial day
to Decoration day, for although ours
Is a national holiday, it should not be
forgotten that it is a day of national
remembrance of the dead and ought
to be observed with seemly quietude
and dignity. I have been very much
pained these later years to note that
many of the younger generation have
lost all sight of the original meaning
of the day, and that in some places it
Is celebrated by such diversions as
horse racing and other riotous sports
which seem to be a very prostitution
of the main Idea of the occasion.
"The Grand Army of the Republic
has made strong protestations against
the misuse of our national day of
mourning for the soldiers who gave
their lives for our country, and it is
good to note that the Sons of Veterans,
who are now filling the places of their
fathers, take a very serious view of
their duty In consecrating this one day
to sacred memory and affectionate
tribute to our soldier dead, and are
carrying out appropriate programs
at the various grounds where soldiers
of the Civil war lie burled.
'
can, too, say In all truth that Memorial day has brought forth a great
harvest of worthily expressed sentiment, the occasion having Inspired
men and women to utterances of real
and
eloquence, beautiful thoughts
true poetry, because the theme Is
worthy of the best that loyal hearts
can feel and gifted tongues or pens
express.
"Yes, Decoration day was the
thought and Institution of General
Logan, and .1 recall every detail of
verr incident which led to its inaugu
ration. It was in March, 18C8, that
General . Logan, redeeming a promise
made during the election campaign of
Grant and Colfax, made an engagement for himself and me to accompany his good friend, CoL Charles L.
Wilson, editor of the Chicago Journal,
upon a visit to the city of Richmond
and the battlefields of Virginia. The
colonel, who was a bachelor, was ae
companled by his fiancee, Miss Farrar
of Boston,
"General Logan was then In congress, and matters of great importance
Mrs before the national legislature,

1
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Union News Service.
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who fought in the Civil war. It is as
follows," and Mrs. Logan picked out
from the papers she had at hand and
read :

ti

Headquarters, Grand Army of tha Republic. Adjutant General-- ! Offlre, 414 14th
Street. Washington, D. C, Mar . 1Í8.

i
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In consequence my husband could
not accompany us. The colonel Insist-

ed upon my taking my two children
with us, although both were very
small, my little boy, John A. Logan.
Jr., a mere baby. However, he regarded the trip in the light of an historic
pilgrimage and felt that the children
should see some of the battlefields
over which distinguished generals had
led their armies.
"It was a cold, bleak day on which
we arrived In Richmond, and the hotel was a desolate place of refuge. It
afforded one of the evidences of the
privations which the people of the
Confederacy had suffered. These evidences were very plentiful throughout
the city, as we later discovered. The
vehicle which Colonel Wilson found
for our conveyance for the drive to the
battlegrounds nearby was a wretched
carriage drawn by two miserably poor
horses. The driver was the picture of
dejection, and the small boy who
served as footman was no better, and
he shivered from head to foot with
the cold.
"As we drove over the battlefields
we observed colored people picking up
the bullets and pieces of shell, shrapnel, mlnnie balls, bits of broken cannon and other Iron material. Foundries had set a price on this product,
and it afforded quite a livelihood for a
time to the poor about fortified cities
and battlefields.
"We visited the churchyards and
cemeteries at Richmond and Petersburg made historic through the struggles which had taken place In and
around those cities.
There were a
great many burial grounds In those
neighborhoods, because the glebes,
which were land grants from England to the Episcopal church in
America, had still existed as churchj
grants at the time of the Civil war.
and were used as burial grounds for
the citizens and soldiers.
"In the burying ground near Petersof
burg we saw many hundreds
graves of Confederate soldiers, and
they nearly all bore a small, faded
flag, and the dark, withered wreaths
and remains of their floral decoration
of nearly a year before. These
mournful mementoes c the bygone
tragedy of the South touched me
deeply, and on our return home from
the tour of the battlefields I told my
husband of this tribute of the Southern
men and women to their soldier dead.
my
"General Logan reciprocated
feeling as to the fitness of the sentiment expressed. He said that It was
a revival of the ancient custom, for the
people of ages past In old countries
had performed the rite of decorating
the graves of their dead heroes with
flowers. He considered the matter for
a time, and then laid he did not see
why It might not bo revived tu the case
of the fallen Union soldiers.
"General Logan, who was then commander In chief of the Grand Army
of the Republic, decided that he would
Issue an order for the decoration of
the soldiers?- - graves on the following
Sending for General
80th of May.
Chlpman, adjutant general of the
Grand Army qf the Republic, he dictated order No. 11 for the first decoration of Union soldiers' graves
which ever took place in the United
States.
"That order Is now read at evtry
Decoration day ceremony which takes
place oyer the graves of Union soldiers

QENERV
ORDERS, NO. 11.
SOth of May, ISO, Is designated
purpose of strewing flowers or
otherwise decorating the craves of comrades who died In defense ot their country during the late rebellion, and whoss
bodies now lie In almost every city, village and hamlet churohyard In tha land.
In this observance no form ot ceremony
la prescribed, but posts and comrades will.
In their own way, arrange such fitting
services and testimonials ot respect as
circumstances may permit.
We ara organized, comrades, as our
regulations tell us, tor the purpose,
among other things, "of preserving and
strengthening those kind and fraternal
feelings which have bound together tha
soldiers, aallors and marines who united
to suppress ths lata rebellion." What can
aid mora to assure this result than by
cherishing tenderly the memory of our
herolo dead, who made their breasts a
barricade against our country and Its
foest Their soldier lives were the reveille
of freedom to a race In chains, and their
deaths the tattoo of rebellious tyranny In
arm. We should guard their graves with
sacred vigilance.
wealth and
All that tha consecrated
taste of the nation can add to thslr adornment and security Is but a fitting tributa
to the memory of her slain defenderá.
Let no wanton foot tread rudely on such
hallowed grounds. Let pleasant paths Invita the oomlng and going of reverent
visitors and fond mourners. Let no vandalism or avarice or neglect, n ravages
of time, testify to the present or coming
generations that wi have forgotten aa a
people tha cost of a free and undivided

republic
If other eyes grow dull, afcd other hands
slack, and other hearts cold In tha solemn trust, ours shall keep It well as long
as the light and wurmth of Ufa remain
to us.
Let us. then, at the time appointed.
gather around their sanred remains and
garland the passionless mounds above
them with tha choicest flowers of spring
time: let us raise above thaja the dear
old flag they saved from dishonor; let us
In this solemn presence renew our pledge
to aid and assist those whom they have
left among us, a sacred charge upon a
nation's rratltude the soldier's widow
and orphan.
It Is tha purpose or the commanoer
in chief to inaugurate this obsérvanos
with the hopa that It will be kept up
from year to year, while a survivor of the
war remains to honor the memory of his
departed comrades. Ha earnestly desires
the publlo press to call attention to tms
order and lend Its friendly aid in bringing
It to tha notloe of comrades In all parta
of the country In tima for simultaneous
compliance therewith.
a DeDartment commansars win use ev
ery effort to make this order effective.

t

By order of

(Official)

JOHN A. LOGAN,
Commander In Chief.
N. P. CHI?MAN.

Adjutant vlenaral

WM. T. COLLINS. A. A. O.

"The loyal people of the country
took most kindly to the idea," said
Mrs. Logan, "and my husband's anticipations were fully realised by the
observance of the day In every stata
In the Union, the exercises being char
acterized by observations very mucn
the same as those which take place
today.
"After many Inquiries and some discussion it was decided that May 80
was probably the most appropriate
day for the universal observance of
the ceremony In every state in ths
Upton, and General Logan finally
succeeded In making the day a national holiday.
"On Memorial day there is no distinction made between officers' and
men. Death, the great leveler, makes
them all heroes alike, and plaudits
with
and blossoms are distributed
equal generosity between the great
generals and the privates.
"There are few now living who won
great honors during the Civil war.
All the great commanders of armies
have passed away, and there are but
few left who commanded corps, divisions, brigades or regiments. The
who have
patriotic organizations
so faithfully preserved the memory
of their fallen comrades, are also
much depleted In membership. It Is
therefore, to the men of the younger
generation we must look to keep
green the memory of those who died
I to make our nation."
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MARCH TO VICTORY

ctober
l'ubllo Health Association.
Two prisoners escaped from the
oad camp at Demlog.
Mogollón purchased over $27,000
forth of Liberty Donds.
A new ordinance requires Santa F4
laloons to close at 6 p. m.
Twenty-twmen left Socorro for
ervice in the national army.
Northern New Mexico more than
loubled Its Liberty Loan quota of

Ceremony Was Inaugurated By Her

r
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Courage Is a matter of the blood.
Without good red blood a man has a
weak heart and poor nerves.
Ic the spring is the best time t
take stock of one's condition. If the
blood is thin and watery, face pale or
ilmply, generally weak, tired and list-es- s,
Í
one should take a spring tonic.
One that will do the spring
an
herbal remedy that was used by everybody nearly
60 years ago Is still safe and sane because It contains no alcohol or nn rootle. It Is made up of Blood root. Golden Seal root, Oregon Grape root.
Queen's root, Stone root, Black Cherry
bark extracted with glycerine and
made Into liquid or tablets. This blood
tonic was first put out by Dr. Pierce
In ready-to-us- e
form and since then
has been sold by million bottles as Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. If
drrjjjlsts do not keep this In tablet
form, send 60 cents for a vial to Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. T.
Kidney disease carries away a large
percentage of our people. What Is to
be done? The answer Is easy. Eat less
meat, eat coarse, plain food, with plenty
of vegetables, drink plenty of water
between meals, and take an uric acid
solvent after meals for a while, such as
Anurlc (double strength), obtainable at
almost any drug atore. It was first
discovered by Dr. Pierce. Most every
one troubled with uric acid finds that
Anurlc dissolves the uric acid as hot
water does sugar. Tou can obtain
trial package by sending ten cents to
Doctor Pierce's Invalids' Hotel and,
Surgical Institute in Buffalo, N. Y,

COMINO EVENTS,
Annual meeting New Mesloo

Mrs John A. Logan
Tells How Annual

Husband

r

Gathered From Alt Over
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The government crop report tor
day 1 shows New Mexico crops In
tod condition.
The Portales City Council at a spe-ilsession purchased a
oil engine and dynamo for the light
llant.
The silver service to be presented
o the U. S. S. New Mexico is nearlng
lompletion. It Is composed ot sixty-Iv- e
pieces.
Clovls Wjll spend $50,000 for improvements of the city power plant
ind fire protection and $25,000 for
lewer extension.
The beer bottle was superseded In
Mbuquerque when Ignacio Noriega, a
tarber, beat up another barber, Jose
Tanes, with a pitcher.
Harvesting and shipping bear grass
no mar neeessar
a fiber factories has developed Into
Smallpox. Amy
TYPHOID than
experience be dainonslret4
in Important u.dustry In eastern New
the Almost nlrecukws off Mexico the last few months.
eeey, and hannlwtness, of Antityphoid Veoeinauon.
Be vaccinated MOW by roar physician, yon end
Local draft boards throughout the
lour family. It la more vital than noose Influence.
itate are getting ready for the reglsark rout physician, drotilst, er send for Have
yon had TypboMr" telllnf of Typhoid Vaccine,
Tation of youths who have reached
remits from nee, and oanfer from Typhoid Carriers,
nllltary age since June 5, 1917.
THE CUTTCI LABOtATOfiV, SCinOTY, CM.
reowcMS vaccinae a siseas snasa . a eev. uctsas
J. O. Prttchard has given the boys
f the crop club a part of his farm
near Clovls free of rental on which to
Small Pill
(row beans and other food crops.
Small Doe
Harry Preston, aged about 30 years
Small Price
ind recently from Los Angeles, Calif.,
jCARTERSf
was arrested at Gallup and locked In
he county Jail. The man is charged
tJITTLK
with a statutory offense, a
IjlVER
rlrl, It Is alleged,' being his victim.
A memorial service for Capt. Joseph
Quesenberry. who was killed in
Prance, was held at the Las Cruces armory. Captain Quesenberry's
home
was In Las Cruces, and his father is
one of the leading ranchers of the Mahave stood tha test of time.
lilla valley.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
On motion of U. S. District Attorney
quick to banish biliousness,
Summers Burkhart and Assistant U. S.
headache. Indigestion and to .
District Attorney J. O. Seth, the trie!
clear up a bad complexion.
jf
John M. Blrkner, on the
Genuine bears signature
:harge of violating the espionage act,
true postponed at Santa Fe until the
fall term ot court.
Eight New Mexicans were announc
ed by the committee on public Information at Washington as graduates
Generally Indícale a lack
Df the third officers' training camp at
of Iron la the Blood
Camp Kearny, California. These graduates will be carried on the list of eligible officers.
Will help this condition
The draft board at Albuquerque Is- ued a call to railroad men and stock
Another Matter.
raisers to volunteer following the re
"I would trust him with my life."
ceipt of a letter from Capt R. C.
"I know, but would you lend him
Reld of Santa Fe, saying that brake-men- , fifteen dollars without security?"
flagmen, conductors and stock
raisers were wanted by the army.
Next to a new dress a woman likes
The car driven by George W. Cof nothing better than to buy new
fey of Dedman, Union county, leaped
out Into space on the second turn de
Kaw AVsut
Wilt Do
fending the precipitous I A Dajada
Coffey was
HUI road near Santa F6.
CATTLE?
Instantly killed and the car demolD Tea Want ta Ksew tha
ished. Coffey's wife and grandson
CATTLE BUSINESS?
aa a sort card today est
Dron
bad gotten out to walk down the hill
e rase raroRUATionl ehoat
sT
the New Book,
and say that he was nervous about
"CATTtI, MIEOS AND OKKHM"
making the descent for the first time.
ahonl all Breeds of anule en enrttt
Coffey originally came from Oklahoma m. muí uinrr ietmiuit ct. , i in, wwutu, wis.
and was en route to San Juan county
t-
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CONSTIPATION

PALE FACES
Carter's Iron Pilb
'

Y.
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settle there.
Four Austrlans employed at the

e

coal mine,' seven miles northeast of Raton, were asked to buy Liberty Bonds and refused. They are al
io alleged to have cursed the United
States. Afterwards they were taken
by a party of miners, stripped to their
waists, smeared with black varnish,
coated with feathers, and rabbit skins
and marched out of camp at midnight
In front of two automobiles. Two
mllel out of camp they were released
and given clothing.
Two ranchmen are dead and three
persons seriously wounded as the result ot a pistol duel eighty miles west
Forest Rangers Slav
of Magdalena.
mons and Carajo, who are also deputj
United States marshals, went to tbi
ranch of C. C. Cooper to serve a war
rant on bis son Bruce, an alleged
slacker. Young Cooper resisted arrest
and fired at Simmons, wounding him.
The father came to his son's assist
ance and at that Juncture Carajo shot
and killed the elder Cooper and hit
son. Homer Cooper, a younger son,
then came out of ths house, and h
was shot, and severely wounded.
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the poultry keeper.

Farmerettes Answer Uncle Sam's Call
Girl Volunteers Raise Pigs, Care for Cattle, and Till
Soil Better Than Many Men
,

3

3?
I
1
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The smallest and

least favornbly situated back yard affords an opportunity to keep at least
enough hens to supply eggs for the
household. The number of hens needed for that purpose is twice the number of persons to be supplied. Hence
the smallest flock to be considered consists of four hens. Where hens are
kept only to furnish eggs for the table
no male bird Is needed.
A coop for a flock of four hens
should have an area of about 20 square
feet, or about five feet per hen. For
larger flocks the space allowance per
bird may be a little less, because the
space is used In common end each bird
has the use of all the coop except
what her companions actually occupy.
For the ordinary flock of 10 to 15 hens
the space allowance should be about
four square feet per hen.
poulWith proper care the back-yartry keeper can keep hens, for lnylng
only, confining them continuously to
their coops, and have them lay well
nearly as long as they would be profitable layers under natural conditions.
While hens like freedom, good feed
nnd care reconcile them to confinement, and mature, rugged birds often
lny more eggs In close confinement
than when at liberty.
If the (pnce admits of giving the
flock more room than
little back-yara coop of the minimum size required,
the condition of the land will determine the form In which the additional
space should be given. If the soil Is
well drained and free from such filth
as often contaminates the soil of small
back yards, a yard for the fowls may
be fenced In, allowing 20 to 30 square
feet of yard room per bird. The opportunity for exercise on the land and
in the open air which this gives the
hens will benefit them and make Ufe
for them more Interesting.
If the soil Is poorly drained and foul,
the hens will thrive and lay better If
not allowed on it at all. In thnt cose,
the best way to give them some benefit
of the extra space available Is to build
adjoining the coop a shed covering
about the same amount of ground and
having the front Inclosed only with
wire netting. The foul earth under
this shed should be removed and the
floor filled In a few Inches higher than
the old surface with fresh earth or
sand.
d
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In the opinion of Uncle 6am the raiting of pigs la an Important war task;
so important. In fact, that he has called upon 200,000 girls and boy to rale
porker for the market The appeal hae been heeded by the farmerettes who
aro Joyfully tackling the Job of providing more than their share of the pork
products which we must ship to our fighters and the allies In Europe.
This farmerette is having a jolly good thne taking care of a litter of eight
cut little black pigs. Caring for the pigs Is only one part of the work of these
olrls down at their Huntington, Long Island, farm. They are showing that
girls can be capable farm hands at all sorts of chores.

VegetabíeTTm

BRIEF THRIFT
ITEMS
By the U. S. Department
of Agriculture
f Scraps of leftover meat or fish can
d
be combined with cereal or other
food, both to give flavor and
io add nourishment to the total dish.
mlld-avore-

Stale bread can be utilized In a variety of ways In combination with

t

vegetables and meats. In. preparing
cakes, breads and puddings, and In
other weys.
i

f

Much food Is thrown away because
so many people do not know how to
ipUllxe leftovers or will not take the
trouble to keep and prepare them.
Leftover cereals can be reheated or
combined with fruits, meats, or vegetables Into appetizing side dishes.
Bren a spoonful of cereal Is worth
saving to thicken soup, gravy, or
sauce.
Many persona regard the saving of
mall amounts of leftover food as unimportant. If they kept accurate account, however, for any period, many
families would be astounded by the
amount of good food they are throwing out and by the sums that they
are paying to the grocer, the butcher,
and milkman merely to replace good
food being absolutely wasted.
I

'

Every bit of fat trimmed from meat
before cooking or tried out In boiling,

roasting, or broiling can be made use
of in cooking. In buying meat it is
often the case that after the meat has
been weighed and the price for the
cut named valuable fat Is trimmed
off.
This fat, which the housewife
pays for, If taken home and used,
would reduce expenditures for cooking

rats.
Skim milk, too widely looked down
opon as a food although It contains
practically all the nourishing elements of whole milk with the exception of the cream or fat, can be used
as a beverage, in cooking cereals, or
as a basis for milk soups or sauces.
Sour milk, also, so often thrown away,
jean be used In muking hot breads'
or In the home manufacture of cottage cheese.
The efforts which American housekeepers are making to avoid kitchen
and table waste are of great Importance. No one can tell Just how much
has been saved, but that the amount
la large is indicated by the work of
garbage and fertiliser plants showing
that there has been s great falling
off in the amount of fat and nitrogenous material received from garbage.
Let - the good work go on. Every
pound of food saved Is a pound added
to our fco supply.
I

'

-

Diet Build Muscles and
Keep Body in Condition

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Stop and consider the great value of
vegetables In making your diet acceptable and keeping you well before you
decide to leave them out of your diet
even for a few months.
They furnish some muscle-buildin- g
material, for nearly all vegetables contain some protein and they all furnish
mineral salts needed to build and repair the body nnd keep it in good condition.
They are fuel foods. The starch and
sugar that vegetables furnish are good
for body fuel.
One medium-sizepotato gives you as much starch as
two slices of bread.
They give necessary bulk to your
food. The fiber and cellulose that
they have helps to prevent constipation.
They give flavor and variety to the
diet, which is especially needed to
keep the appetite normal.
They furnish other substances not
easy to describe, but very important,
which are needed by the body for normal growth and to keep Its parts working smoothly. This and the supplying
of mineral salts is, perhaps, the most
Important part that vegetables have In
the diet, for without vegetables and
fruits the diet would lack these substances and also a sufficiency of the
minerals that are most needed to build
up and keep In repair the skeletal portion of the body and to maintain the
alkalinity of the blood. The minerals
most needed Iron, lime, magnesium,
phosphorus and potassium are supplied In small quantities In roost vegetables. It we eat a variety of vegetables we are not apt to lack these essential minerals.
d

THE SOLDIER'S MOTHER

SX1

He was so beautiful my baby son I
d
Hla
curia clung close around
his head.
His deep blue eyea looked trustingly lo
mine.
I did my best to keep hla beauty fair
And fresh and clean and dainty, for I
- 'f
knew
I never could be satisfied with less.
He waa so strong andwell, my little son!
I gave my days and nights to keep him
eo

Called In fresh air and sunlight to my
aid,
Good food and play, all bealthfurlblnga
of Ufe.
I wanted physical perfection, for
I never could be satisfied with less.

v

He was so bright and clever, my big son!
I sent him to the very best of schools.
Denying self that he might know no lack
Of opportunity to do bis beat.
Or feel no door of progresa closed to him.
I never could be satisfied with lesa.
And yet but now my
son.
For your perfection can I pay the price?
Or would I have you play the coward's
well-belov-

part.
With selfish, shriveled soul too small to
dwell
Within so fair a frame? Ia that my
cholceT
I sought the best!
with leas?

nay,

I

...

wouia nave you Honorable,

my

loyal, brave, and truthful, scorning

Value of

Facts.

a valuable thing and ought
to be saved up. Start a savings acfact

Is

count of facts.

'

FROM THE

F. B. COLLINS INVESTMENT CO.
L. E. REISER, Dlst. Mgr. and Inspector.

BEST TERMS
ROOM 8 CHARLTON BUILDING.

!-

-

CLAYTON, N. M.

t- -t

TheBuildingSeason
The Building Season is here, but before you build or make that addition to your Building SeeUs for the Best In Lumber and all Building Material. Our Stock is Complete.

The Big TTf Lumber Co.
Clayton Jj JJ New Mexico
LET US FIGURE ON YOUR ESTIMATE AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
P. 8.1 Have You Bought a Liberty Bond?

TYPEW1

nn.in

R

STATIONERY
and SUPPLIES
Colorado Bond, featherweight in neat
box with folding flap lid, legal
size, 600
$2.00
Unglazed Onion Skin, white for second sheets, in neat box with folding flap lid, legal size, 600
11.60
"KLEAN-WRITE-"
Ribbons, the best '

made for this climate, fresh stock,
guaranteed, Remington, Royal, Un- derwood, L. C. Smith, in stock,
prompt service on all other makes,

ach
"KLEAN - WRITE"

fl.00

Carbon paper,
thin, lasting, best on the market,
ten cents a sheet in small quantities, per dozen sheets
$ ,T5
"INVINCIBLE"
Pencil Carbon paper. For salea books, tracing patterns, ete. Small Quantities, five
cents a sheet, per dozen
$ .60

At THE NEWS OFFICE
Look for The News Imprint

News Printed bi

"Better Printed"

Bring Your Repair Work

fear

And Ilea and meanness ready to defend
Tour home, your mother, and your country's flag.
He's gonel Dear God! With bleeding
heart I know
I still could no be satisfied with least
Sarah Benton Dunn, In New York
Times.

They have the strang-

est way of popping up Just when
they're needed If you've stored them
BACK YARDS
away. The schoolhouse Is the main
fact factory. A man said to us the
Poultry and eggs have never, been other day that what he learned before
cheap food for the city dweller, and be was fifteen was worth more than
there Is no hope that they can be, dur- all he had ever learned since. The
ing the continuance of the war and more you learn before you're fifteen
its necessarily attendant high prices, the more time you'll have to learn
even as relatively cheap as they have later. Personally we would rather
ordinarily been. The only possibility have a fat savings account of facts
of cheap eggs for the city family, ac- than of dollars. A dollar will earn
cording to the United States depart- from S to 0 per cent. A
fact
ment of agriculture, lies in keeping may some day earn you ten thomand
enough hens in the back yard, where dollars. American Boy.
first-clas- s

they can be supported principally on
kitchen waste, to supply the family table.
The keeping of hens In back
yards is at once an economic opportunity, fo- - city families and an essential part of the campaign for Increasing poultry production.
What may be done with fowls In a
back yard depends upon the size of
the yard, the character of the soil, the
conditions of sunlight, shade and ventilation, and the interest and skill of

By Getting Your Farm Loan

be satisfied

son-J- ust,

A

POULTRY IN

.i

Shall

SQUARE UP

Animal Cemetery.
Probably the largest nnd best appointed ar.lmal cemetery in the world
Is that which still remains attached to
the ruined summer palace In Pekln.
Ilere repone In coffins of polished orris
wood elaborately carved, more than a
thousand dogs that were the pets of
former emperors and empresses sc
China.

TO THE

ERVICE GARAG
Magneto and Electric Starter
Work a Specialty
We have had more than ten yeara experience in repairing Automobiles and Fords. Patch work Is unsatisfactory and does not pay
You can always afford to have weak parts repaired. We give
you

SERVICE

"en" f ' .tbe word- We "Peda" in
f?Te7 concentrate
our energy on that alone.
-

Automobile

We Do One Thing and
Do It Well
ao experimenting done with your car when you bring It to us
t0

w.

yUr tFUble
M
wnhoutU!de7ay?re
If you are not our customer you will be, because we gire you promot
and efficient service.
OUR PRICES ARE REASONABLE.

"edy

OWENS & PATILL0, Proprietors
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I. F.. Lawson. (f Mopes, J. A. flecker, of Seneca, and H. SlubMefleld of

WHKELES, OKLAHOMA

SiMiera reneaed their suhrriptioiis
to the News this week.
large
crowtl
vioiüily
frdin'Hiií
.J
."a I. a i.nrl ilibcouutH (except
Cru-rally at lioisp
$11)1.431 SI nll'Miili'd th'
t'usso slicwn on h
1'.
ily. Salunl.iy.
Honda, Third Liberty
Itii'k i:iirrai:e and I F. Wilson, uf
I.fKiii
S.lif 1.50
pre tviioim' the new recrtiila
I'oliom
I
2,121.83
Furniture and Fixtures
l," N,'vvs
J. I..
Not nmout due from Itcsrrvo
wli. lias bo. n ill
l'.aiilca
53,f,5.71
tlirot nionths, is ijuprnvitw
Net amount due fro a banks
ifi'inliin My.
J. V. r.ason. of Tate, paid the News
and bankers (other than
office a visit the past week and re12. Ml. 2
nnd 11 :..
Included In
Other checks on bnnkH In the
Tli" infant son of Mr. and Mrs. newed his nhsrriplion to Hie News.
tamo cliy or town aa re! '
ipiit" ill at
porting bank
Hl.32 .1. Ii. Hulls is

itKSorr.ci:.

A

s

.

1

n

ItolMM-ls-

lln-p-

.

r.n-f-

asl

1

'
'4

111

1

utslde checks and other
1 .";. 4 ;
cash Items
Fractional currency.
nickels nnd cents !..4:t
Coin and Currency

(Ins wriliiiK.

.....

1
3

TOTAL

-

2J4.
23 331.

511,3'iJ.ti!)

LIABII.ITIICS
$ 30,000.0$
Capital stock paid In.
Surplus fund,
35,000.00
.
Undivided Prollts ...
10,2Q7.73
Individual Deposits xubject
to check
245.S2S.08
Certificates of deposit duo in
22,346.43
lesa than 30 days
f.. 165. 34
('ashler's checks outstanding
10,331.30
State Deposits
30,822.41
County deposits
120,551.38
Certiflctos of deposit

Hi

TOTAL

,

511,3"2.69

Bnllleul, one of the Important strntt'Kic points on lin; l'l;uiIciá front, wus
State of New Mexico, County of
taken by the Germans after n bloody flht and thcrenfter wus tho center of Union, ss.
desperate struggle. The principal street and the chur-.We, W. P. Kilburn. I'resldcnt, and
are here shown.
II. C. McFadden, Cashier, of the above
numed bank, do solemnly swear that
He Knew.
tlie above statement Is true to the
Didn't Want That One.
Introduction to a valentine best of our knowledge and belief.
an
As
"Central, have you got my call?"
W. D. Kilburn, President
song that C. E. Park, supervisor of
Buzz, buzz.
II. C. McFADDEN, Cashier.
music in the Rushvllle echools. wna
no took down the receiver and list- going teach to
e
pupils, ho Correct Attest:
T. H. Rlxey,
ened.
"What day Is tomor.
them:
asked
A. II. Rlxey,
"Where have you been, you brute?"
row?" He expected the reply to be
W. Ü. Kilburn,
"Ring off, please," responded the "Valentine day," but a small voice
Directors.
"Thank goodness. ninpd from the back of the room :
gentleman gently.
Subscribed and sworn to beforo me
I have the wrong number." Louisville
Indianapolis
day."
1Ü1S.
May.
this 14th. day of
"Meatless
Courier-JournaJane Kilburn,
News
Notary Fubllc
My commluston
expires Feb. 28.1922
I

first-grad-

l.

Advertise in The News

in

It.

V..

-

J

Stiuibri'le is

for Will

Smith.

Iri'lMtV a we1

-

Kerry Punke, of 'Thomas, was a
ami C.lydr I'tu t H hauled a Clayton visiUT this week and reload of brans to t.'avl.iii, Friday.
newed his subseripton to the News.
I-

C.

I

Floyd Strohm bro!. m;í a load of
supplies for thfl store Saturday.
I

Harry Taylor, of t'.enlerv ille, wa3
A lied Cross auxiliary has been
organized her? and wi'.l Pieet at the in Clayton this week and renewed
bolín of Mrs. Hector next Friday. his subscription to the News.
I
Roy Is anil Mrs. E. C.
Mrs. E.
D. H. Alum, of Vance, was in tho
Love have rteurnod from visiting City the past week ami renewed his
their mother, Mrs. A. Snyder, at subscription to the News.
Hoise. Mrs. Snyder is recovering from

t.

an operation.
"

ROM) A thin LAKESIDE, DISTRICT 27, HAS
FEATHERWEIGHT
cockle finished typewriter paper.
ENTERPRISING R. C. AUXILIARY
Legal size. Five hundred sheets in
convenient cabinet, $2.00. News.
One f the most enterprising aux
iliarie of the Red Cross in the coun
ty is that of School District 37, or
the Lakeside School community.
This coiiiimiiiily has an organization of fifty live win? members. At
a sale held recently, at which A. M.
Cliüeote, president of the auxiliary,
and Ren Chicote were auctioned
ami Dane Jordan, secretary ami
treasurer of Hie organization, was
$100.05

was

real-

ized.

'iw-

-

-

The farmers of the community,
which is one of the best farming
districts of the county, have entered
movement in
the WaiSuliers'-Acr- e
a manner that promises to put them
in tho van when the returns from
the pledges como in next fall.
Thirty-tw- o
acres of beans and 3
acres of corn have- already been
pledged, it is reported, and it is tho
intention of those in charge of tho
movement in to district to have
every farmer pledge at lea.--t one
acre of produce to the Red Cross.

i

-

Tube-Lif- e

YPJ

?Jtmn notÍee1 nat ordinary fray rubber UnJs grow brittU witK
if exposed to heat and the sua
So with inner tubes. Tho heat developed in tires wKilo driving, and the disintegrating

HT

ry.

eneets ot timo render many inner tubes brittle and porous, thus destroying their
The test herein described was made hy Micheliai
engineers to help you determine the durability,
of various makej of inner tubes.
Each of the tubes shown was
mide by cementing; half a
Michelin Tube to half a tube
of another malte 4his other
make being tliilcrcnt in each

caac.

V

Michelin
today

The

tubes were then run te
deitruction on the road under
normal conditions.
One by
one the other sections blew
out while the Michcua seo
uoos remained intact.
Tubes are used by

and have proved them

circa uuai uurauio

nomical.
Tkis

"

and

eco--

ititl

twtlvt ttstt u
dtsignti ta las
Ikt uncertainly tut
of

Rob McCluve. of l'asamoule, was
one of the visitors in the News office
the past week and while here subscribed for the News.
D. M. McClure, of near Clayto
is among the late nieniiiers of II
News family.
,

Sam Solomon,

of Sedan,

was in

Clayton during the week and renewed his subscription.
Hon. Francisco Miera sends us his
check for another year's subscription to the leading paper of the
count v.

Fred Wolford, of Stead, was in
th'is week to pay up back dues and
lake out another year's insurance of
being posted on leal and Union
County affairs.
Í

The Star Lumber Compay, of Liberal, Kansas, is interested enough in
the affairs of Union County to become a paid subscriber to the paper
that gives them the most information.

John (alager, of DcIIavcii, sent
RECORD BRIDGE SPAN ACROSS
CANADIAN ON ROAD TO ROY in tho wherewith to pay all arrears
and in advance another year, this
A 300 foot steel bridge span, be- week.
J
lieved to be tho longest span in the
Win. G. Alvey, of Clayton, is among
slate has been erected across the
Canadian river on tho road between tho renewals this week.
Clayton and Roy. This bridge is one
The Sunny Slopo Farm, of Amis-ta- d
that was badly needed as it shortwill receive the News for a
ens the distance between this city
year
starling with this Issue.
Wagor
.Roy
Mound
a
by
and
and
Arthur O. Bearden was in from
good mpny miles. Tho bridge cost In
Sedan, Friday, and renewed his afthe neighborhood of $20,000.
filiation with tho News family.
HARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
0TJlSl'BSCRIBES R. C. QUOTA DELIVERY OF BEANS TO GOVT.
MUST BE MADE IMMEDIATELY
Cross
At a Red
rally held at the
Growers of pinto beans who conHarrington school house Thursday
tracted
their crop to the govern- night the residente of that district
oversubscribed tho community Red i ii nrently, aro v.arned tl at deCross quota of $250.00 by fifty seven livery oi the bean' nvtl be mado
dollars, raising, all told, the sum of by tho first uf June or they will not
largo crowd attended tho
rally which was addressed by A. II.
Harden and C. L. Collins.
The Harringten auxiliary is reported one of tho most active In
ihe county.
$307.00. A

NOTICE XO CATTLEMEN

PIONEER AUTO CO., Clayton, New Mexico.

W. A. Selvy and A. R. Rounds of
Clayton called at the News offce
the past week and renewed their

Mr. Maohotka's lln new house
subscriptions for another year.
neariiif? oomiiletion. Thi.T will be on;
:
ot Hie most modern Ituros in thij
Frank Rarnhart, one of Clayton's
community and is a credit to tlin
leading merchants renewed his subneighborhood.
scription tij the News, the leading
!
Mr. and Mrs. Dec Caimtiy, and Mrs. newspaper of Union County.
(Uinady's brother, of (larliiiKton,
I
spent the day at the Strohm h.m.
5eo. W. Roberts,
of l'asaniontc,
was in Clayton the past week and
ordered the News sent to his adMr. and Mrs. Lee Iteri .r (tended dress.
the rally ot I.'oise, Sa'.tuday.

clerk, the sum of

Ot1iTukr
at Bottom

D. W. Morarty. T Haydeii, was a
Clayton visitor (his week and ordered (he .News sent to his address.

We will dip cattle at our dipping
vat on tho Seneca May 30th. Thoso
wishing to have their cattle dipped
at that limo will please make arrangements at our office in Clayton.
THE EKLUKD HOTEL, R & I CO.
Carl Eklund, Manager.

bo received. This information was
conveyed to tho Four Stales Seed
Company in a telegram received too
lato for last week's paper.
Tho telcgrami slated that all beans
of tho 1917 crop must bo delivero'
to tho shippers by Juno first as tht
contract provided, as tho Grain
would not rcceivo beanr
after that dato at at any price.
This action Ms taken in order tc
get tho pintos on tho casern markets beforo tho Michigan and Lima
beans becomo too abundant to maintain their prico In accordanco with
that sot on tho pintos.
Cor-prati-

.

on

.

1
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TIIE CLAYTON NEWS.

A Column of OPPORTUNITIES for Every News Reader
Rate: One Cent per Word per Issue

The VILLAGE CRIER COLUMN

FARM FOR

STRAYED OR STOLEX From A. D.
Barnard ranch, two black mules
about eleven years old, weight about
1000 pounds, ono white pony ninrc
nino years old, ortc bay filly, two
years old. ono darn bay horse colt
two years old. Finder please notify
15tf.
A. I). Duis, Patterson, N. M.

Offlptnl

I.

9.

clayton mm

Paper oí

Land Office

Entered In the I'oit Office at Clayton,
.nr Mexico, oa Second t ln moll mn.
trr', October 20, imi!, under the net of
Marca S, 1970.

C. Smith,

G.

OWÜER and EDITOR

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS f'Klcan-Writmanufactured for this climate. Guaranteed. $1.00 each, for
any machine. News Office.

two-sto-

rnper of
Count? of t'ntoa

Official

Edgar Sherman,
THE

OR TRADE

I

320

ry

son'. Clayton,

KEWSMAJt''

N. M.

.1921

WANTED Every reader of thispa- per to find out by actual experi

o"

LOST

SALE

acres of good land with
rock house, well and wind
mill, eighty acres under cultivation.
I will sell this farm on easy terms
or wili trade for cattle. M. G. Johnhave

ence that advertising in these columns "pays. We guarantee r.csults.

Ei""7WAlvw,

FOR SALE

Incubators, implements,
household furniture and anything
salable can be sold with an ad in
these columns.

WJj

On Kenton road, one Packard

'M by 3Vj.
auto casing,
Finder return to F. '.. Akin or News
2
olliee anil receive regard.
non-ski- d.

21--

Ono
r ,TOLE
branded
old.
years
gray mare,
"JH" on right jaw, about 15 hands-onsorrel blazed face mare, 7 years
old, no brand.Itcward for information
to recovery. C. E. Patterson,
... t .
.
M
IIM
Home une, .mi. mira.

'4 great

LOST, STRAYED,
fi

net o) mercy drawn through

tin ocean of unspeakable

ANNOUNCEMENT

pain"

V

Dr. L. B. MASSEY
Chiropractor, ' has Opened an
Office in the Love Bldg. on
Main St., Clayton, X. M. He
will Slake a Specialty of Cro-n-

Wake Up,' Union County! There's War in the World Today. Wake Up!

.

S

le

I. I". Three show eases.
Apply Fru th's January. Clayton

Discuses.

be trusted to those who, from its
beginning, have Conducted the work.
From Woodrow Wilson down to

;

Wake up, Union County
THE CHEERFUL CHERUB
There is war in the .world today.
Union County men are already in
Assistant Chairman
the Fifty-lift- y
The children who
to
for the preservaCommittee
of
the
TO TRADE One hundred and sixty Fiance defying death and worse
siríovrLiU.
on
.
ron of Liberty Loan posters.
acre improved farm near Texline. keep you safe here at home.
TRAVIS
Thru the American lied Cross they
Vith raucous a.nd ezr- - Obviously the danger of swapping WALTER
Will take live stock or light auto as
first, uavinent. Terms on ballence. are asking your aid, today. All the
PHYSICIAN
mounts in the middle of the stream
splitting
Texline. Phone 5: week past they have been crying
applies especially to the higher ofAddress I!ox
I
wish
they
CLAYTON, X. M.
2122 out to you to come to their assistance
Phone 229
fices within the gift of the people.
when they fall wounded on those
Hut the same danger is apparent to
one who considers to what extent
FOR SALE lono acre ranch in ag- battlelields.
All the week past the little starv(
"the
County
tfeir
minor civil ofileials of'the nation
with
hit
Pnion
portion
ricultural
o.
,
been drawn, by virluo of the
have
Living water. Most of it can he rul ing babies of ltclgium and France
ho.ll
5.
OH- office, into the maze of
iiv:.t.il. Well iiimroved. Shallow have been reaching out their tiny
Frank
to you for food and clothes
Blue
Practically every Sheriff in the
water. Address "A" News office. 21 If anus
and shelter.
i!
States is chairman of the
All the week past, men, strong and
exemption board for his district. In
ATTORNEY AXD
ne span mare mules, facing death with a laugh when unSTRAYED
many instances, as in Union County,
and
one
brown
hands,
w about ló
hurt, have been appealing to you to
IheSh eriff is an official, and a useone dark bay, had halters on and provide for hem when they fall.
ful member, of the Council of DeCLAYTON,
NEW MEXICO
one
brown
men
to
in
marked;
Union
County
the
those
were harness
And what have you answered?
fense. No other person has at their
Telephone
camps
training
Exchange
tli"
Dldg.
in
and
trenches
saddle horse, about 15'i hands; one
one
County's
Union
share of the
a headline that will catch fingertips the workings of the draft
bay lilly colt, with white streak in hundred million dollars asked by the l''laws as has the sheriff. What con
face, about two years old. Ten dol- Med Cross of the American people their eye as they unwrap the pa- fusion
would result in changing the
leading
a
per
have
headline
let's
that
lars reward for information
was set at six thousand dollars.
oflice
well be left to the imag
can
íiiiiiiiiiincjiiiiiiiiiuiciumiiiiiiiaiuHiiiiiiiniiHiiiiuiiciiiimiin
wads
to recovery. Notify George Little, at
We've raised that
of each reader.
ination
21
M.
UNION
COUNTY
GIVES
DOUBLE
Gladstone, N.
Just that, and no more
Millions of dollars expense is
1 MAX GONZALES I
ITS Ul'OTl TO HUMANITY
The thermometer on the communto every national election.
tached
.'l
tk
ood four roomed house ity flag pole reads just about normal
FOR SALE
Millions that, in these days of savwith four lots and small house in when it should read aliove a hun- POSTPONE 'THE ELECTIONS
ing and sacrifice, could be put to
rear. Close in. Must sell at once. dred in the shade.
WON
in paying for the making of
THE
WAR
IS
NHL
22
We're short just about .;,(H)0.IK.I jl
Price is right. Inquire News.
bullets rather than the printing of a SADDLE & HARNESS SHOP
'
We lack about 50 per centof beTe lirsl, business of America is ballots
ing
Inn per cent patriots in this matinvestors-War
thrifty
To
FOR SALE
lo win the war. All other business
Savings Stamps at any post ter of saving our own.
he .Htiliordinalcd to Ihis end. INVESTING CITY FI NDS
should
I For best results have your
Think a minute better still, take
office in Union County and many of
IN LIRERTY RONDS
Especially
should
of
Ihal
business
you
(hot
turn
it
home
Ihis
with
and
governthe better stores. Help your
I saddle and harness made to or- all businesses, to the politician, polover and over in your head
ment by starting a "thrift card."
to
itics,
be
relegated
sinking
vilThat
the
the rear, or
fund of the
dor from selected leather by I.
Those, Union County men in the
lage, a sum of s )me nine hundred I
head the list of
trenchi'S
that
Men in oflice, Democrat or Repub- and twenty six dollars, should be I experienced workmen.
STRAYED One black sow weigh- - fanner from down at) out Sedan
nouiy o.
ing JW ins. nr-as(lf aimvi10ri) VüU wm in Uljs lican, are capable of running the withdrawn fromMho" bank where it
We also repair shoes, auto- iStf broad county and all the other affairs of the nation, the state, or is deposited, and where it draws I
McCune at Í States Seed Co.
not lighting for the county for another four of five only three percent interest, and used I mobile ' lops ami curtains, or
.louses they're
WORK WANTED oriiee work. In- HinmQelvr'4 TliovYe mil lviiitr Hiere n ars, if necessary. Why disrupt the to buy Liberty llonds of the third
will make you a new top for ny g
experienced, but williniz to learn wounded
no man s land Because country with a chango in any of loan which pay four and one quarter
per
cent,
has been suggested by a
car.
Phone 157 I!.
2
they feared to lose what little they them at this lime when every ounce
of energy in the American people Clayton business man.
i
r.T.i .r., i jit ii.íj
lina ,,.,...1.11U.
It is probably not legal, the bankfor
They're lighting and suffering and is needed to win the greatest of
FOP. SALE Good work team
ing
political
deciding
interests of the whole country
all
of
the
.'craps
sale after the first of May. Jesse dying to protect US and OUR propfuture Turin of government rather having seen lo it that such things
OIR PRICES ARE REASON- - 1
15. Phillips,
mile east of town. 18Ü erly.
They only had their life to give than the nonessential feature of the could not be done legally, but it is
ABLE
I
a good suggestion, never the less.
See L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M., and they gave it gladly.
party that administers that form.
New
Mexico
like
ho
has
for quick farm loans.
Newsman,
a
The
all
Irish,
law
in
already
They have cheerfully offered their
full' effect which enables, the inlives to save our property, our busi- is always "agin th' governmint."
&iiiiiHiiiiiuniii!iiiiiiniiiiiiiii!iiiiit!!iiiiiitiiinu!ii:iiiiiiiiiii.
;
vestment of state funds of a permaRut he is FOR the wár.
ness, our homes ouf farms and the
Call and sré us before jou buy
I
And believes firmly that the war nent nature in securities paying a
whole of our possession isn't worth
Typewriter Paper
activities of the nation can safely higher rale of interest than any
one single life of them.
1
bank can, or will, pay, and there
I
and Ribbons
MAX GONZALES SADDLE & I
Suplióse you gave your entire ln- reason why the same law
seemsjio
come for one year, or two years, or
I
MICKIE SAYS
HARNESS SHOP. One door
Colorado lJond, feather weight y ,
couldTiot be interpeted to allow the
whlJ ,(ay Lm in
....
:
I l,
5
municipalities
of
"A ...in. r.uin
"
to
folstato
the
safety NM.ile Jones goes to fight for f DfWBllsf Sl&NS ON fcENC.CS,
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south
of
telephone
exchange.
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S'Ut) 5
id, legal size, r""
low the example of the State Treas
you gave your all as
BA.RNS AN' SIDE W MX S
AN
I nglazed Onion Skin, white, for f
urer and invest permenant funds in
MAN .HAAJE BEEN CON9VOtft.0
second sheet, ,n nea box with
govewnuient or other approved se
saV), Jtlil
ADVERTISING
POR THEN VMUZ
lir,;wouI(ha
uuu
JoiuiiiK iiaji nil, H'B'H
curities.
ANW NEWSPAPERS, BUT THEN'S
CLAYTON, Xi M. '
worth it?
.$1.50 I
'
No reason, that is,. except thé natno
excuse
. . '
vea
stun-tsoch
Wouldn't it?
rr
'Kiean-Writo- "
ANW hAORE , VJITW THIS HERE
'Ribbons, the
oí
opposition
ural
the banks, which
Your civil courts your laws, com- iniiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiuiitiiiiiiiiimmiiiHiiiiiiwiHiiiiHHiiiiiMiüHt.
OREAT
FANWL.N
best made for this climate, I IIWlll UI IXll fltlil f'illttlllllil cinolÍAn
OUfcN&A.
would either lose tho public funds
CO(ftN' OUT REQLACc
fresh stock guaranteed Rem- or be compelled to meet tho higher
hilV(!
a pi,uaUy fm; taking a
interest rate.
;
A penalty of years of close
',Mock, prompt S life.
C. Smith, in
hai,(1!
flM)l
I service
Ilnn),.n,
f
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.
on all nlnei mnkeq u '.i.ii.,... r.......
I
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EVEN IN TIIE OLDEN
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iu juiiei
Clnft 3
1 each
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D IYS
years in which the murderer is cut
ra wORH Me
Carbon paper, f rr ...,.,. ,.. ii,nii,.ii r,.,im nv n
I "Klean-WritFOR A QAISE?)
1 thin, lasting, bet on the mark- come, from even the simplest lux'Take thou also unto thee wheat
, 0R 5ALE B
I ft, ten cents a sheet i n small I uries.
and barley and beans and lentils and
quantities, per dozen sheets, 5
MERCiiXTILE CO.
millet and fitches and put them in
That for takrug a life.
- DISTRIBUTORS
J I
A terrible costbut less cost than
I "Invincible" pencil
a vessel' and make bread thereof."
carbon pa- - j you you here safe in Union County
"And they 6hall eat bread by
racing
s, per, for sales books,
weight and with care."
than you will pay when tho
V patterns,
etc., small quantities
"They shall eat their bread with
lists
of
name
contain
Jones
the
g fivo cents a sheet, per dozen 6
Union Co. and you remember Ihal
of
carefulness,
beoauso of the violence
.SO
I sheets
of those that dwell in the land."
a you gac to salve your conscience
than to save a life".
Ezekiel, Chapters
f AT THE NEWS. 5 rather
Wake up!
3
Look for the .News Imprint
The Red Cross solicitors will'mako
A BUSINESS
OPPQRTUXITY-S- ell
News Printed Is "Retter
one inoro canvass before this cam-- 1
your butter and eggs directly to
1
Printed.
the consumer with an ad in this
I paign closes.
And when next week's News goes '
uüuiuioiiiiiiiniiiHiiiiuiuiiiniiiiiuiiiuciitiiiiiuunimiuiuiic
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THE CLAPTON NEWS

BUY SWASTIKA COAL IF YQJJ WANT THE BEST.

"MAY $8.75,

CLCLIL

JUNE $9.00, JULY $9.25, AUGUST $9.40,
SEPTEMBER $9.50 - PER TON.
.
New Prices Announced by flic Government
.

1

H. 1). Hutchinson was in from hi
ranch near Amistad the latter part TWENTY MILLION POUNDS OF
(if tllP WlM'k.
IIEANS IS ESTIMATE I OH 1918
J Personal Paragraphs
J. E. Ilussel, of near Hoy, was a
Eighty thousand acres in pinto
business visitor to Clayton the lat-tpart of last week.
beans, in Union County (his year
Ira Pennington mad; a business
trip to Grenville the first of the Toni Wnl ford was in from his will produce twenty million pounds
of the legumes and bring lo the
ranch dm fore part of the week.
'
week;
growers
not less than eight cents
Miss Esther Downey has returned '
n pound, according to local
g'niTOiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiniiniiHiiiiinnniinnmiiimnnniininniinnmi'raiB
spent
a
few
she
where
Halon
from
who have furnished seed for
days vacation with home folks.
g
an acreage practically double that
Mrs. Ida F. Love, and son Farrel, g
of last year, already and are still
haVe moved to Denver and will make'
supplying a limited amount of seed
their home there.
for tardy plantings.
Mrs. C. H. McVey, who has been' p
Twenty
of beans
Cross work, left Thurs-- ! 1
activo in
E at eight cents means an income to
ft? t
day for Wichita. Kansas, where she
the. farmers of one million six hunwill visit for severa, months.
dred thousand dollars, of which as
much as sixty percent is clear profit.
Mrs. L. V. Simpson, who has lived
The 1917 crop of pintos was only
on a ranch near the Habbit Ears for
ln-about
gone
half of the estimated crop of
past,
to
years
g
has
(
several
this year. More than half of it was
diana 16 spend the summer visiting fj
contracted to the government at the
j j
ivlilie.
eight cent price-- and the remainder
Mrs. H. H. Mills leturned Tuesday 1
was
marketed at prices ranging from
yQU
from Clovis, where she spent a few
six
ten rents.
lo
days with her husband.
of
Lieut, and Mrs. II. K. Woolen areg
TAX NOTICE
visiting Mrs. Wooten's parents, Mr.1 g
and Mrs. Carl Eklund, this week.
jj
The last hair of the HUT taxes will
H. 1'. Ervine, commissioner of the p
becoiiM delinquent on June llrst, and
sacred so sacred that the republi-- " g
s
You will get
tlu. penalty will be added on that
can caucus majority refused to In- -;
Soon after the first of June all
will
day.
and
get
work,
you
vestigate it land office was in tlio,
'property upon which the taxes have
promised,
when
for
it
'
city Friday.
B
not been paid in full will be adverhaving work done
William Eaton, a former resident '
tised according to law. All properly
"was1
Socoi-aliving
at
of Clayton now
when promised is one
owners should see that their taxes
here on business during the weok
1
of the rules of this office.
were paid in full and flms save this
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Ervine, Mrs.' g
extra expense.
If you prefer, send the
Hosfelt, and Miss Moore, of Santa' j
LEE E. RYRXE.
order by mail or bring
Fe, were in Clayton a few days dur- -' g
County Treasurer.
M
ins the week.
it to the office in person.
Captain T. S. Snyder has returned a
The lleil Cross (lance given at the
from a visit with his son at AIama- - g
Fisher-Davhall Friday night was
Let Us Shota You
gorda, X. M. Captain Snyder reports B
a great success.
that that section of the stale is very
What We Can Do
Mrs. Paz Valverde, who has
dry and the ranchers all looking1 for
confined lo her homo by illness thó
grass.
SÍl!ll!llllll!!l!niHIIIII!lllll,lllllllll!il!::l!ül!l!llllll!illllll!:il!!in;!l!l!:!lil'!:::r'í
past week is able lo bo out again.
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MADE BY

We are Liable for Our Mistakes. A
Surety Bond Stands Squarely Behind
Every Abstract We Make. If We Do
Your Work You Can
Not Lose.
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are Good Tires
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3 th Battalion,

Royal Highlanders of Canada

(('.ANADIAN

HLACK WATCH.)

Will Ledure On the War the Fifth Night of

CHAUTAUQUA
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The Afternoon of the Fifth Day
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SERGEANT TURLEY,
Famous

Bagpiper

of

PIPER MILLAR,
the

First

Canadian

Division, Wounded in the Second Battle
of Ypres and

"DAD" LITTLE
Will Give Their

"SONGS OF THE SOIDIER'S
AND
Tire-buyin-

Economy

g

Yourcarmust give greater service this year than ever before.
Jt (speeds up your work increases your working power.
The highest car economy lies in utmost service;
The most economical tires are those which will give you
greatest use of your car.
That's just what United States Tires will do for you.'
,
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'Chain Tread'
"...
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You can depend on them for continuous service,
most mileage at lowest mileage cost.
; Equip with United States Tires.
Our nearest Sales and Service Depot dealer will be glad to
assist you in selection.1
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In the Evening They Give a Complete

Pro-gra- m,

Including the War' Lecture
By Sergeant Turley.
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CHAUTAUQUA
STARTS JUNE 4
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IíimI I. .no si ni? shil;u!l(llns before the wnr, but in lio coinpiirison
Many of the bluest wooden ships ever built
Willi wliuLls bclim (1IK now.
.
TMh iiliutortipli dhows two huge wooden vessels
lire belnc liaimh !
on the wnys :.t n Tcxiis shipyard.

T:is
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eastern
IWH

in vi its urn above

FOU Ml NHIIWL BONUS

Company, (,liicti(). iv
I.Kton
I'lTiiiiiini of ?l,i:rj.."(0 on Issue
Of ST.'i.OIII) VHIiw Homls

.

A

Elsfoii ami Company, of Chicago,
bond brokers and hankers, were the
bidders in competition
with six other bond houses for the
issues tf $75,H)0 worth of municipal bonds to be issued by the Village
of Clayton. The bid of ll'o eastern
firm was the only one above par,
they bidding $7t, 32..10 for the issue
lii'l.s ranged from about i7, or
lar less 2,100, bid by Uosworth,
Chanute and Comiiany. Denver to
t lie bil of Eltlon and Company,
All bids were par less a stipulated
amount for attorney's fees and preparation of the bonds except that
of the. eastern firm which bid un1

conditionally in the final instance
as diil all the others. Representatives of. four bidding firms .were
iu attendance at the meetings of the
board.
A special meeting to consider the
bond was held Monday evening.
After the bills were read there, was
a general discussion of the matter
by Hie buyer's reprosonative and
(lie trustees. The bid of Elslon and
Company was decidedly the best
bid, apparently, and on proper motion Ihe toa rl went into executive
session to consider the bids."' It
that the check of Klslon and
Co. was not drawn in Conformity to
the call for bids, and that they stipulated the validity of the bonds and
the procedure leading to their issue,
should be passed upon by a disinterested lxind attorney.
The former board had already hired attorneys to pass upon the legality of the issue and the ilrm. handling
the matter had a contract calling for
two per cent of the entire issue, or
$1,500 for that service, whether they
.bid for the bonds or not.
The representative pf this llrm
suggested that the board telegraph
to Klslon and Co. to inquire whether
the legal opinion offered would be
satisfactory and to
nd a check
made out in conformity with he
for biiis.
Adjournment was taken until 3:30
Tuesday afternoon.
Called to order Tuesday afternoon
the Hoard was informed that Klslon and Co. had telegraphed that
the opinion as to the legality of the
bondu was satisfactory to them and
that the Fourth Dearborn National
Hank, .of Chicago, had telegraphed
that a properly drawn check was on
its way.
This removing all objection to the
lilston and Co. bid a motion was made
to accept it. Before, he motion was
put. however, one of tlio bond buyers present suggested that those iu
attendance put all theii' cards on the
table and auction the bonds. This
suggest ion was turned down, however, when it was pointed out that
Elslon and Co. had come into fair
competition in the first instance and
had no representative present to
rais.j their bid in case the others
overtopped it.
The motion to accept the bid of
the Chicago fjrm being ceconded it
was put before the boanl and carried unanimously.
'
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CLAYTON
MONKS HANDLING THRIFT STAM'S IS
GIVEN AS FOLLOWS:
Merel. Co.
G. B. Holdswortl!
Otto-Johns-

on

Simon llerzstein
Hotel Kklund
Four States Seed Co. .
V. C.

Barnhart

P. Kilburn
Clayton Oarage
K.

Pioneer (arage
(eorge Wade and

Co.

Lon Cash

1'ruth's Farmacy
M. G. Tixier
11. W. Isaacs
Mansker and Corich
Other stores will be added to
this list as rapidly as they
join in the movement to sclj
Union County's allotment of
five thousand dollars worth of
thrift and war saving stamps
UKl) CIIOSS FLAG ON COMMUNITY
POLK MADE BY GEORGE WADE

P. & 0.

two-ro- w

usía

WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST THAT CAN BE HAD OF ANY ARTICLE YOU GO TO THOSE WHO KNOW THE MOST ABOUT MAKING
IT, AND TAKE PRIDE IN PRDUCING THE BEST, SO THAT IF YOU
WANT ANYTHING IN THE LINE OF TILLAGE IMPLEMENTS INSIST
THAT IT BEAR THE P. & 0. TRADEMARK, THEY KNOW HOW TO
BUILD THEM AND NEVER PLACE A TOOL ON THE MARKET UNTIL
IT IS THOROUGHLY TESTED AND ARE ABSOLUTELY SURE OF ITS s
ABILITY TO MAKE GOOD

WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF P. & O. IMPLEMENTS, INCLUDING
THE POPULAR TWO-ROLISTER ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, WHICH
IS A LABOR SAVING AS WELL AS A TIME SAVING TOOL, SO MUCH
NEEDED AT THI CRITICAL TIME WHEN EVERY FARMER IS URGED
TO INCRASE HIS ACREAGE. COME IN, LOOK IT OVER.
W

R. W.
CLAYTON,

P. &

ISAACS.

0.

HEADQUARTERS

NEW MEXICO

During the fair days of the week
of the second lied Cross drive for
funds, the comniunily flag has held
a large lied Cross flag instead of Hie
Stars and SJripcs.
The large flag, six by eight feet,
could be readily seen from all parts
of the cly and those coming into
town could distinguish the emblem
of humanity from a distance of many

CORRECT REPAIRING

wiles.

The flag was made and donated to
the Newsman to advertise the Red
Cross drive, by George Wade, the
Clayton merchant, and all friends of
the organization owe Mr. Wade their
thanks for the novel method of reminding iH to come across for ,the
lied Cross.
NOTICE TO CATTLEMEN

We are pleased to announce that
we have now secured the services of
an expert automobile mechanic, who

-

We will dip cattle at our dipping
vat on the Seneca May 30th. Those
wishing to have their cattle dipped
at that time will please make arrangements at our office in Clayton.

comes highly recommended.
Mr. A. D. Evans will have charge
of cur repair shop, and we assure the

THE KKLUND HOTEL, R & I CO.
Carl Eklund, Manager.
See L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M,

for quick farm loans.

public that car troubles will now be
correctly diagnosed and remedied.

Church Notice
FIRST M. E. CHURCH
Rev. H. R. Mills, D. D.,
Pastor.
Sunday School
10 A.M.
Joseph Gill, Supt.
Morning Service
11 A.M.
Evening Service
8 P.M.
Free Movies at each evening service
"Come tliou with us and we will do
thee good."
'

POWELL OVER

CO.

-

KOTIt'K FOIl PI IILICATIOX

Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land
lice at Clayton, New Mexico.
of
May 16. Ibis.
Notice la hereby given that Vida
Viola McArthur, of Cluyton, New Mexico, who. on
ctober 22, 1114, made
llomeutcad Kntry, fcjerlU No. 01u44,
for K
Section 83. Township 24 N.,
KanKtt S K. New Mexico l'rinclpal
has filed notice of tn tent Ion to
make Three Year IJroof, to entabllHh
claim to the land above described, before Charles 1'. Talbott. United States
('ommlHHioner, at hi office at CRiyton,
New Mexico, on the 17th day of June
lam.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. K. Hum, W. 11. Haynes. H. f.
and J. A. McCune, all of Clayton,
Butt
See L. V. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M, New Mexico.
l'AZ VAI.VERDB
for quick farm loans.
May IS June 15,'ls'.
Register.
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"THE THRIFT CARS"
CLAYTON

Automobiles
'

NEW MEXICO

an

Fair and Square

THE CLAYTON NEWS

Neckline Given
Drastic Change

The BULLETIN BOARD
A Business Directory

New Tork. The world that muses
or Instructs Itself by watching the
chnnges In dress finds Itself highly
diverted In the month of May. This
Is the time for settlement.
Februnry
Is full of rumors and cables from
Paris concerning the gowns that are
rxpionea mere by the dressmakers.
During the month of March tha
clothes that arrive In America are
shown first by the Importers, who
cater to the dressmakers, then by the
dressmakers and shops, who cater to
the public. After the first week of
April the public takes a hand in the
settlement of fashions and wears Its
new spring clojhes at all hours, with
reckless prodigality.
Now, asserts a leading fashion authority, w come to the month of observation.
We see what has failed
and what hns succeeded. We know
vvhnt the public likes and what It has
dlscnrded.
Established Neckline.
In the settlement of fashions which
comes this month there is one predom-

A. II, DARDEN
'attorhkt at law

la Pire lVatleaal Bask
Baílalas.

Of flea

.

CLAYTON

NEW

I--1

MEXICO.

HILL BROTHERS
Coal, Ice and Transfer Company
Telepkoae
CIjAYTOX.

i-

S8-- C

NEW MEXICO.

-i

W.M. LESLIE, M.D.
AND ILRGEON.
Ovar Deaa'a Bakery.

PHYSICIAN

phone 2.11
chAhi.ton
bldo.
-l
CLAYTON,
NEW MEXICO.
l-

inant feature that interests the majority as well as the minority. It Is
the new arrangement of the neckline.

Dr. C. E. KELLER

This style hns been creeping on us
unnwares since January, but it seems
to have sprung out of ambush and attacked the people as the warm weather burst over the land.
Those who were not observing fashion closely went about with their
6hlrtwaist collars pulled out over the
coot collnrs, or the wide collars of
guimpes pulled out over the bure edge
e
of a
frock.
Then, suddenly, the whole process
seemed to be wrong. The careless
public observed that the fnstldlous
crowcj bad abandoned white coat col- -

DENTIST.
Orar Dcaa'a Bakery.
Offlca

rheaa

Clartea.

101-- B

COL GEO. GOODYEAR
COL J. A. SOWERS

one-piec-

AUCTIONEERS.

Thirty yean experience In
livestock, townslte and general
alca crying;. All work will ba
appreciated. Writ Col. Bowers
at Seneca, or phone Wanetts;
writ Col. Goodyear at Clayton
r phona Caudle's Furnltura
Store.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

COL E. U. JACOBS
AUCTIONEER.

Meat Esaerleaced la Ualaa
Caaaty.
atlafaetlaa Gaaraataei.
-l
NEW MEXICO.

CLAYTON,

l-

Dr. J. C KISNER
GENERAL, PRACTICE.
Ofrica Next ta Telepfcoae

akaaaja

la Ckarltoa

Ei.

Baílala;.

Claytaa, N. M.
Alio Speolállat on Rectum, Ear,
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shaped the decolletage that we associate with Dresden shepherdesses,
Dolly Varden styles, Mozartian opera
and Janice Meredith. This kind of
neckline was accepted only for frocks;
It should go without saying that It was
not contemplated for coats.
But whatever the garment, its neckline was no more hidden and enveloped by a white collar. It Is quite
probable that this somersault In fash-Ion- s
disturbed the minds of more
women than even the incoming of the
tight skirt, for It necessitated thought
and an entire change In the arrangement of the garments which hnve
been carelessly worn in the same combination for several seasons. It mode
one go Into numerous shops and regard one's self for numerous moments
before mirrors In order to secure a
satisfactory adjustment of the new
fashion to one4 neck and face.
High Collar on Coat Suits.
And another movement In the arrangement of the neck Is disquieting.
It is the Introduction of the high collar at an hour when the high fashion
designers decided to dlscard.it, and
the public was informed that It was
no longer In first fashion. No sooner
hrtd this edict gone out and been accepted than a vast number of women
women, too appeared
with high loose collar, that either enveloped the chin or rolled In a loose
fold beneath it.
There are two or three practical
things that every woman must somehow manage to master in this new
fashion If she intends to look her best
during the warm-weathseason.
One of them is that a coat suit requires some kind of collar at the back
and sides of the neckline, to prevent
the rough material
from, resting
against the skin.
Another feature of the new neck ar
rangement which It is well to absorb
Into the mind Is that the blouse with
the Italian decolletage Is the best to'
wear under all coats. It is wir-- r to
avoid superimposing one collar on another. This Italian neckline may be
round, or stragiht across the shoulders,
or brought to the base of the neck.
The wearer must decide on that Her
features should determine the exact
curve which Is employed.
Low Neck for Day Usage.
Another interesting detail of fashion
Is the definite tendency toward a deep
decollete for day usage. The neckline
may be on the Italian model, or it may
be on the American Colonial model,
which brings the material high and
tight against the back and side of the
neck and then dips it down to a deep
square or delta In front.
The introduction of the high collar
seems to have come about through necessity rather than choice or Inclination. True, there are smart women
e
who insist that their
frocks
shall have these
flowerlike collars that rise on the stem of
the neck and open out wide to envelop
the chin and the back of the head, but
the majority of women have adopted
high collars only with coat suits. They
don't know any other kinds of collar
to adjust with a Jacket that Is high In
the neck and has rolling revers.
They find that the wash blouse,
which has a high turn-ove- r
collar and
Is worn with a cravat of black or colored plcot ribbon, gives Just the right
silhouette to the neckline of an everyday coat suit. If this high collar cannot be adopted, then a low one must
be worn with the suit, because of its
collarless condition.
The lessened number of chiffon
blouses shown this summer Is Indica,
tlve of the lessened number of tailored
suits worn, so the workers claim.
(Copyright, 1918. by the McClure Newspa-

J
gown of black
The sketch shows
satin, with tight skirt and pointed
apron lined with white. The slim
bodice is of white georgette crepe
embroidered with bands of Jet beads.
lnrs. They also noticed that the necke
line of a
frock was not outlined by a collar except at the back.
They noticed that sailor collars had
disappeared
from fashionable garments. They realized that the" neckwas
line. Instead of being
square and deeply Decollete, or delta- one-piec-
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per Syndicate.)

hide their gorgeousness under a bushel as it were. Cloth of gold on evening and dressy afternoon clothes is
h
riblacquered quills and
bon seem to be the chosen hat trim seen Tepeatedly, but it is veiled with
mings. Every one is realizing that chiffon or with tulle, only being allowed ta peep through and disclose the
the bustle and draped back effects tin sumptuousness
of Its weave.
dresses and suits are more or less' a
fud of the winter and will not be thorGingham Favored.
oughly practical for the summer clothes
For those who do their bit and do
that must be tubbed.
A substitute must be found and it Is it by way of knitting and wearing
predicted that it will resolve Into the ginghams, which Is almost too easy a
use of double and triple peplums and way of doing it and should really not
tier effects at the hips. This will be be taken Into consideration, are
quite in keeping with the narrower shown the most attractive checked
gingham blouses and bags and hats
skirts.
Buckles are quite to the fore, per which do or do not match the blouses.
The hats and bags are made of the
haps an echo of military fashions.
These buckles are usually smull and of most delightful muterlals, which run
a color hurinoulzlug with the gurmeut. all the way from satin, organdie and
crepe to straw and fiber.
Sumptuous Weaves.
Lingerie Yokes.
It is plainly udtleeuble among the
In making up tatted lingerie yokes
French tnportutlous that the French
fashion leaders have not thought it sew them to a foundation of net, cutat all necessary to use cheup and ting the net the same shape as the
plain roaterluls. Indeed, In some In- yoke after It is sewed on it. This
stances the stuffs seem more luvlsh roukes them wear much longer and li
than for some time past. To be sure, also a big help in laundering them
the are not at ail flaunting. They properly.

Smart Fads.

So

far,

field flowers, very flat roses,
shoe-polis-

Helping the Heat and Hilk Supply
(Special Information

Bervlce, United Btates Department of Agriculture.)

AVOID MONOTONY

OF SALT MEAT EVERY DAY.
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Preparing Meat for Canning by

well-dresse- d

one-piec-
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CANNER FAVORED
Every Useful Portion of Pork,
Beef, Fish and Fowl May

Preserved.

WASTE AVOIDED BY CANNING
Great Convenience to Housewife When
Usual Supplies of Fresh Meat
Are Exhausted More Varied
Diet Made Possible.

It is very difficult to keep fresh
meat on the farm without a refrigerator or ice supply. As such conveniences are often lacking In the farm
home, the Importance of canning becomes evident, especially as the curing of meat is also difficult In certain
regions, as for example In the extreme
South. The farmer who has no Ice
frequently
loses meat when the
weather suddenly turns warm at
butchering time. Often, too, he uses
more fresh meat than he needs in
order to consume it before it spoils.
This means a waste of one of the
moBt important articles of the diet
and one which is usually relatively
expensive. It is possible not only to
avoid such waste by canning, but also
to utilize meat scraps, soup bones, and,
In fact, every part of the animal useful
for food purposes.
With a supply of canned meats the
housewife can prepare and serve a
palatable meal on short notice with
saving of both fuel and time. It also
makes possible a more varied . diet,
lessening the dependence upon cured,
salted, and smoked meat, the constant
and exclusive use of which means a
monotonous and less wholesome diet.
Canntrs for Home Use.
canners for home use
are generally made of steel bdller plate
riveted together and supplied with
cast-Irocovers, that can be securely
fastened to the retort, or they may be
mude of cast aluminum. They can be
had from reliable makers at prices
ranging upward from $13, according
to capacity and material used In construction. Steel canners can be had
either with or without a suitable heating device. They can be used over a
wood, coal, or gas stove or over a brick
furnace, Just as they can be used over
several types of gasoline (under pressure) burners. The aluminum pressure canners, common in many homes
where they are not only used for canning under steam pressure but for
every da y cooking, may be heated successfully on common wood, con), gasoline or kerosene stoves as well as
where more Intense heat Is used. Care
should be exercised not to exceed the
pressure specified In the directions furnished with the canners, otherwise a
serious explosion may occur.
Meats are ready for preparation for
the canner as soon as the animal heat
has disappeared. They must be handled In as cleanly a manner as possible. For home canning, meats should
be cooked first fried, broiled, roasted,
baked, or stewed Just as would be
done for Immediate serving, to pred
serve not only the meat but the
flavor as well. The meat ia
seasoned according to Individual taste,
and Is heated until it is entirely cooked
through, without needing to be cooked
tender, before placing It In the cans.
Steam-pressur-

Method.

e

Select the meat Intended for roasting, slice the meat wanted for steak,
and what Is not suited to eltherof

STEAM-PRESSUR- E

Be

Steam-Pressur-

e

n

home-cooke-

these con be used for goulash or stews
or be chopped up and made Into sausage meat, formed Into little cakes,
fried, and canned. What meat Is left
clinging to the raw bones will be utilized when the bones are boiled for
soup stock. For this purpose It Is well
to cut the bones at several places. The
bones removed from the roasts and
steaks, with any adhering meat, can
also be utilized for soup stock, fut
the bones In cold water, heat to near
the boiling point, sltnmor, and continue cooking until all of the strength
has been extracted. The sinews, the
head, And the feet, after they are
e'eaned, may be added for the soup
stock. Do not add any salt. When
well cooked remove the bones and
meat and strain the soup. It may be
poured Into the caus as It Is or It may
be clarified. To clarify the soup mix
beaten whites of eggs with an equal
portion of water and the crushed egg
shells, which have first been washed,
and addthls mixture to the soup, bring
slowly to a boil, and cook for five minutes. Strain, 6alt to taste, and ponr
Into hot cons. (The soup stock should
Jelly when cold. If It does not, simmer
until sufficient water has evaporated,
so that it will Jelly when a little is
poured Into a saucer and cooled.)
The liver Is soaked In water, the
coarse veins cut out and the liver
skinned and prepared as desired before canning It, or It may be made Into
liver sausage, boiled, and canned. The
heart can be used for goulash. The
kidneys should be soaked In salt water,
split open and the little sack removed ;
then they can be used either for stew
or for fried kidneys and canned. The
sweetbread Is boiled and canned or
may be prepared In various ways and
then canned. The brain Is soaked in
water to remove the blood, and the
membrane Inclosing It Is removed. It
can be fried or prepared In other ways,
and then canned. The ox tall Is used
for soup. The tongue Is soaked In
water, washed clean, salted, boiled; "
skinned, and packed In cans, with meat
Jelly or soup stock added. If the head
Is not utilized for soup stock and Is ot
a young animal, It can be boiled, after
It is spilt,
and soaked
In cold water and cleaned carefully,
the eyes taken out, and the mucous
membrane of the nostrils removed.
Boll, remove the meat and utilize It
for mock turtle stew or ragout. The
tripe can be prepared In the usual way,
then boiled and canned. When all the
value of the bones for soup stock has
been extracted by boiling, the bones
may be dried, run through a bone
crusher, and fed to the chickens or
used for fertilizer. Thus, nothing of
the dressed animal Is wasted.
There is perhaps more danger of
food poisoning from meats than from
vegetables .If any error or oversight
has been made in the selection of the
stock or In the processing.
More
scrupulouj care, therefore, Is neces- sary In the canning of meats. The
United States department of agriculture recently Issued, for distribution among Its extension workers In
home economics, a bulletin on the
"Homo Canning of Meats and Sea
Foods With Steam Pressure Canner."
Information pertaining to the canning
of meats may be had in various other
forms from the department. The safe
practice, however, for housewives who
expect to undertake the canning of
meats or fish would be to get In touch
with the home demonstration agent
In the county or district, who will be
in position to demonstrate every step
from the selection of meats to the final
sealing of the cana.
cross-sectione-
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"OVER THE TOP
By An American
Soldier WllO Went

íí

Arthur Guy Empey
Machine Gunner, Serving in France

Ooprr1(M IP1T, by Arthur O07 Bar 7

bomber Is general utility man In a
EMPEY

AND A COMRADE

WHILE

HAVE EXCITING

ON LISTENING

EXPERIENCE

POST DUTY.

Synopsis. Klred by the sinking of the Lusltnnla, with the loas of
American lives, Arthur Guy Empey, na American living In Jersey City,
goes to England and enlists as u private In the British army. After a
short experience as a recruiting offlcer In London, he Is sent to training quarters In Frnnce, where he first hears the sound of big guns and
makes the acquaintance of "cooties." After a brief period of training
Kmpey's company Is sent Into the front-lin- e
trenches, where he takes
his first turn on the Ore step while the bullets whli overhead. Empey
learns, as comrade falls, that death lurks always In the trenches.
Chaplain distinguishes himself by rescuing wounded men under hot
fire. With pick and shovel Empey has experience as a trench digger
In No Man's Land. Much attention Is required by wounded men from
the. corps of doctors and nurses. On listening post detail.
CHAPTER XIV

at brigade headquarters. With our gaa
helmets on we again attacked that hole

Continued.

10

If a man Is killed he Is burled, and and uncovered the decomposed body of
(he responsibility of the government a German ; the pick was sticking in his
ceases, excepting for the fact that his chest One of the men fainted. I was
people receive a pension. But If a man that one. Cpon this our lieutenant
Is wounded It takes three men from halted proceedings and sent word bdck
the firing line, the wounded man and to hendquarters and word came back
two men to carry him to the rear to that after we filled In the hole we could
post. Here he Is knock off for the night. This was welthe advanced flrst-nlattended by a doctor, perhaps assist- come tidings to us, because
ed by two It. A. M. C. men. Then he Is
Next day the general changed the
put Into a motor arabulunce, manned dot on his map and another emplaceby a crew of two or three. At the field ment was completed the following
hospital, where he generally goes un- night.
decora-pose- d
der an anesthetic, either to have his
The odor from the dug-up- ,
wounds donned or to be operated on,
human body has an effect which
he requires the services of about three Is hard to describe. It first produces
to live persons. From this point an- a nauseating feeling, which, especially
other umbulnnce ride Impresses more after eating, causes vomiting. This remen In his service, and then at the am- lieves you temporarily, but soon a
bulance trnln, another corps of doc- weakening sensation follows, which
tors. It. A. M. C. men, Red Cross nurses leaves you limp as a dlshrag. Tour
and the train's crew. From the train spirits are at their lowest ebb and you
he enters the base hospital or cnsunlty feel a sort of hopelessness and a mad
clearing station, where a good-sizedesire to escape It all, to get to the
corps of doctors, nurses, etc., are kept open fields and the perfumo of the flowbusy. Another ambulance journey Is ers In Blighty. There Is a sharp,
next In order this time to the hospltnl prickling sensation In the nostrils,
8hlp. He crosses the channel, arrives which reminds one of breathing coal
In Blighty more ambulances and per- gas through a radiator In the floor, and
haps n ride for five hours on an English Red Cross trnln with Its crew of
lied Cross workers, and at Inst he
reaches the hospiul. Generally he
stays from two to six months, or longer. In this hospital. From here he Is
sent to a convalescent home for six
weeks.
I
If by wounds he Is unfitted for further service, he Is discharged, given a
pension, or committed to a soldiers'
homo for the rest of his life and still
the expense piles up. When you real-Iz- e
thnt all the ambulances, trains and
ships, not to mention the man power,
used In transporting a wounded man,
could be used for supplies, ammunition
for the troops at
and
the front. It will not appear strange
that from a strictly military standftzmy&i
point, a dead man Is sometimes better
wounded).
(If
one
than a live
Not long after the first digging party,
our general decided, after a careful
tour of Inspection of the communication trenches, upon "an Ideal spot," as
emhe termed tt. for a machine-gu- n
placement? took his mnp, made a dot
on It, and as be was wont, wrote "dig
here," and the next night we dug.
There were twenty In toe party, myself Included. Armed with picks,
shovels and empty sandbags we arrived at the "Ideal spot" and started
digging. The moon was very bright,
but we did not car as we were well
Entrance to a Dugout.
crat of sight of the German lines.
We bad gotten about three feet you want to sneeze, but cannot. This
down, when the fellow next to me, aft- was the effect on me, surmounted by a
er a mighty stroke with his pick, let go vague horror of the awfulnesa of the
of the handle, and pinched his nose thing and an
g
reflection
with his thumb and forefinger, at the that, perhaps I, sooner or later, would
name time letting out the explosion, be In such a state and be brought to
"Gott strafe me pink, I'm bloody well light by the blow of a pick In the handa
gassed, not 'alf I ain't." I quickly of some Tommy on a digging party.
turned In his direction with an InquirSeveral times I have experienced this
ing look, at the same Instant reaching
but never could get used to It;
for my gas bag. I soon found out what odor,
was ailing htm. One whiff was enough the enervating sensation was always
and I lost no time In also pinching my present It made me hate war and
nose. The stench was awful. The rest wonder why such things were counteof the digging party dropped Inelr nanced by civilization, and all the spice
picks and shovels and beat It for the and glory of the conflict would disapweather side of that solitary pick. The pear, leaving the grim reality. But
officer came over and Inquired why the after leaving the spot and filling your
work had suddenly ceased, holding our lungs with deep breaths ot pure, fresh
noses, we simply pointed In the direc- air, you forget and once again want to
tion of the smell. He went over to the be "up and at them,"
pick, Immediately clapped his hand
CHAPTER XV.
over his nose, made an "about turn"
and came back. Just then our capListening Post.
tain rame along and Investigated, but
It was six In the morning when we
after about a minute said we had better carry on with the digging, that ha arrived at our rest billets, and we were
did not see why we should have allowed to Bleep until noon; that Is,
topped as the odor was very faint, If we wanted to go without our breakbut If necessary he would allow us our fast For sixteen days we remained
gna helmets while digging. IU would In rest billets, digging roads, drilling,
atay and see the thing through, but he and other fatigues, and then back Into
bad to report back to brigade head- the front-lin- e
trench.
quarters Immediately. We wished that
Nothing happened that night, but the
.we ware captains and also had a data next afternoon I found out that a
d

d
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ever-recurrin-

About five o'clock In the afternoon
our lieutenant came down the trench
and stopping In front of a bunch of us
on the fire step, with a broad grin on

his face, asked :
"Who Is going to volunteer for listening post tonight? I need two men."
It is needless to say no one volunteered, because It Is anything but a
cushy Job. I began to feel uncomfortable as I knew It was getting around
for my turn. Sure enough, with another
grin, he snld:
"Empey, you and Wheeler are due,
so come down Into ray dugout for Instructions at six o'clock."
Just as he left and was going around
a traverse, Fritz turned loose with a
machine gun and the bullets ripped the
sandbags right over his head. It gave
me great pleasure to see him duck
against the paré pet. He was getting a
taste of what we would get later out
In front.
Then, of course, It began to rain. I
knew It was the forerunner of a miserable night for us. Every time I had
to go out In front, It Just naturally
rained. Old Jupiter Pluvlus must have
bad It In for me.
At six we reported for Instructions.
They were simple and easy. All we
had to do was to crawl out Into No
Man's Land, He on our bellies with our
ears to the ground and listen for the
tap, tap of the German engineers or
sappers who might be tunneling under
No Man's Land to establish a mine-hea- d
beneath our trench.
Of course, in our orders we were told
not to be captured by German patrols
or reconnoltering parties. Lots of
breath Is wasted on the western front
giving silly cautions.
As soon as It was dark. Wheeler and
I crawled to our post which wns about
halfway between the lines. It was
raining bucketfuls, the ground was a
sea of sticky mud and clung to us like
glue.
We took turns In listening with our
ears to the ground. I would listen for
twenty minutes while Wheeler would
be on the qui vive for German patrols.
We each wore a wrlstwatch, and believe 'me, neither one of us did over
twenty minutes. The rain soaked us
to the skin and our ears were full of
mud.
Every few minutes a bullet would
crack overhead or a machine gun would
trnverse back and forth.
Then all firing suddenly ceased. I
whispered to Wh .eler, "Keep your eye
skinned, mote; most likely Fritz has
a patrol out that's why the Boches
have stopped firing."
We were each armed with a rifle and
bayonet and three Mills bombs to be
used for defense only.
I had my ear to the ground. All of
a sudden I heard faint, dull thuds.
In a low but excited voice I whispered
to Wheeler, "I think they are mining,
listen."
He put his ear to the ground and
In an unsteady voice spoke Into my

bad tooth, but I was still alive, stf It
did not matter.
CHAPTER XVI.
Battery

SO EASY!
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LIFT RIGHT OUT

D 238.

The day after this I received the
glad tidings that I would occupy the
machine gunners' dugout right near
the advanced artillery observation
post This dugout was a roomy affair,
dry as tinder, and real cots In It
These cots had been made by the
It. E.'s who had previously occupied
the dugout I was the first to enter
and promptly made a signboard with
my name and number on H and suspended It from the foot of the most
comfortable cot therein.
In the trenches It Is always "first
come, first served," and this Is lived
up to by all.
Two R. F. A. men (Royal Field artillery) from the nearby observation
post were allowed the privilege of
stopping In this dugout when off duty.
One of these men. Bombardier Wilson by nnme, who belonged to Battery D 233, seemed to take a liking
to me, and I returned this feeling.
In two doys' time we were pretty
chummy, and he told me how his battery In the early days of the war had
put over a stunt on Old Pepper, and
hod gotten away with It
I will endeaver to give the story as
far as memory will permit In his own
words :

DOESN'T HURT AT ALL AND
CO8T8 ONLY FEW CENT3.
Mnirlcl Just dron
on that touchy corn.
aching, then yon lift
the fingers. Truly!

a little Freezon
Instant! It ttops
the corn on with
No humbug I

ra
Try rreezoiet Your druggist sella
a tln bottle for a few cents, sufficient
t rid your feet of every hard corn,

oft corn, oí corn between the toes,
and alienaos, without on partida of
pain,
ran aai or Irritation. Freezona
la rha discovery ot a noted Cincinnati
getrloe. Adv.

Despite the excellent targets
are not allowed to shell
Fritz, Empey relates In next

Hie Great Gratitude.
"I hare given all my ready money to
the Red Oros and other worthy causea,
I bar mortgaged my homo to buy Liberty hoods. Tell me, if yon can, ot
something atoro that I can do to show
(TO BE CONTINUED
ay appreciation of the beneficence of
A
SUCH
SMART BROTHER our glorkma government V
"Considering your financial circumseem that
But It Is Entirely Probable Sister Did stances," snld we, "it would
y 04 have done enough "
Not Appreciate His Peculiar
"Bnougfc
ha Interrupted. "I have
Form of Wit
not den half enough Why the good,
A young lady In Lakewood Is of the kind government baa taken my trifling
opinion that she Is grown up Ir which son4a-Utla the draft
opinion she Is not encouraged either by
We left him, still chorther parents or her older brother. She ling like a laughing hyena. Kansas
Is fifteen, brother Is sixteen. She thinks City Btar.
that young men should be allowed to
call on her In the evening; brother
State of Ohio. City of Toledo. Lucas
County sa.
Jeers, parents shake their heads.
he Is
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thatCheney
Finally the girl's mother consented senior
partner of the Hrm of F. J
to her having a certain approved boy s Co., doing business In the City of ToCounty end State aforeaald. and that
call, provided he came on a Friday eve ledo,
aid firm will pay the sum of ONE HUN
DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
DRED
ning. And the excited damsel called
cannot be cured by the use Of
the favored youth up on the phone and that
HALXS CATARRH MEDICINE).
FRANK . CHENBT.
Imparted the glad news. It is preSworn to before me and subscribed In
sumed that the young man (he was all any
presence, this 6th day of December,
of eighteen years old spent a good a. r. usa,
(Seal) A. W. Wesson. Notary Publle.
deal of time at his toilet that evening
BAT.V.'S CATARRH MEDICINE la tak- certainly the young lady took great en internally and acts through the Blood
men
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the Mucous Surfaces of the SjW.em.
care of hers. She was still primping oaDruggists,
7M. Testimonials tree.
rang
the doorbell.
when the swain
P. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Brother answered.
"Ah," began the caller, clearing his
.Rice as a Foodstuff.
throat. "Is Miss Jones at home?"
Rice forms the staple diet of most
"Come In," answered Brother, equiv
eastern races, and it Is also largely
ocally. Then he went to the foot of eaten In Europe and America. Its nuthe stairs and called
tritive value, says a bulletin of tho Im"Molly I Quit cuttin' paper dolls an' perial Institute, depends on the form In
One of your play- which It Is eaten.
come downstairs.
mates wants to see you I" Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
You May Try Cutlcura Free)
Send today for tree samples ot CutlAlways In.
cura Soap and Ointment and learn
It was the shopping period, and Miss how quickly they relieve Itching, skin
"drop
In" on
Smith thought she would
and scalp troubles. For free samples,
Mrs. Jones and ask her If she wouldn' address, "Cutlcura, Dept X, Boston."
assist her In the noble art of present-- At druggists and by mall, Soap 28,
hunting.
"Is your mistress In?" she asked the Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
young maid.
The Difference. "Yes, miss," was the prompt reply.
Wise Guy When a single woman
She was shown into the drawing believes lu practicing economy she husroom. . But an hour passed and .no bands her means.
,
Mrs. Jones appeared. At last the lady
ear: ,
Really Wise And when a marThe
"Yank, that's a patrol and It's head got up and called to the maid:
woman believes that economy
"Did you tell your mistress I was ried
Ing our way. For God's sake keep
should be practiced she means her husshe
asked.
heret"
still."
"Oh, no, miss," replied the girl band. Judge.
I was as still as a mouse and was
"she hasn't returned from
quickly;
scared stiff.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Hardly breathing and with eyes try shopping yet"
Bag
Makes beautiful white clothes.
"Not returned!" exclaimed the as At allBlue.
Ing to pierce the Inky blackness, we
good grocers. Adr.
visitor.
tonished
waited. I would have given a tho
"No, miss. You see the mistress told
No Personal Quarrel.
sand pounds to have been safely In
me she was always home to yon V
my dugout.
A man, when asked why he wished
Then we plainly heard footsteps and
to be exempted, said he had no perLona Ride Before Him.
our hearts stood still.
sonal Quairel with Germany. The offA cyclist who stopped at a village
A dark form suddenly loomed up In
lcer In charge said :
as
inn Doastea bdoui nis anilities
i
What would yon do If on going
front of me; It looked as big as the rider
to such an extent thnt th In nil
Woolworth building.
I could hear lord ventured to make a wager with hm yon found a cutthroat In the
the blood rushing through my veins him.
honso with your wife?"
and It sounded at loud as Niagara
I would loave him to, Ma fate,"
"Look here, mister" said the Innfalls.
man roplled. . ,
tho
"you
keeper,
can't ride up and down
Forms aeemed to emerge from the this road till the church clock
strikes
darkness. There were seven of them six."
ARE tfCKXIia K ARSES
In all. I tried to wish them away.
"Done," said
id nring their feet more than ever before.
cyclist "It's Just
never wished harder In my Ufe. They close on five nowthe
For all these workers the frequent as of
;" and the
muttered a few words In German and ute he was speeding down next minAllen's Fool-Ea- se,
the antlaeplto powder to
the road.
melted Into the blackness. I didn't
After about an hour's riding the be shaken Into the shoes and sprinkled la the
foot-batstop wishing either.
Inereeies their effloienoy and tacyclist shouted to one of
byrares heeded phrsloa) comfort. It takes the
All of a sudden we heard a stumble, standers, of whom many had the
assemfrloUoa from the Bboe, freshen the feet,
a muddy splash,- - end a muttered "Don bled:
end prevent tired, sob log and blistered feet
ner und BUtzen." One of the Boches
"I say, has the church clock struck Women everywhere are oonstant users Of
had tumbled Into a shell hole. Neither six yetr
Allen's Fooe-Es- se.
Don't get toot sore, get
of us laughed. At that time It didn't
"No, you Idiot," was the blunt re- Allen's Foot-Ea- se.
Sold by dealers every
strike us as funny.
ply. "Our church clock never strike
here, Mo. Adv.
About twenty minutes after the Ger at all." London
t
mans bad disappeared something from
. Clumsy at It
the rear grabbed me by tho foot
Two Kinds.
Edith How" does Fred make lovef
neany iaintea witn fright Then a
There Is a place in the world for
Marte Well,
should defina tt af
welcome whisper In a cockney accent reformers. Reformers are the gentle- unskilled labor. I Boston Transcript
"I a'y, myte, we've come to relieve men who created, our great Declarayou,"
tion of Independence, and the ConstiUp Against It
Wheeler and I crawled back to our tution of the United States. Bless
"Professor, I can't work 'this
trench; we looked like wet hens and them, we say. At the same time
felt worse. After a swig of rum we there should be more positive reform-er- s
provided a key."
were soon fast asleep on the fire step
and fewer negative reformers, the
'teut
I earn,,soot to find a keyhole."
our
wet
in
clothes.
latter being
persons
.
A
The nxt morning I was as stiff as a are always against something and who
no
Rhetor
ts the quackery ot alo-tepoker and every Joint ached Ilka a I for axurthiog. AtcbiaoB Globev
,
t
Tit-Bit-

well-meani-
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Fair and Square
NO LIMIT SET ON

the tery ones that seed friends and
succor, and If any man in Germany
thinks we are going to- sacrifice anybody for our sake, I tell him now they
are mistaken.
For the glory of this war. my fel
low citizens. Insofar as we are con
cerned, is thst It Is, perhaps for the
first time In history, an unselfish war.
I could not be proud to fight for a
selfish purpose, but I can be proud to
fight for mankind.
"If they wish peace let them come
forward through accredited representatives and lay their terina on the table.
We have laid ours, and they know what
they are.
'But behind all tbla grim purpose,
my friends, lies the opportunity to
demonstrate not only force, which will
be demonstrated to the utmost, but the
opportunity to demonstrate character,
and It Is thst opportunity that we have
most conspicuously in the work of the
Red Cross.
'Not that our men In arms do not
represent our character, for they do.
and It Is a character which those who
see snd realize appreciate and admire;
but their duty Is the duty of force.
The duty of the Red Cross Is the duty
of mercy and succor and friendship.
War Uniting the World.
"Have you formed a picture In your
Imagination of what this war Is doing
for us and for the world?
"In my own mind I am convinced
that nor a" huudred years of peace
could have knitted this nation together as this single year of war has knit
ted It together; and better even than
that, if possible, It Is knitting the
world together.
"Look at the picture. In the center
of the scene, four nations engaged
against the world, and at every point
of vantage, showing that they are seeking selfish aggrandizement;
and,
governagainst them, twenty-thre- e
ments representing the greater part of
the population of the world, drawn together Into a new sense of community
of interest, a new sense of community
of purpose, a new sense of unity of
life.
"The secretsry of war told me an
Interesting Incident the other day. He
said when he was in Italy a member
of the Italian government was explaining to hlra the many reasons why Italy
felt near to the United States.
Heart of U. 8. In Italy.
" 'If "you want to try an Interesting
experiment go up to any one of these
troop trains and ask In English how
many of them have been In Amtrlca,
and see what happens.'
"He tried ihe experiment. He went
up to a troop train and he said : 'How
many of you boys have been in America?' and he said it seemed to him as
if half of them sprang np: 'Me from
San Francisco; tue from New Tork;
all over.'
"There wss part of the heart of
America In the Italian army. People
that bad been knitted to us by associ
ation, who knew ns, who hsd lived
amongst us, who had worked shoulder
to shoulder with us, and now friends
of America, were fighting for their na
ttve Italy.
Assails War Profiteers.
"Friendship Is the only cement that
will ever hold the world together. And
this Intimate contact of the Red Cross
with the people who are suffering the
terrors and deprivations of this war Is
going to be one of the greatest instru
mentalities of friendship that the
world ever knew, and the center of the
heart of It all, If we sustain It proper
ly, will be this land that we so dearly
-
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THE PRESIDENT

Opens Red Cross Campaign With Speech at
New York.

Wilson

OVER

5,000,000 MEN WILL

GO TO FRONT,

I

TOE CLAYTON NEWS

IF NECESSARY

Declares America Will Net Be Divert- -'
4 From IU PurpoM of Winning the
War by Insincere Approaches en the
Subject of Peace Urges All te Contribute Generously Toward
Red Cross Fund Condemns
Those Who Attempt 1o Make Profit
Out of the War.
$100,-000,0-

New York, Mey 20. President Wilson, opening the $100,000,000 Red
Cross drive at a rally In the Metropolitan opera bouse Saturday night, declared for an nullmlted army, greater
than 6,000,000, If necessary.' In the
afternoon he marched In a parade of
70,000 Red Cross workers, and as he
walked down Fifth senue he received
the greatest reception ever accorded a
president of the United States. At the
opera house he was repeatedly
cheered.
"I hare heard gentlemen recently
say," said he, "that we must get 6
Why limit it to
000,000 men ready.
5,000,0007 I have asked congress to
name no limit, because congress intends, I am sure, as we ill Intend, that
every ship that can carry men or sup-pilshall go laden cpon every voyage with every man and every supply
he can carry."
The United States, the president declared, will not be diverted from its
purpose of winning the war by insincere approaches on the subject of
peace.
Dwelling on the duty of Americans
to give to the Red Cross, the president
declared no man could afford to make
money out of the war.
The audience was composed of distinguished men and women, most of
whom have been leaders in the work
of the Red Cross.
!
Text of President's 8pech.
The president's speech In full fol
lows:
u"Hr. Chairman and Fellow CountrymenI should be very sorry to think
that Mr. Davison in any degree cur
tailed his exceedingly interesting
speech for fear that he was postpon
ing tulne, because I am sure you
listened with the same Intense and in
timate interest with which I listened
to the extraordinarily vivid account
he gave of the things which he had
realized because he had come in con
tact with them on the other side of
the waters.
"Wo compass them with our Imagination; he compassed them in his per
sonal experience. And I am not come
here tonight to review for you the
work of the Red Cross.
"I am not competent to do so because I have not had the time or the
opportunity to follow it in detail.
"I have come here simply to say a
few words to you as to what it. all
seems to me to mean, and it means
a great deal.
Wont Limit Army to 8,000,000.
'
"There are two duties with which
we are face to face. The first duty
is to win the war. And the second
d
with It,
duty, that goes
Is to win it greatly and worthily,
Showing the real quality of our pow
er not only but the real quality of our
purpose and of ourselves.
"Of course, the first duty, the duty
that we must keep in the foreground
of our thought until it is accomplished.
Is to win the war.
"I have heard gentlemen recently
eay that we must get 5,000,000 men
ready. Why limit it to 5,000,000?
"I have asked the congress of the
United States to name no limit because the congress intends, I am sure,
as we all Intend, that every ship that
can carry men or supplies shall go
laden upon every voyage with every
man and every supply she can carry,
Peace Offers Insincere.
"And we are not to be diverted from
the grim purpose of winning the war
by any insincere approaches upon the
subject of peace. I can say with a
clear conscience that I have tested
those intimations and have found
them insincere.
"I now recognize them for what
they are an opportunity to have
free band, particularly in the East,
to carry out purposes of conquest and
exploitation.
"Every proposal with regard to ac
commodation In the West Involves
reservation with regard to the East
Now, so far as I am concerned, I intend to stand by Russia as well as
.

love.
"My friends, a great day of duty has
come, and duty finds a man's soul as
no kind of work can ever find

it

"May I say this? The duty that faces
us all now Is to serve one another, and
no man can afford to make a fortune
out of this war.
"There are men amongst us who
have forgotten that, If they ever saw
It Some of you are old enough I am
old enough to remember men who
made fortunes out of the Civil war,
and you know how they were regarded bv their fellow citizens. That was
a war to save one country this Is a
war to save the world."
Better to Give Than Lend.
"And your relation to the Red Cross
Is one of the relations which will relieve you of the stigma. You .en n't
give anything to the government of the
United States; it wont accept it
There Is a law of congress against ac
cepting even services without pay.
"The only thing that the government
will accept is a loan, and duties performed; but it Is a great deal better
to give than to lend or to pay and your
great channel for giving Is the Ameri
can Red Cross.
"Down In your hearts you can't take
very much satisfaction, in the last
analysis, in lending money to tne gov
ernment of the United States, because
the Interest which you draw will burn
your pockets ; It Is a commercial transaction, and some men have even dared
to cavil at the rate of Interest, not
knowing the incidental commentary
that constitutes upon their attitude.
"Bat when you give, something of
your heart, something of your soul
Frac,"
A voice from the audience inter something of yourself goes with the
rupted with: "God bless you."
gift particularly when it is given in
Tlte helpless and the friendless are such form that it never can come back
hand-ln-ban-

by way of direct benefit to yourself.
Yon know there Is the old cynical definition of gratitude, aw 'the lively expectation of favors to come.'
Make World Fitter Place to Live.
"Well, there Is no expectation of fa
vors to come In this kind of giving.
of-Voo- ir
These things are bestowed In order
der that the world may be a fitter
place to live In ; that men may be succored; that homes may be restored;
that suffering may be relieved; that
the face of the earth may have the
blight of destruction taken away from
it, and that wherever force goes there
shall go mercy and helpfulness.
'And when you give, give absolutely
H. L. Kramer, the man who origin- - fill and laugh at Indigestion, dyspep
all that you can spare, and don't con- ated Casca rets, baa discovered a sure, sla, heartburn, "sour stomach" and all
sider yourself liberal In the giving. If safe, quick-actinrelief for bad atom- - the other bugaboos of
you give with
you are
He.named It EATONIO for your,
not giving at all, you are gilng to
Kramer says: "EATONIC should be
your own vanity ; but if you give until stomach's sake.
every home ready for use after ev
now
you
In
anything
like
can
eat
You
It hurts, then your heart blood goes
and digest It In comfort for stomach ery meal. An EATONIC tablet will
Into It
'And think what we have here. We ease la positively assured If you eat aid you naturally to easily digest
call It the American Red Cross, but It an EATONIO tablet regularly after and assimilate your food can be thor-eac- h
oughly enjoyed without the slightest
meal.
Is merely a branch of a great Interna
EATONIC acts directly with the danger of misery from acid stomach,
tional organization, which la not only
recognized by the statutes of each of food the moment It enters the stom- - I strongly advise very one to take
the civilized governments of the world,
It Immediately checks any ten- - TONIC after meals. To correct bad
but It is recognized by International dency toward too much acid and en- - stomachs and keep them In perfect
agreement and treaty as the recontzed ables the food to pass from the stom-- condition, It is a most wonderful d leand accepted Instrument of mercy and ach into the bowel In a sweetened con- - covery."
auccor.
If EATONIC falls to give you
dltlon, and thus prevents the forma- "And one of the deepest stains that tlon of sour distressing gases that up- - prompt stomach relief, your money
rests upon the reputation of the Ger set digestion and cause a bloated, dull. will be refunded ; 50c buys a large box
man army Is thst they have not res lumpy feeling that makes your at any drug store. Or write to Estonia
pected the Red Cross.
Remedy Co., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., ChiFOOD REPEAT.
Cross Emblem of Christianity.
EATONIO enables you to eat your cago, TJ. S. A.
"That goes to the root of the matter.
They have not respected the InstruWhat He Disliked About It
mentality they themselves participated
Rex was always getting Into trouble
in setting up as the thing which no with his playmates, but almost Invariman was to touch, because it waa the ably got the worst of it in a struggle
expression of common humanity.
for mastery. After a recent defeat he
"We are members, by being membors announced that he would stay In his
of the American Red Cross, of a great own yard hereafter and play with his
fraternity and comradeship which ex dog. "Rover doesn't fight," he added
tends all over the world, and this by way of explanation.
"Oh, I see," his mother remarked.
cross which these ladles bore today Is
an emblem of Christianity Itself.
"You don't like to fight as well as you
"It fills my Imsglnctlon, ladles and used to."
"Well, I wouldn't mind fighting," regentlemen, to think of the women all
over this country who are busy to- plied Rex, "If I didn't get licked every
night and are busy every night and time."
every day doing the work of the Red
Cross ; busy with a great eagerness to
Make the lanndress happy that's Red
find out the most serviceable thing to Croes Bag Blue. ' Makes beautiful, clear
do; busy with a forgetfulness of 11 white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
the old frivolities of their social relaBetty's Conclusions.
tionships, ready to curtail the duties
Little Betty. Just Initiated In the
of the household In order that they first teachings of Sunday school, has
may contribute to this common work displayed especial Interest In a future
that all their hearts are engaged in, life.
and in doing which their hearts be"Mother, will I go to heaven when I
come acquainted with each other.
die?"
Drawn Into Great Family.
"Yes, If you are good."
"When you think of this you real"Will my dog go, too?"
ize how the people of the United States
"No, because dogs have no souls."
are being drawn together Into a great
A pause, then, eagerly: "Well, will
Intimate family, whose heart Is being our cow go?"
used for the service of the soldiers
"No. Animals have no souls."
not only, but the service of civilians
MM NO! it as .S.IL
"Oh, then, we'll have to go to hell
where they suffer and are lost In a for our milk." Harper's Magazine.
maze of distress and distractions.
"And you have, then, this noble picImportant te Mothers
near, u.a.nsr.urv
of
ture of justice and mercy as the two 'Examine carefully every bottle
RIA. that famoua old remedy
CASTO
servants of liberty. For only where
mriA ph11Hrn mnA aaa that it
men are tree ao tney mina me fn Infanfa
The ami anctiol. ImkMul, bUtW
;
only
where
comandershlp
Bears
the
thoughts of
aanaaM m iatcaMd k caMna I k
they are free do they think the Signature of
thoughts of sympathy; only where In Use for Over SO Years.
alaaM baa k
Ewtr wmImiL No
moo cacwaoa. lvicMia nwom.
they are free are they mutually Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
mmA miiuÍm hJua mmA whila hickon
helpful ; only where they are free do
tripr. AUutHlrwrf1Ul-cok- i
irlun;
they realize their dependence upon one
I Mttrial etarietjol l
More Grub.
aH appropriately
another, and their comradeship In a
cnliv eaUtee. AI fUMh
!
"What we need," declared the first
tfco
atada ia Dutch ak
common interest and common neces- Russian, "Is a man on horseback."
mm e biah aac aad loae eWrrj.
V
sity.
( colon; IKMNM-ftran- t
"Yes," assented the other one, "we
a
lidia etat
"I heard a story told the other day could use a little horse meat, that's
that was ridiculous, but it Is worth re- true."
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of truth. An
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both:
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you
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shoot.' Then he waa asked 'Are
A
er you about ber new bonnets?
going back f 'Yes'
FREE
Easy Not In the least When she
"Well, do you know what you are
IF THEY RIP
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fighting for?' 'Yes, me know; fight to wants one she simply gets It and has
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misunderstood
Cause of It
"He had evldemi
Mfre. el ' Froom-Al- u
some Innocent sentence, of my own.
"What a croaker that officer Is."
"I guess It comes from the frogs on
"But after all, although there is no
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
party purpose In it, he got it right ai his uniform."
far as the word 'party;' to make the
whole word democratic In the sense ol
community of Interest and of purpose,
and if you ladles and gentlemen could
read some of the touching dispatchei
which come through official channels,
for even through official chnnneli
there come voices of humanity thai
are Infinitely pathetic; if you could
catch some of those voices that speak
and .
utter longing 1, of oppressed
. 1. ..
.the
,1 . - '
S .
l
bii uver mo wunu w
neipiess peoples
Where in Western Canada you can buy at from
hear something like the 'Battle Hymn
IS to $30 per acre feed faraa Und that will raise
f
of the Republic,' to hear the feet of ths
20 to 45 bashela to the acre el $2 wheat its
easy to figure the profita. Many Western Canadian
great hosts of liberty going to set them
larmera (scores of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
free, to set their minds free, set theli
ingle crop. Such an opportunity for 100 profit on labor and investment
lives free, set their children free, you
ia worth investigation.
would know what comes Into the heart
Canada extends to you a hearty Invitation to settle on her
of those who aro trying to contribute
all the brains and power they huvo to
this great enterprise of liberty.
"I summon you to the comradeship.
or secure some of the low priced lands in Mamitoba, Saskatchewan! or
I summon you to say how much and
Alberto. Think what yea can aaake with wheat at $2 a bushel and land ao
.m
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unanimously
how sincerely and how
r
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President Leads Parade.
cnitlee excellent; good schools and churches convenient
The president marched on foot
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mercy.
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Then, standing In the reviewing
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the women of the Red Cross
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The matt boat between Sardinia and
Civitavecchia was torpedoed In broad
daylight only 20 miles off the coast
of Sardinia. Although she remained
afloat for three hours and the wireless
operator remained on board until the
ahlp sunk and communicated with a
nearby naval station, unfortunately no
torpedo boats were available to rescue
the passengers, Including many soldiers, who perished. There seems to
be no doubt that the commander of the
submarine had been Informed that
rescue was Impossible, as otherwise
the torpedoed mall boat would have
been sunk by shell fire.
Other ships have been sunk both off
Sardlnln and In other parts of the
Mediterranean very close to the coast
It Is
under similar circumstances.
s
significant that whenever enemy
or enemy agents and spies have
been discovered and arrested In cer i nr
Mi mi mur
.immsn iff
keeps your tank full of
tain locnlltles where ships were being THE Eclipse Wood Windmill
mi thai emallMt rtnAaiKI
mat Pirm.
sunk by submarines these iones censed
Immediately to be dangerous. Experi- era using it have proven this. Eclipse Mills I
ra 1111 pumping water today wtthout repair costs
ence shows that patrolling the route after
the
unless
sufficient
not
Is
convoys
of
coast Is well watched so that signal- Come In and find out about the wonderful enrice
It the powerful and tupenor construction of the Eclipse.
ing to submarines Is prevented.
hardly ever nse
seems that
Ro
Isaacs, Clayton, N.M.
their wireless even nmong themselves
lest their messages should be Intercepted and their 'whereubouts discovered.
The crew of a ship recently sunk at
night by a submarine reported to the
authorities that when they had taken
to the boats and were pulling away
from the sinking ship the submarine
was exchanging flash signals by means
of an electric lamp. The night was
very dark, and at first the answering
signals were not visible, but shortly
afterward the flashes of at least five
submarines could clearly be seen.
"They were like glow worms over the
sea," one of the men said describing
Evidently submarines
the signals.
now keep close together so that mutual protection can be afforded and
convoys Instead of single ships
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The results of the Urltish victorious udvnnce in Mesopotamia cannot
be estimated, either In a political or material sense. Thone ore merely
few Turkish guns taken by a Ilrltlsh outpost at ñamadle.
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BUSY OFF THE COAST OF ITALY
Spies and Fishermen Help Supply
and Signal German
Captains.
BASES

ON

NEUTRAL

LAND

Craft Hunt
j

In Groups and Have
Information of Sailings
Temptation Too. Much for
Fishermen.

te

Rome. The
offensive Is still
Subserious In the Mediterranean.
marine buses exist In neutral countries, where Information, provisions
and even petrol are supplied to the
German commanders. Some time ago
three Sicilian fishermen were charged
with supplying provisions to an enemy
submurlne off Augusta. In the course
of the trlul before the military tribunal
at Catania evidence was brought to
show that while the fishermen were
out at sea In their boat a submarine
rose to the surface and ordered the
three men to go on bonrd.
The commander then Informed them
that two would be kept as hostuges
while the third was to go ashore In
the boat and get the fresh provisions
needed. If he returned with them within two or three hours the two fishermen would not only be released but
also compensated ; otherwise they
would be killed. The man was warned that If he Informed the Italian authorities the fate of his two companions would be. tho same. Naturally
the man obeyed. He returned with
the provisions within the appointed
time and was well paid for his trou
ble and faithfulness. Of course the
two hostages were released. Evident
ly the fishermen's story was corroborate
ed by the evidence of other men, as the
trlbunnl acquitted the two hostages
and sentenced the man who got the
provisions to ten years hard labor (or
neglecting to Inform the authorities.
Cannot Resist Temptation.
There are thousands of fishermen In
Italy who lead a hard life without
earning a living wage and who can
not resist the temptation of making
money. Besides, they are easily in
tlmldated by the threats of the com

manders of submarines, who often
sink fishing boats and murder the fish
ermen for the sake of Imposing obedience. It Is reasonably suspected that
fishermen aid submarines In many
ways. They warn them of the ap
proach of war vessels and mystery
ships and give them valuable Informa
tion about sailings and courses of con
voys. Possibly If the allies compensated fishermen as well as the commanders of submarines do satisfac
tory results would follow.
Of course for obvious reasons full
particulars about the activity of sub
marines In the Mediterranean cannot
be divulged. There have been Instances of
entering territorial waters at night and exchanging signals
with people on shore. Until recently
enemy citizens were allowed to reside In seaport towns and even deserted villages on the coast, so that all
they needed to communicate with sub
marines was a light. Even now Aus
trlans and Germans wire Interned In
Sardinia, and more ships have been
sunk by submarines off this island
than anywhere else In the Medlter
ranean.
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German Papers Give Lurid Tales
of

Bombardment.

City Is Serene and No One
e
Attention to
Qun.

fays

Any

Long-Rang-

Paris, France.
In

The damage caused

the Paris district by shells from the

long range German cannon has been
Insignificant In proportion to the mirth
provoked by German newspaper reports giving lurid accounts of the
damage, panic and consternation In
the French capital since the bombardment began.
One German paper says great numbers of dead are burled at night ; that
the people of Paris take their breakfast and luncheon In their cellars and
that all those who can leave the
stricken city are hastening to a safe
distance. Another says that in the high

to the check-stanShe returned with
a pair of crutches. The Sammy's right
WRIST-WATCH
SAMMY
leg was off at the knee.
Thrilling to the effectiveness of the
By KATHARINE EQQLESTON
reproof to the unpatriotic animal and
of the Vigilantes.
thrilling with a deeper something that
brought the tears, every man and woman In the restaurant rose. As the hero
man tat went out they stood at attention In
A bloated, boastful-lookinat a lunch table alone. Men came to a alienee vocal with their acknowlMm occasionally. Fie made notes In a edgment of the superb sacrifice for
small book. He was engaged In the them and the world's democracy made
profession of
by that precious Wrist-Watc- h
highly-usefu- l
Sammy.
--

g

book-makin-

His bulging eyes caught sight of a
on the arm of a young
man In khaki.
"Humph I pretty Sammy and his
AH dolled up and don't
wrist-watcknow how to fight I Won't the business
end of a bunch of Boche guns make
h
him run. Ought to have a
speed.
to keep a record of hts
These picture soldiers make me sick t
Sara-my'Wonder what that wrist-watc- h
do vl.en they send him over the
top. Poor boy 1"
1'eople around him burned at the Insult to the nciform. The lady with
the khaki cUd Sammy rosa and went
wrist-watc-

h

stop-watc-

get-awa- y

ll

"WORLD

MAY

TIRE OF YOU'

Message Left by
Confederate Veteran Who
Commits Suicide.

The Superiority of Our Mill .Work

Seventy-Eight-Year-O-

Memphis, Tenn. "Don't .try to live
too long, or the world may get tired of
you. As for me, I am tired of the
world. I go without regret or fear."
These were the words penned In n note
found beside the lifeless body of p. W.
Collier, seventy-eigh- t,
who had served
as a lieutenant In the army of the Confederate States of America from 1801
to 18C5. The veteran dressed carefully
In his gray uniform, wrote his last
word to a relative and then sent a bullet crashing through his brain.

Is acknowledged even by our strongest competitors.
It holds its place high in the opinion of our many
customers. Our large stock, and upright dealings
impress people favorably, and we respectfully solicit your business when you are in the market for
anything in our line. Permit us to quote you our
prices.

CLAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO.
NEW MEXICO.

CLAYTON,

A pumpkin sold In a Red Cross
sale In El ma, la., brought $507.83.

tension of nerves resulting from the
havoc the common people, "who are
unable to leave the city" are bringing
about trouble that amounts to riots
after each unfavorable communique
from the fighting front.
The situation In Paris has been described fully by cable. No disorder of
any kind has occurred and Instead of
consternation there reigns and has
reigned from the beginning perfect
No one pays further at
tranquility.
tention to the long range guns than to
speculate after each explosion as to
where the shell fell. Most of the
shells fall In the soft earth of the
country districts.
The few shells that have reached
settled portions of "the Intrenched
camp of Parts" have done astonish
Ingly little harm. Even the shell that
went Into a church on Good Friday
killed no one, the casualties resulting
from the caving In of the arches. Had
the shell not happened to strike a pll
lar supporting the celling few if any
of the congregation would have been
hurt. Shells have fallen within ten to
thirty feet of buildings without doing
more damage than breaking windows.

:
:

Friendliness for Huns
Lands Him Behind Bars
Paragould, Ark. Tom West, a
young farmer, expressed a desire
that all American ships would be
sunk and all American soldiers
drowned before they could reach
France to fight with the allies.
West made his wants known,
and while there did not appear
to be any Immediate prospect
that he would be able to aid the
kaiser in any war, It was
thought by local authorities the
country would be Just as safe
with him In Jail.

Patrlotlo Austrian.
Pittsburgh, Pa. In order that his
three sons who are serving In the
United States army may not be weeded out as alien enemies and that his
fourth son may serve the flag when
called In th next draft, John Kohn,
a native of Austria-Hungarbut InGrocers Patriotic.
tensely American, appeared before
Milton! Mass. Grocers of this town
federal officers here and asked to be discovered they had an over-stor- k
allowed to take out citizenship
white flour. They made an Inventory
and found there were 200 barrels more
than their normal needs for the month
China sends thousands of tons of They at once notified the state food
peanuts abroad each year, and so doe administration and the flour waa dl
India.
verted to other communities.

ABSTRACTS A SPECIALTY

THE
CLAYTON ABSTRACT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED.
M. P. HARVY, Manager.

Phone 223.

CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

w
The
Ford family: Runabout,
$435; Touring Car, $450; Coupe, $560; Sedan,
$695; represents but one chassis the world-famoFord Model T that wonder of simplicity and Vanadium ateel. Then there is the
new addition of the Model T. Qne-To- n
Truck
Chassis for $600 f. o. b. Detroit. This truck;
has the regular Ford motor but has worm
ever-popul- ar

us

drive. It has been thoroughly tested for more
than iwo years, and will surely meef your

wants and expectations. Tbere's never a doubj
as to Ford cars serving satisfactorily and
economically. Give us your order without de- lay. Conditions are uncertain.-

J. ALLEN WIK0FF, Agent
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO.

A
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of
uion of nonn
OF I .11(1.1 i
Ml (IIOtll'lSIIIKH.I
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IT,
MATH, MIKTKU.I

COI

VIEW IN BETH UNE, ONE OBJECTIVE OF GERMAN

W4SWH, SrcWSWU. B4NW", SWI- NE
Section 14 and NUUNWK Eta.
23, Township 22 N.( Range Í3 E. N. L
P. Meridian, has filed notice ot Intention to make Three Year Proof to
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
United States Land Office at Clayton,
N. M. on the 11th. day ot June 1913.
initiiant names as witnesses:
John Knox, Quy Nefager, Albert
Yates and Chester Yates, all of i'lan- -

DRIVE

4,

KIliHIKK.I

The Board met at 9 o'clock, A. Ed-M.T. J.
there being present the11. Hon.
Magruder and
inondHon, Chairman, H.
J. l'achei'o, Members, and Juan J. Du- ran. Clerk.
The following road bins were oraer- cd paid:
$ 80.00
Tom O. Buiihrrel
85. 00
A.
J.oveleBs .... 3.00
J. W.Jltta
4.61)
J. T. Walker
.75
.
W. R. Alriarnnn
282.75
mu- Joe Lumber Co.
3.00
J. E. Sheldon
3.00
J. A. Boyd
6.40
K. lluntaberry
. .- - 101.60
'
. tl. Granville
26.00
11.
Hit ua;
U..
10.71
11111
Brothers
l'etitlon Binned by 8. E. Hucker, et
ul . asking for a road beginning: at the
center of Section 81, Twp. 20 N., R. 38
i;., etc., as more fully set out In said
petition :
It is therefore ordered by the board
Hucker, Joe Koner and A. C.
that E.l. he,
and ihey hereby are apLoveless
pointed as viewers to view said proposed road.
Petition signed by W. O. Alvey, et al.,
nukWig for a rond beginning at the
Ñ.
K. coner of the N. W. W of the
N. E. H of Section 27, etc., aa more
fully set out In said petition.
Hoard
It Is therefore ordered by1'. the
Rarnhart
that A. . C..t: Granville, be,W. and
they are
mid
lléveles,
hereby appointed as viewers to view
the bh id proposed road. C. (lavln
and
Comea now Judge J.
Hoard for a fifty dollar conasks the for
the purpose of advertising
tribution
the County of Union and the Town of
Clayton In connection with the Colorado
to Gulf Highway.
It la therefore ordered by the Hoard
that the above Bum be and is hereby,
allowed arid the Clerk Is ordered to;
i
oh v the sume.
ft alno appears to the Court that
Union County's uuota of Fifty Dollar;)
to Tho Colorado to Gulf Highway As- - j
the Board
It is therefore oraered
that Bald sum be and Is hereby allowed
and the Clerk la ordered to pay same.
Orren Beaty, the County Agriculturist, is hereby authorlied to supply a
held man for the purpose of helping to
poison and eradicate prairie dogs at
,
a salary of $100.00 per month.
it Is ordered that Dr. Bristol be, and
Is hereby, appointed Health Officer for
Union County, New Mexico, for 1918.
It Is now ordered that the Board do
.now adjourn until May 20, 1918.
T. J. Edmondson,
Attest:
Chairman
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
.
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ham. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
May 11: June 8, '18

.1VÍ,

Register

N0TI:R FOR PI III.ICATION
Department of the Interior. V. B. Land
ornee at Clnyton, New Mexico.
April 23, 1918.
Notice Is hereby riven that Jnsenh
W. Dennlngton, of Patterson, N. M.,
wno, on April un,
matin Home,
stead Entry. Serial No. 017812. for SHW
Section 22, and 8W14 Section 13. Town- snip z in ., itange 30 i;., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notire ot Intention to
make three year Proof to establish
claim to the land above described before Jerry W. Forbes, United States
. PanaCommlBsloner, at his office
mo nte. New Mexico, on tho 15th. dav
of June, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. B. Wlllv. H. M. Llvlniraton. W. T
Oates and A. T.
all of ratter- -

in,

rr
I MB

iíÍF-.-

,

fr ilia' LOiifei.ik. As
i'i .I""?

f

sou, vew
PAZ VALVERDE
May 11: June 8, '18

.

NOTICE

Register

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior V. 8. Land
Ofllco nt Clayton, New Mexico.
April 1, 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that John D.
Barnett. of Paaaiuonte, N. M., who, on
March 27th. 1915, made Homcatend Entry. Serial No. 0ÜI6KR. for KVsKWU;
kt4 Vi
BViSEVi Section 32, Township 24, N,
limine 31 E and Lots 3 and 4:
Section 6, Township 23 N., tl.
31 E., Now Mexico Principal Meridian,
.l3
f.t
has filed notice of Intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described before Reg-latt
and Receiver, U. 8. Land Office, at
Clayton, New Mexico, on the 13th. day
191S.
of
June,
K
wlwyAw.v',n'''
4Ffiw? 't wtnwmff
sft'ibst J3sttisttssVs1halÉ4pláljJrtsat4t&fcs
uraiifliiifii rnnWisiru (
Jrssr'BatVnr
Claimant names as witnesses:
R. Sanders, of Beenhnm, N. M.,"
John
The hiip(ii'tunt city of lloihuue hits been nnu of tho objectives of the Ucrtnuns In their drive In Flanders uutl (lie Asa T. Carr, of Pasamonte, N. M., and
M. Corbln and Clinton S. Funk,
British linve held stubbornly to the towns thnt gunrded It. This pliotogroph shows tho squnre of Bethune, the build- James
both of Pennington, N. M.
ings being d.mmged by gunfire. ,
PAZ VALVERDE
May 11: June 8. '18
Register
State of New Mexico, by said plaintiff.
'!
p Ü.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Leona May Spore, as more fully set
'.vico Prlnciti
forth In the bill of complaint filed in
of the Interior. V. S. Land
itb-Meridian,
notice of Intentlo Department
Office
said action and that unless plaintiff
at Clayton, New Mexico.
'. ,.n ,i
to m:i i.
Proof to eata.
1918.
April
23.
enter his appearance In said suit on or
tbto
bove
describe
llali
ti."'
Notice Is hereby given that Harry
before the twentith day of June, A. D.,
pfIT t',;,r1. .i r ilbott. United Ktat
1918, decree
Showalter. of Clayton. New Mexico,
and Judg(ftloe at Cluyto' who,
ment by default therein will be renderon September 28, 1914, made Home
;.
4 II. day of Jim
'
N' w t'?
ed against you.
stend Entry, Serial Nt 018556, for
l!'l V ,
In witnes Whereof, I have hereunto
Section 11, Township 27 N., Range
W4.
'1
I. '. .'
itnosaes:
33 E. New Mexico Principal Meridian,
set my hand and the seal of said Court
K. ?
Antonio Ilrynl has
.:!,
filed
at Clayton, New Mexico, this 6th. day
of Intention to make
. ''
of
nd Walter M. Mur Three yearnotice
tl.Tl'ii!
proof, to establish claim
of May, A. D. 1918.
to
Mt. Dor
phv uol .lolni If
ilburn,
of
the
land
above
described,
Juan J. Duran,
before Reg-latNvw .'( i'- and Receiver United States Land
Clerk,
MUDE
Kiker & Collins. Atty for
at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
Regime Office
.I' M.
V V '
lsth. day of June, 1918.
Clayton, New Mex.
Plaintiff,
- This paper has enlisted
May 11- - June 1, 1918.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
' i IM PLICATION
NOTM'l:
Joe Adams, William H. Blake, Jos'f r- -' t .. ,, i ,f , ;.. n ror, U. H. Lar
government
eph
Haire
and Edgar Devroe all of
with
the
in the Office ul I'l.tyt :.. New Mexico.
NOTICE FOn PUBLICATION
Clayton, New Mexico.
PAZ
the
VALVERDE
of
cause
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Register.
W. Roberts, of Pasamente. N. M.. who, May 18 June 1518.
period
Office at Clayton,
New Mexico, April
on October 22, 1914, made Homestead
9, 1918.
.
NOTICE
hi
Entry.
FOR
No..
V4SW
01b658.
PUBLICATION
W
Serial
for
Notice is hereby given that Leola D.
Section 24, SEVt and EttSWU Section Department of the Interior. U.. S. Land
Jacobs, formerly Leola D.
Colean, nf
9,
3, Townanip Z4 s., itange
in. ai,
Office at Clayton, New ...:,-Clayton, New Mexico, who, on January,
P. Meridian, has tiled notice of Inten- April 23' 1918.
2nd., 1916, made Homestead Entry Serto
es
Proof,
to
make Three Year
tion
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
ial No. 019092, for EftNWK, WV4NEÍ4,'
tablish claim to the land above des- 9. MorrlB, of Moses, New Mexico,
who,
NEUNEM,. NHSWK NWVtSEl-l- , Seccribed, before Register and Receiver, on December 10, 1914, made Homestead
tion 32, Township 27 N., Range $4 E.,
V. H. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., on Entry, Serial No. 018783. for SEUNEK.
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
11
mm.
the tu. day ot june,
Section 22; S H N W , SWANE.
filed notice of Intention to make Three
ATTENTION HOMESTEADERS
Claimant names as witnesses:
WUSKU Section 23,
Year Proof, to establish claim to that
Fred SchilTner, John Carpenter, Harry 29 N, Range 35 E New Mexico Township
Principal
All legal
vertíala
la this
land above described, before Charles
jt'asamon
an
ot
lvie,
John
and
Howard
Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention
P. Talbot, U. 8. Commissioner, at his
te, New Mexico.
paper Is reaf and corrected acto make Three Year Proof, to establish
office at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
PAZ VALVERDE
to the land above described, becording to copy. RcaA roar aetlce
3rd. day of June, 1918.
May 11: June 8. 'IX
Register claim
fore Register and Receiver, United
Claimant names as witnesses:
f latcatloa to make Saal proof,
States
Land Office at Clayton, New
Russell Henderson, Ern.on U. Jacobs,
NOTICE FOR PI BI.ICATION
Mexico, on the 18th. day of June, 1918,
and If aa errar la fonad, however
Edward M. Bergln, and Amos H. Wells,
Department
U.
S.
of
Interior,
Land
the
names as witnesses:
Claimant
aoflfy
slight,
as at once.
all of Clayton, New Mexico.
T. J. Kennedy. George W. Kennedy,
layion, Mew Mexico.
ntnce
at 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE
April
10.
E.
J.
McMurtrey,
and
all of Moses, New
May
1, "18.
Register
Notice la hereby given that Lino J. Mexico, and R. Q. Palmer, nf Clayton,
Maez, of Barney, N. M., who, on March New Mexico.
to make Three Year Proot to estuL
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
lish claim to the land above describe! 25, 1915, made Homeatead Entry, SerPAZ VALVERDE
ISOLATED TRACT
before Register and Receiver, Unite. ial No. 019672, for the South Half Sec. May 18 June 1518.
Register.
22, Township 23 N.. Range 32 E. N. M
Land Office at Clayton, N. M., o
States
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land the 14th. day of June, 1918.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
tion to make Three Year Proof to es
Claimant names aa witneBnes:
4, 1918.
of 'the Interior, V. B.
Thomas Parr, of Sofia. N. M., Willlai. tablish claim to the lad above describ- Department
Offloe
at Clayton, New Mexico. Land
Sale authorized by "C"
IT.
Register
ed,
Gub
Bernhardt
and
before
Wllkerson, W. F.
and Receiver.
April 23, 1918.
S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M., on the
Notice is hereby given that, as di- Bernhardt, all of Patterson, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that Ralph W.
any ot june, luis.
rected by the Commissioner of the
PAZ VALVERDE
.Miller, of Sedan, New Mexico, who, on
Registe i.to.
General Land Ofllce, under provlsons May 11: June 8, '18
Claimant names as wltneases:
March
20. 1915, made Homestead Entry.
of Sec. 246!, R. 8., pursuant to the apJuan J. Duran, of Clayton, N. M. and
plication of John Edward Scott. PatSuntlago Duran, Euraclo Carcia and Serial No. 019641. for SEV. Section S.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
21 N., Range 36 E.. New MexTownship
terson, New Mexico, Serial No. 024727, Department
Archulelta, all of Bu.'ney, ico Principal
of the Interior, U. S. Lan Candelario
we will offer at public sale, to the
Meridian, has filed
flew mexico.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
of
highest bidder, but at not less than
to make Three Year notice
Intention
PAZ VALVERDE
April 10, 1918.
0 ratabliah claim to the land aboveProof.
$2.00 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on
May
11:
8.
des'l.s
June
Register
is hereby given that Emmet
cribed, before Register and Receiver.
the 6th. day of June, 1918, next, at this A. Notice
Murphy, of Mt. Dora, N. M , who, o.
tilted
office, the following tract of land:
States
Office
Land
Clayton.
at
NOTICE FOR Ptlll.ICATION
February 15, 1916, made Homestea.
EVÍSEVÍ, Sec. 14, T 26 N R"S0 E.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land DJHji ilC'CO' on the 19ln- day of June.
The sale will not be kept open, but Entry, Serial No. 021669, for the SK1
t layion, jsew Mexico.
wince
ni 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
will be declared closed when those
April 10.
Waller, Grover C. Walkup,
C resent at the hour named have ceased
Notice is hereby given that Lucia ..,New,n
loyd
R. Webb and Aubrey A. Hani-macIdding. The person making the highest
t
Sanchez, formerly Lucia Romero, of
Sedan,
all
of
bid will be required to lmmedlatly pay
New Mexico.
N.
M., who, on March 24, 1915,
Barney,
PAZ VALVERDE
to the Receiver the amount thereof.
made Homestead Entry, Serial No. May 18 June
Any persons claiming adversely the
1518.
Register.
1
019664,
for Lots and 2; S NEVi:
d
land are advised to file
and 8WÍ48EVÍ Section 3, Twp.
their claims or objections, on or before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
23 N., Range 32 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
the time designated for sale.
has filed notice of Intention to make Department of the Interior, 17. 8. Land
PAZ VALVERDE
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
Office at Clnyton, New Mexico.
1, '18.
May
Register
the land above described, before RegApril 25, 1918.
ister and Receiver, United States Land
Notice Is hereby given that William
Office, at Clayton, N. M., on the 13th D. Burgess, of Clayton,
New
NOTICE OF CONTEST
aar oí june, lyis.
who, on April 10, 1914. made Mexico,
Horns'
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
No. 017730,
2,.ri!1,.,'',ltrf''
erial
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
for
Alberto F. Sanche. Candelario Arch.
May 2, 1918.
uletta, C. A. Archuletta and Carlos S. 4: SEHW.?NESEX?Sectlon B?Tp.
To John. A. Whltaker, of Wichita
Sunchex, all of Barney, N. M.
"""Be S E. New Mexico Princi2VV
Falls, Texas, Contestee:
PAZ VALVERDE
pal Meridian,
has filed notice of inten-- t
You are hereby notified that Thomas
May 11: June 8, '18
Register
Ion
to
make Three Year I'roof.
P. Snyder,
to eswho gives Clayton, New
ou don't leiv
tablish claim to the land above
B
e
describMexico, as his
address, did,
. befrtre
ed
your
Charles
P.
rig
Talbott,
In
on April 16th., 1918, file In this office
th
United
NOTICE FOR PI'BI.IC'A
Mates
at hia office at
Department of the Interior, U.TION
his duly corroborated application to
S. Ijind Clnyton,Commissioner,
theet
middle offence-poNew Mexico, on the 20th. day
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
contest and secure the cancellation of
m
1918.
of
June
road end to to
your Homestead Entry, Serial No.
Apr li 10. 1918.
'
!a.',mal,t nm'
s witnesses:
Notice Is hereby given that Claud D.
made October 12th.. 1917, for
to read a sle bill
William A.
Selvy. Warren E. 8!m- of 8ec. 3, Twp. 30 N., R. 32 E.,
N. M.. who, on April
clayto".
ÍT',,0'
you?
Then
don't
do
Bnd
At'
Me".n
m?n";
M.
John
Means,
J:
SWft and WHSEÍ4 Section 34. TownI-.- L1V'. ",ude Homestead Entry Serial
Clayton.
New Mexico.
No. 019910. for H'jSW. Section 6. Twp.
expect the other felship 31 N., R. 33 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
'AZ VALVERDE
24 N.. Kan ire 3S K. M
v.... May 18 June
and as grounds for his contest he ait uAri.t
to
low
do
It.
1518.
Register
filed notice of Intention to make Three
led gos that said John A. Whltaker has
never established nor maintained any
Proof to establish claim to the
Pul in id In this pipcr.thanv
Jear
NOTICE
land
FOR
residence upon said land, has never In
above
PUBLICATION
described,
before Register
the weathi
refardlsu of you
any manner improved nor cultivated
and Receiver, United States Land Of- - Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land
want to
the fellow
any part ot said land, has wholly abanon tha mh- - d"y
fn;e ?5 CIyton, New Mexico.
your
announcesrjuU'iVi"'
rchrtid
doned the Bame for more than six
April
25. 1918.
ment while seated it his
Claimant names aa witnesses:
months lmmedlatly preceeding this date
Notice
is
given that Ous
fireside.
Paul Laster, Oeorge Mamey, E. M. Bernhardt, ofhereby
Is not In the army, navy or
that he corps
Patterson. New MexChllcut and Bob Brundage, all of Clay- ico, who, on December
marine
of the United States: that
12, 1912, made
Is a prospective buyer
If
be
ton, New Mexico.
all of the aald defects continue to the
Homestead Entry, Serial No. 015311.
you'll have him at your sale.
date hereof.
PAZ VALVERDE
for 8WK; Lots 3 and 4: SH NWU
paya
buyer
often
One
extra
Mayll: June 8. '18
You are, therefore, further notified
Register Section 15, Township 25 N.. Range U
the entire expense of the
New
that the said allegations
will be taken
Principal
has
ad. and It's a poor ad tbat
as confessed, and your said entry will
filed notice of Intention toMerldlaiV.
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
make Three
be cancelled without further right to
won't pull that buyer.
Year
Department of the Interior, U. a Land
Proof, to establish claim
to
the
be heard, either, before this office, or on
land above described, before Register
Office at Clayton, New Mexico?
An ad In this paper reaches
appeal, if you fall to file In this office
and Receiver, United States
April
10. 1918.
OfLand
are
yau
people
after.
the
within twenty days after the FOURTH
Notice Is hereby given that George fice, at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
of this notice, as shown
M. Ballou, of Quy, NT M., who,
on Nov. 20th. day of June. 1918.
tiublication answer,
Bills rosy be neecsslty.but
under oath, specifClaimant names aa witnesses:
21, 1914, made Homestead Entry.
ember
the ad is the thing thst doe
ically responding to these allegations
W. k. Wllkerson, J. B. Wllley, W.
Serial No. 018890, for N
Section 82
the business.
of contest, together with due proof
Township
30 N hange IÍ R.
N. M. P
you
copy
your
a
have
served
of
that
Meridian has filed notice of Intention of Pattersoi. New Mexico. "ome"' "
Don't think of having a
answer on the said contestant either
special sale without using
VALVERDE
e?.!" k TL'rf yiaProof' t0
tabllsh
In person or by registered mail.
to
above described, be- - May Ta Juna 1518..
sdvcrtUing space In this
You should state in your answer the
paper.
e
name of the
to which you
NOTICB OF PROBATE
New Mexico, on the
?.l5"-atia,on'
t of
desire future notices to be sent to you.
June, 1918.
1mJk
Valoa Ooaaty
Ih'1m Co"r
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
as
"nies
witnesses:
V.'."."':"1
Messrai
Date of first publlcatoin May 11
W, 8. Rouley, W. C. Holder, Burl Car- Notice
la
hereby
given
18
that the
May
second
publication
penfer
of
Date
and A. N. Felcth, aU of Guy.
been duly appointed
Date of third publication May 26
New Mexico.
Administrator
of
the
oi joseph
estate
1,
1918.
of
fourth
publication
Date
June
AZ
May 11: June 8. VALVERDB
'18
ay
Register
flvea
181!'
!e"by
ífi
notice to
m!
a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
eftci
at
pari ti
persons having claims against
the
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Joseph
entire úpente ! tit
of
W.
a
Holland,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
.d
t(iwPIe"ent.
within
April 18, 1918.
"
the
Department REPUBLICATION
of
the
Interior, V. 8. Land time prescribed by law, for the pur-poNotice Is hereby given that Albert
of having same adjusted. All per-soParr, of Patterson, New Mexico, who,
Indebted to
estate are reon March 24th., 1916, made Homestead
quested to make aald
immediate payment
Ko.heerr:byofKrira,i,htah
Entry, Serial No. 0196S7, for SWU See.
to.
the
undersigned.
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Township
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"d October
JOHV TI. KNOX
ll:
N., Range 30 E. New Mexico Principal
!T11?.',n.,,í,,
Entries, Serial Administrator.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Nos. 012247 and 015140 for
NEi4Sw, May 18; June 8, '18. Clapham, N. M.
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NOTICE OF PKXDKNCY OF ACTION

1

the J u tice' Court, Precinct No. One,
Mate of New Mexico, County of I'nloni
G. U. GRANVILLE, I'lamtlff,
I
vs.
No. H. C. BURD Defendant
To H. C. Burd, Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against you in
the court of L. W. Kingdom, Esq.,
Justice of the Veace within and for
Precinct No. 1, Union County, New Mexico, by the above named plaintiff, the
said plaintiff claiming til indebtedness
against you In the sum of $130.75, with
Interest and coats of suit, for and on
account of goods, wares and merchandise sold and delivered to you by the
said named plaintiff. That your money
and effects In the hands of C. K. Luthy,
Lee Glasgow and "John" Coburn, the
name "John" being ficticious, the real
first name of Bald Coburn being unknown to the plaintiff, has been
That unless you enter or cause to be
filtered your appearance in the above
entitled cause on or by July 6, 1918,
Judgement by default will be rendered
against you and the money and effects in the hands of the above named
garnishees will be applied toward the
payment of said Judgement as provided
L
law.
Witness my hand this 17th day of
1b

I

d.

May, A. D. 1918.

L. W. KINGDOM,

Justice of the Peace
Pieclnct No. 1. Union
County, New Mexico.
Frank 1). Blue, Clayton.
New. Mexico Attorney
tor Plaintiff.
May 25 June 15, '18.
NOTICB OK ADMINISTRATRIX
In the Probate Court of In Ion County,
State of New Mexico
In the matter of the estate of
Andrew P. Alderson, Deceased.
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that the undersigned was duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Andrew P. Alderson, deceased, by the
above court, on the 6th. day of May.
A. D. 1918. All persons having claims
against said estate are hereby notified

to present the same to the administratrix within the time prescribed b.' law
and all persons Indebted to suld estate
are hereby requested to make Immediate payment to the undersigned.
Signed: MARY 3. ALDERSON,
.
Administratrix, Clayton, N. M.
Toombs and Taylor, Attorneys
for Administratrix.
May 25
June 8, '18.
NOTICE OF CONTEST

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, Apr.
23, 1918.

To Juan Chavei,
of Fasamon-te- ,
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Roger
A. White who gives Panhandle, Texas,
e
as his
address, did on June
25th, 1917, tile In this office his duly
post-offic-

corrobated application to contest and
. mo i;iiut3mt.iuii di your nome- " v "
No. 017114
Serial
made February 10, 1814, for 8WÍ4 Sec.
7
CH.t
OCVllUH l, J.UWIIBII1U
Range 2 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
as
grounds for his contest allegesandthat
said entryman has not maintained residence on the lands described and has
not
the lands during- the
years cultivated
1915 and 1916 having less than
20 aorea under cultivation during 191B
and less than 20 acres during 1916
only a garden spot being broke out at
uny time; entryman's absence la not
due to service in the army, navy or marine corps or In the National Guard ot
any state.
You are. therefore,
notified
that the said allegationsfurther
will be taken
confessed,, and your said entry will be
canceled without further right to.be
heard, either before
offloe or on
appeal. If you fall to this
tile In
office
within twenty days after the this
publication of this notice, asFOURTH
shown
below, your answer,
specifically responding to under oath,
allegatone
of contest togeher winthese
proof
due
that
you have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either
person
In
or by registered mail.
You should state In your answer the
name of the post-offiwhich you
deslr. future notices to beto sent
ou'
PAZ VALVERDE. Register. .
pate of first publication May 4th,
Date of second publication May 11.
Date of third publication May 18.
nae of fourth jiuyiloatlon IJay 25.
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"Ready-to-Wea- r"

Our Specialty
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MERCANTILE CO.
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Our Specialty
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We are going to share our Profits with our many Customers. A good time to launch on the wave of Thrift and
Economy that is sweeping country-widThe
n
Store with their large facilities for buying and large distribution, are in a position to help you economize on your table supplies, at the same time offering you the best in
quality. We invite you to visit our store, inspect our stock and ask questions concerning them. You will be gladly
informed as to the merit of every item sold over the counters of our store. The most attractive and best equipped
in the Southwest. Maintained always at the highest Standard for the Service of the Union County Public.
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OUR DRIED FRUITS-

CALIFORNIA FRUITS

-

1 HI ITS nre from our
ivgular lirst quality stock that luis
been carefully cam! for to give you
the fruit in the best condition. We
uri er buy damaged goods.
10 pound bo
prunes
?1.50
0
prunes in bulk '
Lifts. II).
prunes in bulk ... 1254 rts. 11).
10 cts.' II).
prunes in bulk
prunes in bulk 8 3 cts. II).
10 II). box extra choice peaches $1.50
LI cts. II).
Taney peaches in bulk
10 11). box extra choice Apricots $I.S5
20 cts lb
Fancy Apricots, in bulk
15c ts. II).
Fancy pears in bulk
I "a ra
hoice apples in bulk 15 cts lb.
10 lb. box Fancy Figs
1.20
Fancy Muscatine Itaisens, 10 pound

(H it DH1ED

50--

THESE

50

.10-ii- O

1--

I

c

box

1.25

Fancy Muscatine Itaisens in bulk
1254 cts.
per pound
Fancy Seeded Itaisens, 12 oz. package, per package
10 cts.
Fancy seeded Itaisens, 1(1 oz. pack15 els
age, per package
Thompson Seedless Itaisens, 10 lb.
box

Thompsons Seedless Itaisens bulk,
per pound
15 cts.

'

(a!. Pilled Cherries, each
(al. Logan Berries, each
(al. Blackberries, each
(al. (ooseberries, each

-cts

(5

its.

(..ilion Plums, each
(aitón Peaches, each
(allou (rapes, each
(al. (raied Pineapple
Gallon Apricots

G5

its

SO

cts

25

its

JAMS & JELLIES
Gal. can Dixie Jelly
Gal. can Dixie Jelly
38 oz. jar Dixie Jelly
1 lb. Morado Jam, in tin,
5 lb. Morado Jam. in tin
1

54

20
20
20

Van Camps, small,
Van Camps, medium,
Van Camps, Irrge,

els
cts
cts

50
50

KH1K AM) BEANS
Van Camps, small, per can
Van Camps, medium
Van Camps, large
Solitare 2 lb. can

cts
cts

STAIICH
12 oz.
12 oz.

cts

$1.00
75 cts

Iory starch

per pkg.
Faultless, per pkg.

8

1- -3

10

cts
cts

2 Ib. Morado Bed Salmon
2 lb. Pink Salmon

American Sardines
Mustard Sardines

1

1256

Blue Label, per bottle
Beach Xut, per bottle
Van Camps, per bottle
P. V. Gallon tins

Pint Jar, pure strained honey 40 cts
"Sets
Quart Jar, pure strained
54 Gallon Tins
$1.23
1 Gallon Tins
$2.50

American Test Lye

cts
cts
cts
cts

10 cts
10 cts
10 cts

20
35

cts
cts
cts

PI
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1254

20
30
1754

cts
els
cts
cts

We have a large stock of matches on
hand. When this lot is gone we will
be compelled to charge more money.
Match men say it will soon be impossible to get matches if the war
continues. These matches are the
very best that can be made. Every
match is guaranteed to strike
FIVE CENTS A BOX

1- -3

United States Food Administration License No.
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MATCHES! MATCHES!

5 els
Pearl White, per cake
3 els
Bob White, per cake
5 cts
P & G Naptha, per cake
5 cts
Diamond C, per cake
Star Xaphta Soap Powder, 4 lb. 25 cts
Grandpa's Wonder Tar, Soap, per
8
cts
cake
Water Lilly Toilet Soap, cake Sets

LYE
Bex Lye
Bed Dciil Lye

30
30
30
75

Soapand Soap Powder

I

1254

The potato dealers in Colorado have
many carloads of potatoes on hand
and unless the consuming public
comes to their rescue these potatoes
will rot This should not happen dur- ' ing such times as these. Every person
in I'n ion County should buy a sack
and they will soon clean them tip.
They are cheap
Per 100 pounds
$1.50
Twenty pounds for
40 cts
Fifty pounds for
aOcts

CATSUP

HONEY

ll.cls
85 its

Farmer Baby Milk, per can 5 its
Fanner Tall Milk, per can 1254-c-

I

cts

cts
cts

POTATOES

Morado B.aby .Milk, per can 5. cts
Van Camps Baby .Milk, per can 054 c
Van Camps, family size
1254 cts
15 cts
Van Camps, large ize,
25 its
20 cts
5 cts

30

CONDENSED MILK
ts

CANNED FISH

$1.10
CO

PORK & BEANS

TEAS

Gunpowder bulk, per pound
Japan, bulk, per pound

$1.00
85 cts
85 its
85 cts
75 els
75 its

-

cts
cts

,

PEANUT BUTTER

per pound
Porto It ico, per pound
A fine bulk coffee, per pound

GALLON FRUITS
43

25
25
30

COFFEE

$1.50

Gallon Apples, each,
Gallon Pears, each

2 lb. Fancy Corn, per can 1254 cts
1 lb. Van Camp Kraut, per can 15 its
2 lb. Peacrest Spinach, per can 1254
3 lb. Solitare Spinach, per can 1754
3 lb. Morado Sw'U Potatoes, can 1754
21b. Cut Green Beans, per can 1254
2 lb. Van Camps Kidney Beans 15 c
2 Ib. Morado Lima Beans, can 15 cts
254 lb. Laurence Pumpkin, can 1254
2 lb. Early June Peas, per can 13 els
2 11). can Extra Sifted Peas, can 20 its
2 lb. Daisy Peas, per can
23 cts
254 Ib. Morado Hominy, can 1254 cts
2 II). Solitare Milk Hominy, can 10 cts

TABLE FIU'IT

254ll. Cabinet Sliced Teaches .'!0 cts
2!ilb. Cabinet L.C. Peaches 25 cts.
25411). Bajtlelt Pears 2
25 cts.
.1 lb. .Morado Sliced Pineapple 23 els
2 lb. MoraYTo Sliced Pineapple 20 els
.1 lb. Solilare Sliced Pineapple 35 its
2 11). Solitare Sliced Pineapple 23 its
20 cts
2541b Eureka Apricots
25411) Eureka Blackberries 2254 cts
20 its
2541b. Eureka Peaches
225á its
2541b. Eureka Pears
2254 cts
2541b Eureka Plums
20 its
2541b Eureka (rapes
25411 Eureka Loganberries 2254 i ts
1 lb. Sweet' Criar Peaches
1254 cts
1254 its
2 lb. Victory Gooseberries

S0-Í-
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254 lb. Cabinet Apricots
254 II). Cabinet Ularkbcrries
254 lb. Cabinet Black Cherries
2541b. Cabines White Cherries
2541b. Cabinet (rapes

Í0-5-

1011-1-
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VEGETABLES
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Modem Conveniences
For Our Customers

